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COMPTIA SECURITY SY0-501 OVERVIEW/STUDY GUIDEI passed the CompTIA Security SY0-501 certification exam in 2018 and scored (822/900). I want to share the teaching methodology and provide a timeline of the study. Security is an amazing certification for those who want to break into the cybersecurity industry. If you are interested in passing the exam, you can view
the exam goals here: CompTIA SY that James Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security' Professor Messer Notes, written by James Professor Messer Copyright © 2017 by Messer Studios, LLC All Rights Reserved. No part of this book can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or any system of
storing and searching information, without the written permission of the publisher. First edition: October 2017 Trademark Confessions All Product and Trademark Names are the property of their respective owners, and are in no way affiliated with or affiliated with Messer Studios, LLC. Professor Messer is a registered trademark of Messer Studios LLC. CompTIA and Security are
registered trademarks of CompTIA, Inc. Warning and Disclaimer This book is designed to provide information about the CompTIA SY0-501 Security Certification Examination. However, there may be typographical and/or content errors. Thus, this book should serve only as a general guide and not as the final source of substantive information. The author is not liable to any person
or organization for any loss or damage sustained or allegedly incurred, directly or indirectly, by the information contained in this book. Content 1.0 - Threats, Attacks, and Vulnerabilities 1 1.1 - Malware Review 1 1.1 - Viruses and Worms 1 1.1 - Ransomware and Crypto-Malware 2 1.1 - Trojans and RATs 2 1.1 - Rootkits 2 1.1 - Keyloggers 3 1.1 - Adware and Spyware 3 1.1 - Bots
and Bots 3.1 1 - Bots and Botnets 3 1.1 4 1.1 - Logical Bombs 4 1.2 - Phishing 4 1.2 - Tailgating and Impersonation 5 1.2 - Garbage Container Diving 5 1.2 - Shoulder Surfing 6 1.2 - Hoax 6 1.2 - Watering Hole Attack 6 1.2 - Principles of Social Engineering 7 1.2 - Denial of Service 7 1.2 2 - Man-in-The-Middle 9 1.2 - Overflow Buffer 9 1.2 - Data Injections 9 1.2 - Cross Site
Scenario - XSS 9 1.2 - Privilege Escalation 10 1.2 - DNS Poisoning Domain And Hijacking 10 1.2 - Website Request Fake 10 1.2 - zero day attack 11 11 11 .2 - Replay attacks 11 1.2 - Customer Hijacking Attack 11 1.2 - Customer Hijacking Attack 12 1.2 - Driver Manipulation 12 1.2 - Spoofing 13 1.2 - Wireless Attack 14 1.2 Access - Rogue and Evil Twins 14 1.2 - Wireless
Jamming 14 1.2 - WPS Attack 14 1.2 - Bluejacking and Bluesnarfing 15 1.2 - RFID and NFC Attacks 15 1.2 - Wireless Attacks 16 1.2 - Cryptographic Attacks 16 1.3 - Threat Actors 17 1.4 - Penetration Testing 18 1.5 - Vulnerability Scan 19 1.6 - Vulnerability Types 20 2.0 - Technology and Tools 22 2.1 - Firewalls 22 2.1 - VPN Hubs 23 2.1 - Detection and Prevention of Network
Invasion 25 2.1 - Router and Switch Security 26 2.1 - Proxies 27 2.1 - Loaders 27 2.1 - Access Points 28 2.1 - SIEM 29 2.1 - Preventing Data Loss 30 2.1 - Network Access Management 30 2.1 - Postal Gateways 31 2.1 - Other Security Devices 3 3 3 2.2 - Software Security Tools 32 2.2 - Team Line Security Tools 33 2.3 - General Security Problems 34 2.4 - Security Release
Analysis 36 2.5 - Mobile Connection Methods 37 2.5 - Mobile Device Deployment Models 40 2.5 - Mobile Devices 6 - Secure Protocols 37 2.5 - Mobile Device Deployment Models 40 2.5 - Mobile Devices 6 - Secure Protocols 6 - Secure Protocols 37 2.5 - Mobile Device Deployment Models 40 2.5 - Mobile Devices 6 - Secure Protocols 6 - Secure Protocols 37 2.5 - Mobile Device
Deployment Models 40 2.5 - Mobile Devices 6 - Secure Protocols 6 - Secure Protocols 37 2.5 - Mobile Device Deployment Models 40 2.5 - Mobile Devices 6 - Secure Protocols 6 - Secure Protocols 37 2.5 - Mobile Device Deployment Models 40 2.5 - Mobile Devices 6 - Secure Protocols 6 - Secure Protocols 37 2.5 - Mobile Device Deployment Models 40 2.5 - Mobile Devices 6 -
Secure Protocols 6 - Secure Protocols 37 2.5 - Mobile Device 41 3.0 - Architecture and Design 42 3.1 - Compliance requirements and framework requirements 42 3.1 - Secure Configuration Guides 43 3.1 - Defense at a depth of 43 3.2 - Secure Network Topology 43 3.2 - Network Segmentation 45 3.2 - TECHNOLOGY VPN 46 3.2 - Technology Security Accommodation 46 3.2 -
Providing SDN 47 3.3 - Hardware Security 47 3.3 - Operating System Security 48 3.3 - Peripheral Security 50 3 Safe Deployments 50 3.5 - Embedded Systems 51 3.6 - Life-Cycle 51 3.6 - Secure DevOps 52 52 5 2 3.6 - Version Management and Change Management 52 3.6 - Securing and deprovisioning 53 3.6 - Secure coding methods 53 3.6 - Code quality and testing 55 3.7 -
Cloud and Virtualization Review 56 3.7 - Virtualization Security 56 3.7 - Cloud Security 56 3.7 - Security in the Area Virtualization 56 3.7 - Virtualization Security 56 3.7 - Cloud Security 56 3.7 - Virtualization Security 56 3.7 - Cloud Security 57 3.8 - Sustainability and Automation 57 3.8 - Excess, Error Tolerance and High Availability 58 3.9 - Physical Security Management 58 1.4 -
Storage Area Network 58 4.0 - Identity and Access Management 61 4.1 - AAA and Authentication 61 4.2 - Identity and Access Services 62 4.2 - PAP , CHAP, and MS-CHAP 63 4.2 - Federal Identity 64 4.3 - Access Management Models 65 4.3 - Access Management Technologies 65 4.4 - Account Types 67 4.4 - Account Management 67 4.4 - Account Policy Compliance 68 5.0 -
Risk Management 69 5.1 - Type 69 69 6. 5.1 - Hr. 69 5.1 - Role Training to Raise Awareness 70 5.1 - General Safety Policy 70 5.2 - Impact Analysis 70 5.3 - Risk Assessment 71 5.4 - Incident Response Planning 72 5.4 - Incident Response Process 73 5.5 - Forensic Collection-Medical Data74 5.5 - Use of Forensic Data 75 5.6 - Emergency Recovery Sites 75 5.6 - App Recovery
75 5.6 - Geographical Considerations 76 5.6 - Continuity of Operations 77 - Security Control 77 5.8 - Data Destruction 78 5.8 - Sensitive Data Processing 79 5.8 - Raleigh Data and Retention 79 6.0 - Cryptography and PKI 79 6.1 - Crypt Concept 79 6.1 - Symmetrical and Asymmetric encryption 80 6.1 - Hashing and Digital Signatures 82 6.1 - Randomization of Cryptography 83
6.1 - Weak Weak 83 6.1 - Cryptographic Keys 83 6.1 - Steganography 84 6.1 - Flow and Block Ciphers 84 6.1 - Data States 84 6.1 - Perfect Front Mystery 84 6.. 1 - Common cases of use of cryptography 85 6.2 - Symmetrical algorithms 85 6.2 - Block encryption modes 86 6.2 - Asymmetric algorithms 87 6.2 - Hashing algorithms 8 8 6.2 - Key Stretching Algorithms 88 6.2 - Tangled
88 6.3 - Wireless Cryptographic Protocols 89 6.3 - Wireless Authentication Protocols 89 6.3 - Wireless Security 9 0 6.4 - Components PKI 90 6.4 - PKI Concept 91 6.4 - Certificate Types 93 6.4 - Certificate File Formats 93 The introduction of information security technology is a significant problem for every IT professional. Our systems are under constant attack, and the next
generation of security professionals will be at the forefront of ensuring the security of our important information. The CompTIA 'Security' exam tests you for network security, vulnerabilities and threats, cryptography, and more. I created these course notes to help you through the details that you need to know for the exam. Good luck with your studies! - Professor Messer Certificate
CompTIA Security, to obtain a security certificate, you must pass a single certification exam SY0-501. The exam lasts 90 minutes and includes both multiple-choice questions and performance-based questions. Performance-based questions can include filling in gaps, mapping, sorting, and simulating operating environments. You need to be familiar with exam topics in order to
have the best exam results. Here's a breakdown of each section of technology and the percentage of each topic on the SY0-501 exam: Section 1.0 - Threats, Attacks, and Vulnerabilities - 21% Section 2.0 - Technology and Tools - 22% Section 3.0 - Architecture and Design - 15% Section 4.0 - Identification and Access Management - 16% Section 15.0 - Risk Management - 14%
Section 6.0 - Cryptography and PKI - 12% CompTIA provides a detailed set of goals that provide a list of total exams, what you need to know before you take the exam. You can find a link to the purpose exam here: How to use this book Once you are comfortable with all the sections in the official CompTIA SY0-501 exam purposes, you can use these notes as a consolidated
summary of the most important topics. These Course Notes follow the same format and measurement scheme as the official exam goals, so it should be easy to cross-referencing these notes with Professor Messer's video series and all other educational materials. Professor Messer's CompTIA Security SY0-501 Course Notes 1.1 - Malware Review How You Get Malware -
Malware - It Can Be Very Bad - They All Work Together - Information Gathering - Keystrokes - Worm Vulnerability - Installs malware that includes remote backdoor access - Group Participation - Controlled Controlled Net Bot can be installed later - Show you advertising - Big money - Your computer should run the program - Viruses and worms - Email link - Encrypt your data -
Don't click links - Ruin your day - web page pop-up malware types and methods - Drive-by download - Rootkit - Appendix - Keylogger - Adobe Flash Vulnerability at the moment - Adware/Spyware - Botnet 1.1 - Viruses and Worms Virus Types - Malware That Can Reproduce Themselves - Software Viruses - This is part of the application - It's not necessary, to you click anything -
Viruses boot sector - Who needs an OS? It needs you to execute the program - Scenario viruses - Operating system and browser based - Plays through file systems or networks - Macro viruses - Common in Microsoft Office - Just running program can spread the virus Worms - May or may not cause problems - Malware, which are self-replicating - Some viruses are invisible, some
of them are annoying - Don't you need to do anything - Antivirus is very common - Uses the network as a means of transmission - Thousands of new viruses every week - Self-spreads and spreads quickly - Is your signature file updated? Worms are pretty bad things - Can take over many systems very quickly - firewalls and IDS/IPS can mitigate many worm infestations - doesn't
help much once the worm gets inside Vulnerable 1 Infected computer looking for 2 computer operated by a vulnerable backdoor 3 system installed and loads worm version 0x0e © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 1 1.1 - Ransomware and Crypto-Malware Your Data Are Valuable, etc. - Planning Documents - Your OS
Remains Available - Employee Personally Identifiable Information (PII) - They Want to make you work but don't work - Financial information - you have to pay the bad guys to get the key to decrypt - the company's personal data - the untraceable payment system - how much does it cost? Failed use of open-key cryptography - There is a number protection against ransomware -
There is always backup - back up offline, ideally - Bad guys want your money - Keep your operating system up to date - They will take your computer at the same time - Patch these vulnerabilities - Probably fake ransom - Keep your applications up to date - Locks your computer - Security patches - Ransom can be avoided. TROINC Trojan Horse Remote Access Trojans (RATs) -
Used by Greeks, to capture Troy from Trojans - Remote Control Tool - Digital Wooden Horse - Ultimate Backdoor - Software That Claims to Something Different - Administrative Device Control - So It Can Conquer Your Computer Malware Installs Server/Service/Host - Doesn't really care about replicating Bad guys connect with customer software Bypassing existing security record
screen/screenshots, copy files - The best Trojans are built to avoid and disable AV - embed more malware once it's inside it has a free reign - And it can open the gates to other backdoors - Why go through the usual authentication methods? Just walk in the back door - Often placed on your computer through malware - Some malware can take advantage of backdoors, created by
other malware - Some programs include backdoor - Old Core Linux enabled backdoor - Bad software can have a backdoor as part of application 1.1 - Rootkits Rootkits drivers in rootkit - Known for cleaning bank accounts - Changes basic system files - Now combined with rootkit Necurs - Part of the core - Necurs is a core level driver - Can be invisible to the operating system -
Necurs that you can not remove the thbot - Will not see it in Task Manager - Access denied access - Also invisible to traditional antivirus utilities? If you don't see it, you can't stop it - The Process of Ending Errors: Access Denied © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 2 1.1 - Rootkits (continued) Search and Removal
rootkits - Look for unusual anti-malware - Use scanning, deleting, deleting characteristic of The Kitsch Root - Usually built after rootkit is detected - Secure download with UEFI - Security in BIOS 1.1 - Keyloggers Keyloggers Prevention Keyloggers - Your keystrokes contain valuable information commonly installed with malware and URLs of login to the website, passwords, emails -
Use antivirus/antivirus programs - Save all your input - Keep your signatures up to date - Send them to bad guys - Block Unauthorized Communication - Encryption Protection Bypasses - Block Exfiltration Attempt - Your KeyStrokes Are In Clear Firewall Rules/Monitoring - Other Data Logs - Run Key Scanner - Clipboard logging, registration screen, - Checks for keylogging instant
messaging activities, Search queries DarkComet-RAT Keylogger 1.1 - Advertising and Spywareware Why is there so much advertising and spyware? Your computer is one big advertisement - Money - Your Eyeballs Are Incredibly Valuable - Pop-ups with pop-ups - Money - Your computer time and bandwidth - can cause performance problems incredibly valuable - Especially on
the net - Money - Yours Account is incredibly valuable - Installed randomly Adware Protection/Spy SOFTWARE - Can be turned on with other software installations - Maintain your antivirus/anti-malware - Be careful with the software that claims to remove the adware - Always have the latest signatures, especially if you found out about it from the pop-up - Always know that you
install Spyware and keep an eye on your options while installing your options. Advertising, identity theft, affiliate fraud - You may need someday - Can fool you into installing - Cleaning up the advertising pose is not easy - Peer to peer, fake security software - Run some scans - Browser Monitoring - Browser Monitoring - Capture Surfing Habits - Malwarebytes - Keyloggers -
Capture Every Keystroke, Send It Back to Mothership © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 3 1.1 - Bots and Botnets Botnets Stop Bots Robot Networks Preventing The Initial Infection Skynet is self-aware OS and application patches Once your machine is infected, it becomes a bot Antivirus / anti-malware You may not
even know and updated signatures ? Identify an existing infection and Trojan horse (I just saw a funny video about you! click here.) Scan on demand You run the program or click on the ad that you THOUGHT was legitimate, but ... Sign up for the mother ship. Wait for the instructions. Identify at workstation with Botnets host-based firewall or host-based IPS - Group of bots,
Working Together - Nothing Good Can Come From This - Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) - The Power of Many Botnets for Sale - Rent Time From The Bad Guys - Not a Long-Term Business Offer 1.1 - Logic Bombs Logic Bomb Real World Of Logic Bomb 2016, 23:53 - Often remains someone with resentment - Kiev, Ukraine, Ukraine High-voltage Substation - Time Bomb -
Time or Date - Logical Bomb Starts Turning Off Electrical Circuits - User Event - Logical Bomb - Malware Map - Difficult to Determine - Start power outage at a predetermined time - Difficult to recover if it leaves the network, 2013, South Korea Preventing Logical Bomb - Email with malicious attachment sent to South Korean organizations - Each of them is unique - No
predetermined signatures - Supplied as bank email - Process and procedures - Trojan installs malware - Formal change control March 20 , 2013, 2:00 p.m. local time - Electronic Monitoring - Malware Logic-Bomb Activates Warning of Storage Changes and Master Download Records Removed, Reboot System - Invasion, Tripwire, etc. - No download of the device has been found. •
• Аудит - Пожалуйста, установите операционную систему на жестком диске. • An administrator can circumvent existing systems 1.2 - Phishing Phishing • April 2011 - Epsilon • Social engineering with a touch of spoofing • Less than 3,000 email addresses attacked Check the URL • 100% of email operations staff • Usually there's something not quite right • Downloaded anti-
virus disabler, keylogger, • Spelling, fonts, graphics and remote admin tool • Vishing is done over the phone • April 2011 - Oak Ridge National Laboratory • Fake security checks or bank updates • Email from the Human Resources Department Spearfishing • 530 employees targeted, 57 clicked, 2 were infected • Phishing with inside information • Data downloaded, servers infected
with malware • Makes the attack more believable • Spear phishing the CEO is whaling © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 4 1.2 - Phishing (continued) The big phish Filling the net • March 19, 2016 • Podesta used the bit.ly link in the email • John Podesta, Former White House Chief of Staff, to reset his password
Former Counselor to the President of the United States • Wasn't actually a Google reset link • Former chairman of the 2016 Hillary Clinton • Ten years of personal emails were unlocked United States presidential campaign • And downloaded • Gmail personal account with messages • Every email was made available on WikiLeaks from 2007 through 2016 • The good, the bad, and
the ugly • Don't underestimate the effects of phishing • It can have significant repercussions 1.2 - Tailgating and Impersonation Tailgating Impersonation • Use someone else to gain access to a building • Pretend to be someone you aren't • Not an accident • Halloween for the fraudsters • Johnny Long / No Tech Hacking • Use some of those details you got from the dumpster •
Blend in with clothing • You can trust me , Я с вашей службой поддержки - 3-я сторона с законной причиной - Атака жертвы, как кто-то выше в ранге - Временно взяться за курение - Офис вице-президента по мошенничеству - Я все еще предпочитаю приносить пончики - Бросьте тонны технических деталей вокруг - Оказавшись внутри, есть мало, чтобы
остановить вас - Катастрофические отзывы из-за деполяризации - Большинство остановок безопасности на границе дифференциального магнитометра Наблюдая за Политика для посетителей Защита от олицетворения - Вы должны быть в состоянии идентифицировать кого-либо - Никогда не добровольной информации - Мой пароль 12345 - Одно
сканирование, один человек - Не раскрывайте личные данные - Плохие парни являются сложными - Вопрос политики или механически требуется - Всегда проверяйте, прежде чем раскрывать информацию - Mantrap / Airlock - Перездайте, пройдите проверку через третьи стороны - У вас нет выбора - Проверка должна быть поощрена - Не бойтесь спросить -
Особенно, если ваша организация - Кто вы и почему вы здесь? владеет ценной информацией 1.2 - мусорный контейнер dumpster container Is it legal to dive into a dumpster? I'm not a lawyer. - United States brand Dumpster - In the United States, it's legal - Like trash to skip if there are local restrictions - Important information, If it's in the trash, it's open season thrown
away with trash - Nobody owns it - Thanks for bagging your trash for me! - Garbage containers on private property or - Collect details that may be signs No intrusion may be limited to another attack - You can't break the law to get to the garbage, impersonate names, questions? Talk to a lawyer. Use phone numbers - Protect your trash - Timelines are important - Fence and lock -
Right after the end of the month, Protect your trash at the end of the quarter - Shred your paperwork - Based on the pickup schedule - It will only go so far, governments burn good things - Look at your rubbish? © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 5 1.2 - Shoulder Surfing Shoulder Surfing Preventing Shoulder Surfing
Monitors, Facing the corridor - Keep the monitor out of sight of the cafe - Away from the windows and corridors - Surf from afar - Don't sit in front of me on your flight - Binoculars / Telescopes, webcam monitoring - I can't help myself 1.2 - Hoaxes Computer hoax De-hoax - a threat that doesn't really exist. Don't believe in anything. But they seem that they can be real - consider the
source - still often consume a lot of resources - Cross-references - Sent emails, printed memos, wasted time - - Often by email - Or Facebook wall post, or tweet, or ... January 2017 - You haven't even connected to this USB key - the Polish Financial Supervision Authority, the National Banking Sector and the Parking Stock Commission of Mexico, the state bank in Uruguay - Bad
guys can't get into the waterhole that has been poisoned enough - without responding to phishing emails - Visiting the site will load malicious JavaScript files - not opening any emails? We still don't know where the mountain dangles watching the watering hole Defense-in-depth • This requires a bit of research • Layered defense Executing the water hole attack • It's never one thing
• Determine which website the victim group uses • Firewalls and IPS • Educated guess - Local coffee or sandwich shop • Stop the network traffic before things get bad • Industry-related sites • Anti-virus / Anti-malware signature updates • Infect one of these third-party sites • The Polish Financial Supervision Authority attack code was • Site vulnerability, email attachments
recognized and stopped by generic signatures in Symantec's • Infect all visitors anti-virus software • But you're just looking for specific victims © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 6 1.2 - Principles of Social Engineering Effective social engineering • Constantly changing • You never know what they'll use next • May
involve multiple people • And multiple organizations • There are ties connecting many organizations • May be in person or electronic • Phone calls from aggressive customers • Emailed funeral notifications of a friend or association Social engineering principles • Authority • The social engineer is in charge How I lost $50,000 Twitter Username • I'm calling from the help desk/office of
the CEO/police • Naoki Hiroshima - @N • Intimidation • • There will be bad things if you don't help • Bad guy calls PayPal and uses social engineering to get • If you don't help me, the payroll checks won't be the last four digits of the credit card on file processed • Bad guy calls GoDaddy and tells them he lost the card , Консенсус / социальное доказательство, чтобы он не может
должным образом проверить. Но у него есть последние четыре, и убедить на основе того, что обычно ожидается, что это поможет? Ваш коллега Джилл сделала это для меня на прошлой неделе - GoDaddy пусть плохой парень угадать первые две цифры Нехватка карты - Ситуация не будет таким образом долго , ему было разрешено продолжать гадать,
пока он не получил это право - Должны внести изменения до истечения времени - Социальная инженерия сделано на самом деле, Действительно хорошо - Срочность Как украсть $ 50000 щебетать имя » Работает вместе с дефицитом » Плохой парень в настоящее время контролирует каждое доменное имя » Закон быстро, не думаю, что и там были
некоторые хорошие » Знакомство / симпатия » Плохой парень вымогает своп » Кто-то вы знаете, у нас есть общие друзья » Домен управления для @N , и я здесь, чтобы помочь в конечном итоге восстановленный доступ к @N 1.2 - Отказ в обслуживании Отказ в обслуживании Распределенный отказ в обслуживании (DDoS) - Заставить службу выйти из
строя - Запустите армию компьютеров , чтобы сбить службу - Перегрузка службы - Используйте всю пропускную способность или ресурсы - всплеск трафика - Воспользуйтесь отказом дизайна или уязвимостью - Вот почему плохие парни имеют ботнеты! Тысячи или миллионы компьютеров по вашему System, which will be unavailable at the peak of its
development, the botnet of zeus infected more than 3.6 million computers - Competitive Advantage - Coordinated Attack - Create a smokescreen for any other exploit - Asymmetric threat - Precursor to the attack dns spoofing - the attacker may have less resources than the victim. Friendly DoS - Often reflected from another device or service - Unintentional doSing - The
increasingly common DDoS technique - It's not always ne'er-do-well - Turn Internet services against the victim - Network DoS - Layer 2 cycle without STP - Uses protocols with small (if any) authentication or DNS checks, ICMP Linux Distributions by DSL - a common example of protocol abuse - WaterLine breaks down - Get a good vacuum shop © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC
Professor Messer TIAComp SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 7 1.2 - Denial of Service (continued) DNS Recording Example, Used in DDoS amplification attack $ dig any isc.org 75.75.75.75;; A truncated, re-attempt in TCP mode. ; &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; DiG 9.8.3-P1 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; ANY isc.org 75.75.75.75 ;; Global Options: Received the answer: ;; - HEADER: NOERROR, id:
27443; flags: qr rd ra; REQUEST: 1, ANSWER: 4, AUTHORITY: 0, EXTRA: 0;; RELATED: ;isc.org. IN ANY WAY;; ANSWER SECTION: ISC.ORG. 1712 In DNSKEY 257 3 5 BEAAAAH'DBrh'btphqq2w-UpE-5t4DtUHxoMVFu2hWLDMvoOMRXjGr hhCeFVA'h7yJHf8'GfW6hd38 XG/xylYCO6Krpbdojwx8YMXLA5/kA' u50WIL8'R1R6KTbsYVMf/ x5RiNbPClw-vT-
U8eXEJmO20jIS1ULgqy3 47cBB1 4LJpA0da9CbKj3A254T515sNIMcwsB8/2'2E63/z'r'z Bkj0BrN/9Bexjpiks3jRhzatEsn3dTy47R09Uix5Wc Jt'xzq'7'ysyL KOOedS39-7SDmsn2eA0FKt'pwA6LXeG2w'jxmw3oA8lVUgEf/ rzeC/bB yBNsO70AEFTd isc.org. 1712 In DNSKEY 256 3 5 AwEAABDs5ks5ksq3roEgvfiN-HHzqErVe5lOp'6bNjRDH/ BSUisBM8gvgdGG fgfiyz-Fd2
PCJTXGGGm6mDoAAMLJ FrG64gYVdby2AnI7son'l5PHjS0dKBhhf0Pd / SgKNIf25wh1UzFRCP CXznWdER isc.org. 1712 In RRSIG DNSKEY 5 2 7200 20170712230419 20170612230419 12892 isc.org. MH8PUS4k/wwHDw3jdyzUpmm74MFhbFvCemlJ61ho0gkDGNhEqn8/yC1Fs oaT7PK9U8hknlrp/ os08yUif GpPsvO1mhezTFIEHTP-JPJS6VO0G5A
a9'G'tVO2FOPUR7HW2A'sldFL9pfvwOlKkzm4yuuhrM2BqhMeS'zimo6 VvolWqHyE58dOHoyeylmcvmNb45qoR4spK'R9A1hdxesYgI1tosw9td PswnkyO3rizmFjABzcXDUeKSlodPRr1h'd6rN RRacIeiskPxw8E6WTnT 0RzOM7nFBDIKeTixA59xlPpIN2t'xh1zu8t'5NsMF2CJK'b5L'tjovEg 9ho9NA' isc.org. 1712 IN RRSIG DNSKEY 5 2 7200 2017071230419 20170612230419 60321 isc.
org. fVnJffUYaDDrUYbo4hHPwKzyzB6'EExLWao5jyaIDpEYL/aymTk6/51 nAubio2qdlgFinpoHmkaRDVD1DG/6CWmA2/ tVAzSs77'qw3KkEYJbNq IR/bgkhxPtti/7'65YrP'9yrNiPpB5LbNTmJyeuu-D4camliS9qHnlv6 618;; Request time: 13 msec;; SERVER: 75.75.75.75-53 (75.75.75.75); WHEN: Fri Jun 16 17:36:51 2017;; MSG SIS RCVD: 912 DNS Amplification Open DNS Open
DNS Resolver Resolver 2 Bots send fake DNS DNS permissionrs Botnet C'C requests 3 send DNS Replies 1 sends one message to botnet Internet server Botnet Botnet Command and Control (C'C) Open DNS Open DNS Resolver Resolver © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 8 1.2 - Man in the middle of a man-in-a-
browser - How can a bad guy look - What if the middleman was on the same computer as the victim? without your knowledge? Calls are coming from inside the browser! Man-in-the-Middle - Malware/Trojan does all the proxy work - Redirects your traffic - Huge benefits for the bad guys and then passes it to your destination - Relatively easily proxy encrypted traffic the person in
the browser is waiting for you, to enter your bank and ARP has no security - And clears you 1.2 - Buffer overflow buffer buffer variable overflows (A (and (B (before (buffer )buffer) Spills into other areas of memory Value null (string 1979 - Developers must execute the boundaries, checking Hex (Value 000 00 00 00 00 00 00 07 BB) Bad guys spend a lot of time, Looking for holes -
Not a simple exploit Overflow (variable (A (change (variable (B) takes time to avoid crashing things variables (Name B) It takes time to do it do what you want value 'e' 'x' 'c' 's' 's' 'i' 'v' 25856 - Really useful buffer overflow repeated by Hex (Value 65 78 63 65 73 73 69 76 65 00 - What does it mean that all systems belong to 1.2 - Injection of XML data injection code and LDAP
injection code - XML - Extensible Markup Language - Adding own information to the data stream - Data Transfer Rules Set - Included due to poor programming and storage of XML injections - The app must properly handle input and output - Changing XML queries - So many different types of data - Good app will check HTML, S LDAP, etc. - LDAP - Easy Access Protocol to S'L
Injection - Created by phone companies - S'L - Structured query language - is currently used by almost everyone - Most Common Relational Database Management - Language Injection System LDAP - Changing LDAP Injection Requests to Manipulate Application Results - Changing Requests to S'L - Your application should not really allow this application Cross-site Scenarios
non-permanent (reflected) XSS attack launch in custom typing - Cascade Style Sheets (CSS) - Search Box is a common source of something completely different - Bad guy email link that uses this originally called cross-site vulnerability because of browser security flaws launches a scenario that sends credentials /session IDs / Information from one site cookies bad guy can be
shared with another it came from the development errors of web server applications - Bad guys use credentials/session identities/cookies to steal - Uses the trust that the user has for the information of the site victim without their knowledge - Complex and varied - Very sneaky - Malware that use JavaScript - Do you allow scripts? So do I. © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor
Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 9 1.2 - Cross-site Scenario - XSS (continued) Standing (saved) XSS attack Protection from XSS - Bad Guy Posts a Message to the Social Network - Be Careful When Clicking on Unreliable Links - Includes a Bad Box Nver. Now Permanent - Consider the possibility of disabling JavaScript - Everyone gets a payload - Or
control with the extension - No specific purpose - This offers limited protection - All viewers on the page - Keep your browser and apps updated - For social networks, it can quickly spread to the entrance field Hacking Subaru 1.2 - Cross-site Request Fake - June 2017, Aaron Guzman-site fake users CSRF (Sea Surfing) - This token never expires (badly!) - Uses trust - a valid token
allowed any request for service that a web app has for the user, even adding your email address to someone else's account - Trust the website of your browser - Now you have full access to someone else's car - Significant oversight of the development of web applications - Web-front-end included the vulnerability of XSS - The app must have a user , and you have your methods
against fake tokens added - web server and browser applications - Usually a cryptographic marker to prevent counterfeit 1.2 - Privilege Escalation Jump Fast - Use a vulnerability - Fix a vulnerability - Can be a bug or a design flaw - Updated antivirus/antivirus software Access at a higher level means more features - Block known vulnerabilities - This is usually the highest level of
access - Obviously of concern - Only data in the identified areas can work - This is a highly priority vulnerability patch - Address randomization layout space - You want these holes to be closed very quickly - Preventing buffer overruns on - Any user can be the administrator of a known memory address - Horizontal escalation of privileges - User A can access user resources B 1.2 -
DNS poisoning and poisoning DNS DNS server - Rough Power Some Cunning Hacking - Social Engineer Password - Change The Host Customer File - Get access to the email address that manages the account - Host file takes precedent over DNS requests - Ordinary things - Send a fake response to a valid DNS request for domain hijacking - Requires redirection of the original
request on Saturday, October 22, 2016, 13:00 or received reply : Domain domain registration, hijacking of 36 domains, changed - Get access to domain registration, Brazilian bank and you have control where traffic flows - desktop domains, mobile domains, and more - You don't need to touch actual servers - Under hacker control for 6 hours - Defines the names of DNS and IP
addresses DNS. , $27 billion in assets - The results of the hacking were not made public © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 10 1.2 - zero day Attack zero day zero day vulnerability attacks - Many applications have vulnerabilities - March 2017 - We just haven't found them yet - CVE-2017-0199 - Microsoft
Office/WordPad - Someone is working on the fact to find the next big vulnerability Remote vulnerability Remote vulnerability Of the W/Windows API Execution - Good guys share them with the developer - Open the Microsoft Office file or WordPad - Bad guys keep these undetected - SophosLabs documented attacks in the wild, since the holes for themselves November 2016 -
They want to use these vulnerabilities for personal gain - June 2017 Search Windows - Vulnerability has not been detected or published Remote Code Execution Vulnerability - Zero-day exploits are becoming more common - Send a specially created SMB message to the search service - General Vulnerabilities and Exposure (CVE) - Installation Programs , view/change/delete
data, create new user accounts 1.2 - Replay Attacks Replay Attack Useful information is transmitted over the network This is not an attack MitM - a cunning hacker will take advantage of this Actual playback does not require Need access to raw network data of the original workstation Network crane, ARP poisoning, malware on the victim's computer - Avoid this type of playback
attack with salt - Collected information can help a bad guy - Use a session ID with a password hash to reproduce the data, to appear as someone else, create a unique hash of authentication every time the Client authen3cates up to 1 server with the username and hashed password Client server during authen3ca3on , bad guy captures 2 username Bad guy sends his own
password hash 3 authen3ca3on request Bad Guy with the help of captured creden3als 1.2 - Customer Hijacking attacks URL Hijacking types hijacking Owner - Direct typo - Sell error - professormesser.com against professermesser.com - Redirecting to a competitor - Error in typing - Not so often, legal issues, professormeser.com - Phishing site - Another phrase - looks like a real
site, please be able to the system professormessers.com - Infect with download on the disk - Various top-level domains - You have malware! professormesser.org © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Notes - Page 11 1.2 - Customer Hijacking Attacks Clickjacking Headline Manipulation - You Press the Button - Gathering Information - But
You're Actually Clicking on Something Else - Wireshark, Kismet - Ordinary Web page under it - Exploitation - Invisible layer at the top - Cross site, script Clickjacking your phone - Changing blanks - May 2017 - Tamper, Firesheep, Scapy - Report of the Georgia Institute of Technology - Modify cookies - Cloak - Dagger - Cookie Manager (Firefox add-on) - Android OS to version 7.2
Drawn over the screen - Encryption of the final keystrokes and user entry recording - They can't capture your session ID if they can't see it browser cookies and session ID - Extra load on the web server (HTTPS) - Cookies and Firefox extension: HTTPS Everywhere, Force-TLS - Information stored on your computer by the browser, personalization, session management - At least ,
avoid capturing your local wireless network - Not usually performed is not a security risk - Still in-clear part of the journey - If someone does not get access to them - Personal VPN (OpenVPN, VyprVPN, etc.) - can be considered a risk to Privacy - Using session id monitors - Lots of personal data there - Blacksheep - Session identifiers are often stored in cookies - application-
specific sessions - Supports sessions in multiple Sessions of Vic'm authen'cates on server server provides the customer authen'ca on 1 session ID for your session ID: 3B0027A38FDF37 2 Vic'3 ID: Session 7 session ID and 0 0 2 7 A 7 A38FDF3 3B uses it to access the Aacker Web Server with vic'm's creden'als 1.2 - Driver Manipulation malware hide and go search Drivers are
powerful - Traditional antivirus very well - Interaction between hardware and when identifying known attacks your operating system signature - Im often trusted - Block all - Block all that fits an excellent opportunity for security issues - there are still ways to infect and hide - May 2016 - HP Audio Drivers - It's a constant war - Conexant audio chips - zero day attacks, new types of
attacks, etc. - Driver's installation includes sound control software - debugging feature allows keylogger - взаимодействия содержат конфиденциальную информацию - Видео, клавиатура, мышь © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security' Course Notes - Страница 12 12 1.2 - Manipulating driver (continued) Shimming Refactoring - Filling the
space between two objects - Metamorphic malware - Intermediary - Another program every time it is downloaded , Windows includes its own shell - Make sure that it is always always always always changed - Reverse compatibility - Adding instructions NOP with previous versions of Windows - Loops, Pointless Lines of Code - Shim Cache Shims Compatibility App - Reordering
Functions - Bypass Security Features (e.g. UAC) - Change the flow of applications - January 2015 Microsoft Vulnerability - Re-order code and insertion of unused data types - Increases privilege - It's hard to compare with signature-based detection - Use a tiered approach 1.2 - Spoofing Spoofing - It may not be legal - Pretend what's wrong. fake DNS server, etc. - Fake from a
wireless address filter - Spoofing email address - Very hard to detect - email address is not really the sender - How do you know that this is not the original device? Caller ID, forging ip address, forging information about the incoming call, completely fake - Take someone's IP address - Attacks Man in the middle - The actual device Man in the middle of the conversation Pretend to
be somewhere, where you don't claim both endpoints - May be a legitimate MAC spoofing - Balancing load - Your Ethernet device has a MAC address - Load testing - Unique burnt address - May not be legal - Most drivers allow you to change this - ARP poisoning - Changing MAC address can be legal - DNS amplification/DDoS - Internet provider expects a certain MAC address -
easier to identify than MAC-address spoofing - Some applications require a specific MAC address - Apply the rules to prevent invalid traffic, turn on the security switch ARP Response: I am 19 2.168.1 The legal response to the ARP request is received My address MAC 11:22:33:44:66 1 from the gateway on default. The ARP response is 192.168.1.9 192.168.1.1 cached on a local
device. c8:bc:c8:a7:38:d5 11:22:33:44:55:66 ARP Cash 192.168.1.1 22:33:44:55:66 Attacker sends ARP response, which cheats the router's IP address, and the ARP Resp includes MAC 2 o nse: My M I am 192 address. 192.168.1.9 AC ad d ress i .168 .1 c8:bc:c8:a7:38:d5 s aa:b 192.168.1.1 b:cc: dd:e 11:2 2 ARP ARP Cache replaces cached record, 192.168.1.1 and
11:22:33:44:55:66 ARP poisoning completion. 192.168.1.1 aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff 192.168.1.4 aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 13 1.2 - Wireless Replay Attacks Wired vs. Wireless Playback Cracking WEP - Similar to Wired Attacks - WEP - Wired Equivalent Privacy Privacy Failed to stop the playback of
802.11 packages - This is a big problem - attack playback ARP queries for a security professional - Cracking WEP requires thousands - it's much easier to grab packets of Initialization Vector (IV) usually in a clear Wait all day to collect IV information like tuning in to the radio station Or play a ton of ARPs and collect IV packages Now you have many thousands of PACKET IV You
can hack WEP in seconds1.2 - Rogue Access Points and Evil Twins Rogue Access Points Wireless Evil Twins - Significant potential backdoor - Buy wireless hotspot - Huge security problems - Less than $100 U.S. - Very easy to connect Wireless AP - Set it up just like an existing network - Or turn on wireless exchange in your OS - Same SSID and Security Settings - Schedule
periodic physical location hotspots - Use third-party tools/Wi-Fi Pineapple - Wi-Fi hotspots are easy to cheat - Consider using 802.1X (Network Access Management) - And they are wide open -- you have to verify the authenticity No matter if you encrypt your message, right? Connection Type - Use HTTPS and VPN 1.2 - Wireless Radio Frequency Jamming (RF) Wireless
Interference - Denial of Service - Many Different Types - Wireless Wireless Prevention, Constant, Random Bits/Constant, Legal Frames - Transmission of Interfering Wireless Signals - Data Sent at Random Time - Reducing the Signal-to-Noise Ratio on Random Data and Legitimate Frames of the Receiving Device - Reactive Interference - The Receiving Device Can't Hear a
Good Signal - Only When Someone Else Tries to Communicate - Sometimes It's Not Intentional - You Need to Be Somewhere Close. No interference - It's hard to be effective at a distance - Microwave, fluorescent lamps - Time to go fox hunting - Jamming is deliberate - you'll need the right equipment to hunt down the jam - Someone wants To Your Network Doesn't Work,
Attenuator 1.2 - WPS Attacks Using WPS WPS Hack - Wi-Fi Secure Installation - December 2011 - WPS Has Design Flaw - Originally called Wi-Fi Simple Config 10,000,000 Possible Combinations - PIN tuned at the access point - WPS process checks that every half of pin code should be entered on the device - mobile first half. Second half, 3 digits. Or click on the access point -
First half, 10,000 features. - Nearer field communication Second half, 1000 features - Bring the mobile device close to - Previously it would take about four hours to go through all of them the access point - lockout and slowing USB method function - is no longer in use now implemented - takes from one day to one week © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA
SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 14 1.2 - WPS Attacks (continued) Other WPA Attacks - Walk to the hotspot - Default PIN code can be written on the device - Or just press the WPS button on the front - Pixie - Summer 2 0014 - WPS PIN can be poorly encrypted - Based on wireless chipset - Offline WPS brute force - Takes a few minutes or less - So much for slowdowns
and lockouts - WPS is just awful - Make sure that it's disabled 1.2 - Bluejacking and Bluesnarfing Bluejacking Bluesnarfing - Sending unwanted messages to access a Bluetooth-enabled device and transmitting data via Bluetooth calendar, e-mail, Photos, videos, etc. - No mobile operator required! The first serious weakness of security in Bluetooth - The typical functional distance
is about 10 meters , Marcel Holtmann in September 2003 and more or less, depending on the antenna and interference Adam Laurie in November 2003 - Bluejack with the object of the address book - This weakness has been corrected - Instead of the name of the contact write a message - Serious security problem - You're Bluejacked! Add to the contacts? Download it without
authentication - third-party software can also be used - Blooover, Bluesniff 1.2 - RFID and NFC Attacks RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) Nearest Communication Field (NFC) which was one of the parties - Tracking line inventory/assembly - Payment systems - Pet Identification - Google Wallet and MasterCard Partnership - All You Need to Track - Bootstrap for Other Wireless
Technology - Radar Technology - NFC Helps with Bluetooth transmitted tag, ID card - RF tag powers, ID transferred back - Short range with encryption support - Two-directional NFC Security Concern - Some tag formats can be active/powered - Remote capture of RFID attacks - It's wireless network - data capture - 10 meters for Active Devices - Communication Review -
Frequency of Interference - Repeated Attack - Denial of Service - Spoof Reader - Relay / Repeated Attack - Write your own data on the Tag Man in the Middle Denial of Service Loss Control Device RFC Signal Interference Stolen/Lost Phone Transcript connection - Many Keys by Defaults are on Google © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Notes to
the Security Course - Page 15 1.2 - Wireless Dissociation Attacks It Started as a Normal Day Protection From Disengagement Surfing Along Your Wireless Network - IEEE has already addressed the problem, and then you're not 802.11w - July 2014 - And then it happens again - Some of the important control framework - And again encrypted - you may not be able to it --
Disassociate, deatentics, deatentics, (almost) nothing that you can make an announcement about switching channel, etc. - Time to get a long cable patch - Not everything is encrypted - Wireless Dissociation - Beacons, probes, authentication, Association - Significant wireless basket before attack on horse denial of service (DoS) - 802.11w required for 802.11ac matching 802.11
management framework - This will roll out in the future - 802.11 wireless includes a number of management functions - frames that do all work - You'll never see them - Important for working 802.11 wireless How to find access points, access to manage AIA, associate/disassociate from the hotspot, etc. - Original wireless standards do not add protection to control frames Sent to
clear - No authentication or verification 1.2 - Cryptographic attacks cryptographic Attack World War II Enigma cipher You encrypted the data and sent it to another person Easier to break if you knew that some plaintext Is it really safe? Daily Weather Report (Wet) - How Do You Know? Numbers were common (eins) - Bad guy has no combination (key) - Royal Air Force will sow the
North Sea with mines, So they break the safe (cryptography) - Future messages will refer to the name of the harbor - Search for ways to cancel the security rainbow tables - there are many potential - optimized, pre-built set of cryptographic flaws of hashes - You don't need to contain every hash attack on a birthday - calculations have already been made - In a class of 23 students,
what is the probability that two students sharing a birthday, increase the remarkable speed? Especially with a longer password length - 23 students - about 50% - need different tables for different hashing methods - For class 30, The probability is about 70% - Windows is different from MyS'L - In the digital world, it's a hash-clash - Rainbow tables won't work with salty hash - hash
collision - it's the same hash meaning - extra random added value to the original hash for two different dictionary attacks - Find a collision using brute force - People use common words as passwords. Attacker will generate several versions : You can find them in the plaintext dictionary to match the hashes If you use brute force, you have to start Protect yourself with a large hash
output size with light Known simple text attacks (KPA), ninja, Football - Striker has both plain text and encrypted data - Many common word lists available on the net If you know the original plain text you may be able to - some are tuned by language or line of work to find a wedge that is revealed in the cipher - This will catch low-hanging fruit © - Famous plaintext is a crib LLC
Professor Messer Comp SY0-501 Security Notes 1.2 - Cryptographic Attacks (Continued) Rough Force Downgrade Attack Attack Password is the key - instead of using perfectly good encryption, secret phrase to use what is not so great - Saved hash - Make systems downgrade their security - Rough power attacks - Online - 1995 - Vulnerability SSL/TLS - - Continue to try the
process of entering FREAK - Factoring RSA Export Keys - Very Slow - Public key pairs may be limited to 512 bits or less - Most accounts will be limited to a number of failures. Правила экспорта криптографии - Грубая сила хэша - Оффлайн - Слабые ключи могут быть вынуждены во время - Получить список пользователей и хэши SSL рукопожатие - Рассчитайте хэш
пароля, сравните его с сохраненным хэшом - Современные системы могут легко грубой силы - Большие вычислительные ресурсы требование небольших ключей Файл пароля - Уязвимость была исправлена - Различные операционные системы - Различные методы хэша Jumper Bay:1001 ::42e2f19c31c9ff73cb97eb1b26c10f54:::
Carter:1007::cf4eb977a6859c76efd21f5094ecf77d::: Linux Account Jackson:1008::e1f757d9cdc06690509e04b5446317d2::: Hashes O'Neill:1009::78a8c423faedd2f002c6aef69a0ac1af::: Teal'c:1010::bf84666c81974686e50d300bc36aea01::: Collisions Replay attacks • Hash digests are supposed to be unique • Some cryptographic algorithms are more susceptible • Different input
data should never than others to a replay attack create the same hash • A hash with no salt, no session ID tracking, no encryption • MD5 hash • Replay countermeasure may be part of the cryptography • Message Digest Algorithm 5 • Kerberos and Kerberos derivatives include time stamps • First published in April 1992 • Anything after the time to live (TTL) is discarded • Collisions
identified in 1996 Weak implementations • December 2008 : Researchers created a weak encryption CA certificate that appeared legitimate q One weak link breaks the entire chain when MD5 is checked q 802.11 WEP q Built other certificates that appeared to be q The RC4 key can be recovered by gathering enough packets of legit and issued by Rapid SSSL' The algorithm didn't
quite protect the key DES - Data Encryption Standard - Relatively small 56-bit Keys - Modern systems can brute force this pretty fast 1.3 - Threat Actors Threat Actors And Attributes - Not Very Sophisticated - The Person Responsible for the Event, Which Has No Formal Funding Impact on Another Person's Security - Seeking Low Hanging Fruit - Also Called a Malevolic Actor -
Motivated By Hunting - A Broad Circle of Actors - Working Ego, Trying to Make a Name - And Motives Are Highly Distinguished Hacktivist - Intelligence Can Come From Everywhere - Hacker With Purpose - Open Source Intelligence Is a Massive Starting Point - Social Change or Political Agenda Scenario that can be surprisingly complex, what's actually going on -- Very specific
hacks, spoiling issue of private documents, etc. Limited - But usually external - Some organizations have fundraising options © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security ' Course Notes - Page 17 1.3 - Threat Actors (continued) Organized Crime Insiders Very Sophisticated, but Insider has institutional knowledge - Best hacking money can buy -
Attacks can be directed at a vulnerable system - Crime that is organized - Bad guy knows what to hit - One man hacks, One person manages exploits - Extensive resources another person sells data, another pen - Power away from internal customer support Competitors - A lot of capital to finance hacking efforts - Many different motives of the Nation of States / APT - DoS,
espionage, reputational damage - Governments - High level of complexity - National security - Security jobs - Competitive growth is huge (and very unethical) - Always external essence - Many different intentions - The highest of all intentions - The highest of all intentions - The highest of the competition - , utilities, financial control - Steal customer lists - The United States and
Israel destroyed 1,000 nuclear - Corrupt production database centrifuges with stuxnet worm - Take financial information - Permanent Attacks - Extended Permanent Threat (APT) - Massive Resources, Available 1.4 - Penetration Testing Testing Active Intelligence - Pentest - Attempt Doors - Simulate Attack, Maybe One Unlocked - Like a Vulnerability Scan, Don't Open It Yet,
Except that we're actually trying to exploit vulnerabilities - relatively easy to see - Often mandate compliance - Ping-scan, Port Scanning - Regular penetration testing with 3rd hand - DNS queries - Technical guide to information security and OS scanning, Os fingerprinting testing and evaluation - Scan service, scanning versions : Using vulnerabilities to make sure that a threat
exists - Try to hack the system - Be aware of events and be careful; this can cause new threats of all-time denial of service or data loss - National Institute of Standards and Technology - Overflowing buffers can lead to instability of the National Vulnerability Database - Escalation of privileges - - you may need to try a lot - Do regular scans of vulnerabilities of various types of
vulnerabilities - Update Your Signatures - Password Brute-Force - Watch the news - Copycats are common - Social Engineering Passive Intelligence - Injections Database - Learn as much as possible from open sources - Buffer Overflow - There's a lot of information out there - you'll only be sure you're vulnerable - Remarkably difficult to protect or identify, If you can bypass
security - media - If you can pass, the bad guys can pass pass website, internet forums, Reddit - Social Engineering, Dumpster Diving - Business Organizations © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 18 1.4 - Infiltration Testing (continued) Process Black Box, White Box, and Grey Box - Intelligence - How Much Do You
Know About The Test? Get into the net - Many different approaches - a complex obstacle (in most cases) - Black box - Perseverance - Pentester knows nothing, Once you're there, you have to make sure there's a way back in about systems under attack to change or check default passwords - White Box - Full Disclosure - Point of Support - Grey Box - Inside the network is often
relatively open - a mixture of black and white - from here to the rest of the network - Focus on certain systems or applications 1.5 - Vulnerability scan, Scanning vulnerability scanning results - Usually minimally invasive, unlike penetration test - Lack of security control, no antivirus, no anti-spyware - Identification systems and security devices - Misconfigurations - Open Promotions,
Guest Access - Test outside and inside - Real vulnerabilities - Don't reject insider threats, especially new, sometimes old - Gather as much information as possible to deal with false positives - We separate wheat from chaff later - Types of scanning false positives - detected a vulnerability that doesn't actually exist - Scanners are very powerful - Use many different methods that
differ from a low-gravity vulnerability. but it may not be your highest priority - Unobtrusive scanning - False negatives - Gathering information, don't try - Vulnerability exists, but you haven't found that it uses a vulnerability - Update to the latest signatures - Intrusive scanning - If you don't know about it, you can't see it - you'll try a vulnerability to see if it works with a vulnerability
detection vulnerability manufacturer - Not credentials - They' you may need to update your signatures - the scanner can't log in to a remote device for your environment - Scan credentials - You're a normal user, emulates the insider attack Identify the vulnerability Not all signatures are key Vulnerabilities can be cross-references on the Internet Almost all scanners give you a place
to go National Vulnerability Database: Microsoft Security Bulletins Some vulnerabilities can't be definitively identified. to see if the system is vulnerable - But the scanner gives you a one-on-one © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 19 1.6 - Types of Vulnerability Types of Embedded System Vulnerabilities - There are
many types of vulnerabilities - No direct access to the operating system - Some digital, some physical - you'll probably never see it - Cover wide coverage - These devices are usually connected to the Internet - Programming, network design - Very convenient for hacker process/procedures - Old, outdated operating system software - Any one of them can be used at any time? May
not even be updated. - Or multiples at the same time - June 2017 - Wikileaks releases CIA files called Vault7 - Be on your feet, the CIA uses vulnerability state races on Linksys and D-Link routers - Puzzle programming - They can easily get your administrative password - Sometimes, things happen at the same time - At this point they set their own firmware if you haven't yet



planned for it Lack of Supplier Support - Two bank accounts with $100 - Security requires caution - User 1 and User 2 transfer $50 off - Potential for vulnerability there is always a Account A on Account B - Suppliers are the only ones who can fix their products - Expected result: Account B has $150 and take care of it - What to do If you don't do the proper check? Trane Comfortlink
II thermostats - User 1 and User 2 check balances on your phone - Control the temperature from your phone ($100 on each account) - Trans notified of three vulnerabilities in April 2014. one in January 2016 to account B (currently at $150) Incorrect input processing - around the same time, user 2 transfers $50 off so now at $50) so we put the data, we get the data back account B
(currently at $200) - All input data should be treated as malicious results: Account has $50, Account B has $200 - Check all. Don't trust anyone. Race conditions can cause big problems - Allowing invalid input can be devastating - January 2004 - Mars rover Spirit - Injection S'L, overflow of buffer, denial of service - Reboot when the problem is identified, problem with the file system
and prevents reboot - It takes a lot of work to find the input part - Reboot due to a file system problem that can be used maliciously no alert has been sent - Errors happen - Caused by The Northeast Blackout 2003 - probably should be aware of this - Therac-25 RadioTherapy Machine in the 1980s - Messages should be fairly informative - used software locks instead of hardware -
Avoid too many details - State of the race caused 100 times - Network information, memory dump, normal dose of traces of radiation stack, landfill database - Six injured patients, three - It's easy to find and fix a fix уязвимости - Разработка наилучшей практики - Конец жизни Misconfiguration/слабая конфигурация - Без поддержки поставщиков, без патчей безопасности -
Очень легко оставить дверь открытой - Март 2017 - Microsoft патчи Windows - Хакеры всегда найдут его для защиты от уязвимости SMB - Сентябрь 2015 - Patreon скомпрометирована - Windows XP, Windows 8, и Server 2003 были - Использованы отрубы, чтобы помочь устранению неполадок сайта вопросы конца жизни и не включены » был оставлен в
Интернете » Май 2017 - WannaCrypt вымогателей заражает » Эффективно разрешено для удаленных выполнения кода сотни тысяч компьютеров » Гигабайты данных клиентов был выпущен онлайн широко открытые - Июнь 2017 - 14 миллионов записей Verizon подвергаются - Обновление для поддержания безопасности - Третья сторона оставила
хранилище данных Amazon S3 открытым - Нет другого выбора - Исследователь нашел данные перед плохими парнями © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Профессор Мессер CompTIA SY0-501 Безопасности Курс Примечания - Страница 20 1.6 - Типы уязвимостей (продолжение) По умолчанию конфигурации Памяти / буфер уязвимостей - Каждое приложение и
сетевое устройство имеет логин по умолчанию - Манипулирование памятью может быть выгодным - Не все из них когда-либо измененные - Относительно трудно выполнить - Mirai ботнет - Утечка памяти - Использует конфигурации по умолчанию - Неиспользованная память не высвобождается должным образом , - Берет на себя устройства Интернета
вещей (IoT) - Начинает медленно расти в размерах - 60 по умолчанию конфигурации - В конце концов использует всю доступную память - Камеры, маршрутизаторы, дверные звоноки, открывалки двери гаража, и т.д. - Системные аварии - Mirai, выпущенный в качестве программного обеспечения с открытым исходным кодом, - Integer переполнение
неподготовленных пользователей - Большое количество в пространство меньшего размера - Требуется один человек, чтобы разрешить нарушение - Куда идет дополнительный номер? And it can happen without the user, even knowing that you should not be able to manipulate the Training is critical memory in such a way that emails do not work Buffer Overflow It is a
lot of time and expensive (and important) Spills in other areas of memory - quiz and role-playing game - NULL Pointer dereference - Familiar with common situations - Programming method that refers to incorrectly built-up accounts part of memory - Technical problem Frequent audits are important - failure to apply, debugging of information displayed - Accounts without the need
for denial of service, etc. - Abandoned and unnecessary accounts - DLL injections - Administrative access accounts - Bad guys have not written the app - They should be severely limited, but they can write an external library and manipulate the operating system or application - should not able to log in directly as an administrator to run the library - If it's not on the server console
system system If there's a way to play the system, active operating systems, Production VMs bad guys will find it - Spin up a new instance with the click of a button - It shouldn't be a technical vulnerability - Tracking is a problem - Society for World Interbank Financial - Easy to Skip Forgotten Computer Telecommunications (SWIFT) - Under the Table - Electronic Sending payment
instructions between banks - Part retired application - February 2016 - Bangladesh Bank - Not part of regular security patches to steal SWIFT credentials - They become a backbone . While the bank has been shut down by Architecture/design weakness - Hackers mis-funded as a foundation - The best security system fails if $81 million was lost you have no locks on the doors,
3DES, etc.) Entry - Length of encryption key (40 bits, 128 bits, 256 bits, etc.) Weak or zero encryption (less than 128 bit key sizes), outdated hashes (MD5) © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 21 1.6 - Types of Vulnerabilities (Continued) New Threats/zero day Wrong Certificate and Key Management - What You Don't
Know really can hurt you - Managing keys and certificates - And you won't even see it coming - It has to be well planned - vulnerabilities sit in your system, can't do it on the fly waiting for someone to find them - What will be the organization's certificate of power? Some problems have been hidden for years - How will CA content be protected? Once the problem is detected (zero
day), will pay it - How will the intermediate CAs be created and managed? Don't always have time to properly check who will check and sign the seriousness of the balance with the stability of the organization's certificates? WannaCry ransomware hit May 12, 2017 - What is the vetting process? However, the patch has been available since March 14 - And many other 2.1 -
Firewalls Universal Security Control app-informed security devices - Standard Problem - Network Firewalls - Home, Office, and In Your Operating System - Traffic Flow Control-Based App - Managing Network Traffic Flow - Microsoft S'L Server, Twitter, YouTube - Everything Goes Through The Firewall - Corporate Control подписи уязвимости - Контроль ненадлежащего
контента для трафика - Небезопасно для работы, родительский контроль - Хост-брандмауэры - Защита от зла - Антивирусные, антивирусные программы - Работа с ОС для определения правил брандмауэра на основе сети приложений - Фильтры трафика по номеру порта - списки управления доступом (ACLs) - OSI слой 4 (TCP/UDP) - Разрешить или
вывести трафик на основе tuples - Некоторые брандмауэры могут фильтровать через OSI-слой 7 Может шифровать трафик в /из сетевого времени суток, приложения и т.д. - Защитите свой трафик между сайтами - Логический путь - Может прокси-трафик - Обычно сверху вниз - общий метод безопасности - может быть очень общим или очень
специфическим - Большинство брандмауэров может быть устройствами уровня 3 (маршрутизаторы) - Конкретные правила, как правило, находятся в верхней части - Обычно сидит на входе / выходе из сети - Неявное отрицание брандмауэра без гражданства - Большинство брандмауэров включают отрицание внизу - не отслеживает транспортные потоки ,
даже если вы не поставили один packet is individually examined, regardless of past history • Traffic sent outside of an active session will traverse a stateless firewall Stateful firewall • Stateful firewalls remember the state of the session • Everything within a valid flow is allowed Application-aware security devices &#x8; • The OSI Application Layer • All data in every packet • Can
be called different names • Application layer gateway • Stateful multilayer inspection • Deep packet inspection • Requires some advanced decodes • Every packet must be analyzed and categorized before a security decision is determined © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 22 2.1 - VPN Concentrators VPN
Concentrator Site-to-site VPN • Virtual Private Network • Always-on • Encrypted (private) data traversing a public network • Or almost always • Concentrator • Firewalls often act as VPN concentrators • Encryption/decryption access device • Probably already have firewalls in place • Often integrated into a firewall IP Sec (Internet Protocol Security) • Many deployment options •
Security for OSI Layer 3 • Specialized cryptographic hardware • Authentication and encryption for every packet • Software-based options available • Confidentiality and integrity/anti-replay • Used with client software • Encryption and packet signing • Sometimes built into the OS • Very standardized Remote access VPN • Common to use multi-vendor implementations • On-demand
access from a remote device • Two core IPSec protocols • Software connects to a VPN concentrator • Authentication Header (AH) • Some software can be configured as always-on • Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP) SSL VPN (Secure Sockets Layer VPN) Authentication Header • Uses common SSL/TLS protocol (tcp/443) • Hash of the packet and a shared key • (Almost) No
firewall issues! MD5, SHA-1, или SHA-2 являются общими » Нет крупных клиентов Adds AH to the package title - Normally remote access to Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP) - User Authentication - Encrypts Package - No requirement for digital certificates or shared for hash MD5, SHA-1 or SHA-2, passwords (e.g. IPSec) and 3DES or AES for encryption - Can be
launched from a browser or from a VPN client - Adds a header, trailer and integrity check value - Many operating systems VPN Hub Full VPN Tunnel 2 decrypts tunnel traffic and routes that it remotely creates to the user in the corporate network 1 secure tunnel for VPN Hub Corporate Hub Remote VPN Hub 3 Process backfire to return internet traffic to all other Sites Split VPN
Tunnel split from professormesser.com tunnel and not deciphered 2 Only traffic on 1 corporate network crosses VPN tunnel Corporate network Remote VPN Hub Internet User © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 23 2.1 - VPN Hubs (continued) Site traffic encrypted traffic decrypted in VPN Hub VPN 1, as it passes
through the local VPN Hub 2 on the other side of the tunnel Corporate Remote Network site Firewall / Firewall / VPN Hub VPN Hub AH (Authentication Headline) - Data Integrity IP Package with Authen/ ca/on (Tunnel Key hash mechanism Authen/cated - No privacy/encryption ESP (Encapsulating Security Payload) IPsec Datagram with ESP (tunnel mode) - Data Privacy
(encryption) ESP ESP Integrity New IP IP Headline IP Header Data - Limited Traffic Stream Privacy Title Trailer Check Value Anti-repeat protection Authen;cated IPsec Transport mode and tunnel mode AH and ESP - Combine the integrity of AH data with the privacy of ESP Original IP data header package IPsec Datagram with AH and ESP (ESP) Transport Mode) AH ESP ESP
Integrity IP Headline Headline Headline Data Trailer Check Value Encrypted Authen;cated IPsec Datagram with AH and ESP (tunnel mode) AH ESP Integrity New IP headline headline IP headline Headline Data Headline Data Data Value Encrypted Encrypted Authen;cated © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 24 2.1 -
Detection and Prevention of Intrusions of NIDS network and NIPS IPS Rules - Intrusion Detection System / Invasion Prevention System - You determine what happens to unwanted traffic - Watch network traffic - Block, allow, send a warning, etc. apps, etc. - or more - overflowing buffers, cross-site scenario, other rules can be configured by group vulnerabilities, or as individual
rules - Detection vs. Prevention - It may take time to find Balance - Detection - Anxiety Anxiety Alert - Security / Noise warning / false positives - Prevent - Stop it before it hits the false positives Passive monitoring network - Report that is not true - Study a copy of traffic - False alert or mistaken ID - Port Mirror (SPAN), Network Crane - IDS/IPS Information - Time, TUC Research
and Resolution, Sends TCP RST as in April 2017: Webroot Antivirus - Limited UDP response is available - Windows files are quarantined as malware monitoring Inline - Facebook and Bloomberg are labeled as phishing sites - IDS/IPS sits physically in line - Consider second opinion - All traffic passes through IDS/IPS - In the Range Response False Negatives - Malware Traffic Is
Immediately Identified - Report, Missed, Identifying Something - Fell on IPS - You Didn't Get a Notification - Doesn't Pass Through the Network - Malware Traffic Got Through Your Identification Technology. You'll probably see the results of this - Signature-based - Look for the perfect match - It's hard to know when it's going to happen - Anomaly-based - Build a baseline of what's
normal - It's perfectly quiet - Behavior-based - Watch and report - Get catch/skip bets with industry tests - Heuristics - Use artificial intelligence to identify IPS, Antivirus Passive Monitoring Network Traffic sent from customer to server via Network Switch 1 Copy IPS 2 traffic sent to IDS/IPS Switch Inline Network traffic sent inline IPS can allow monitoring 1 of the Internet to 2 or
deny traffic to the real-Ame main switch that passes through the IPS Internet firewall IPS Core Switch © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor MesserCompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 25 2.1 - Router and Switch Router Security Network Access Control (NAC) - Traffic routes between IP subnets - IEEE 802.1X - Port-based - OSI Layer 3 Network Access Control
Devices (NAC) - Routers within Switches, sometimes called You Don't Get Access, Access, Access, until you authenticate layer 3 switches - Widespread use of EAP and RADIUS - Layer 2 - Switch, Layer 3 - Router - Unsentifiable Authentication Protocol / - Often connects different network types of remote authentication set in the user service and LAN, WAN, Copper, Fiber - We're
talking about physical interfaces - Not TCP or UDP Ports Access Management Lists (ACLs) - Used to allow or deny traffic - Administrative turn on/off - Also used for NAT, zos, etc. - disable unused ports defined at the in/or out of the interface. IP Destination, TCP Port Numbers, - Connect Two Switches each other port numbers UDP, ICMP - They will send traffic back and forth
forever - Ban or allow - There is no account mechanism - What happens when the ACL corresponds to traffic? on the MAC layer - ACLs have evolved over the years - It's an easy way to knock down the network - Standard vs. Advanced, moderated vs. named - And somewhat difficult to fix problems - Relatively easy to solve Anti-Spoofing - Spanning Tree Protocol - Preventing the
Bad Guy from using the IEEE 802.1D standard to prevent the cycles of someone else's address in the bridges (switched) network (1990) DDoS - Created by Radia Perlman - Filter of reserved IP addresses used almost everywhere - RfC 1918 address should not be sent to or from the Internet Flood Guard the maximum number of original mac addresses on the interface - Turn
back the rewind (RPF) - You decide how many are too many - Answer to the incoming package - you can also set up certain MAC addresses that should come back in the same way if it's not, then drop the package right now - Switch tracks the number of unique MAC addresses Switches - Supports a list of each MAC source address - Overcoming done in hardware - Once you
exceed the maximum - Application-specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) Port Security Activates - OSI Layer 2 Device - Interface is usually disabled by default - Forward traffic based on address links data Layer 3 switches - Many (many) ports - Switch (layer 2) and router (Layer 3) - Core corporate network in the same physical device - High bandwidth - Switching still works on OSI
Many simultaneous routing packages still work on the OSI Layer 3 Port Security Switch - There's nothing new or special going on here - Inside your network is relatively insecure - We often spend our time protecting against external copper - and wireless (and fiber) want the conference rooms to be convenient © 2017 Messer Studios, PROFESSOR Messer's CompTIA SY0-501
Security Course Notes - Page 26 2.1 - Proxies Proxies Application proxies , Sits between the users and the external network, one of the simplest proxies is NAT, receives the user requests and sends the request to the network-level proxy on their behalf (the proxy) Most proxies in use of the application proxies The proxy understands the way the application works URL filtering,
content scanning, content scanning, and proxy may only know one application, applications may need to know, (explicit) many proxies are multipurpose proxies, some proxies are invisible (transparent) ., FTP, etc. Internet Internet Internal Network Reverse Proxy • Inbound traffic from Internet the Internet to your internal service Proxy Web Server www.example.com Internal
Network Open Proxy • A third-party, uncontrolled proxy • Can be a significant Internet Internet security concern • Often used to circumvent existing Proxy security controls www.example.com 2.1 - Load Balancers Balancing the Load Load Balancer • Distribute the load • Configurable load • Multiple servers The Internet • Manage across servers • Invisible to the end-user • TCP
offload • Large-scale implementations • Protocol overhead • Web server farms, database farms Load • SSL offload • Fault tolerance Balancer • Encryption/Decryption • Very fast convergence • Caching - Fast response • Prioritization - QoS • Content switching • Application-centric balancing Server A Server B Server C Server D © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's
CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 27 2.1 - Load Balancers (continued) Scheduling Active/Active load balancing • Round-robin • Affinity - A kinship, a likeness • Each server is selected in turn • Many applications require communication to the same instance • Weighted round-robin • Each user is stuck to the same server • Prioritize the server use • Tracked through
IP address or session IDs • Dynamic round-robin • Source affinity • Monitor the server load and distributed Active/passive load balancing to the server with the lowest use • Some servers are active • Others are on standby • If an active server fails, the passive server takes its place 2.1 - Access Points Wireless Access Point (WAP) Power Level Controls • Not a wireless router •
Usually a wireless configuration • A wireless router is a router and a WAP in a single device • Set it as low as you can • WAP is a bridge • How low is low? Расширяет проводную сеть на беспроводную сеть - Это может потребовать некоторого дополнительного изучения - WAP является устройством слоя OSI 2 . Фактическая пропускная способность может
варьироваться в широких пределах - SSID легко определяется с помощью беспроводного сетевого анализа - Частота - Безопасность через безвестность - 2,4 ГГц и 5 ГГц MAC фильтрации - И иногда и то, и другое - Управление доступом к средствам массовой информации - Расстояние - аппаратный адрес - Комбинация антенн - Ограниченный доступ через
физический аппаратный адрес - Каналы - Держит соседей вне перекрывающиеся каналы были бы идеальными - Дополнительное администрирование с посетителями - Легко найти рабочие адреса MAC с помощью беспроводного анализа LAN - MAC-адреса могут быть подделаны - Бесплатное программное обеспечение с открытым исходным кодом -
Безопасность через безвестность 2,4 ГГц Спектр для 802.11 - Северная Америка IEEE Channel No 1 6 11 20 МГц 2412 МГц MHz 5 GHz Spectrum for 802.11 - North America IEEE Channel # 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140 144 149 153 157 161 165 169 173 177 20 MHz 40 MHz 80 MHz 160 MHz UNII-1
UNII-2 UNII-2 UNII-3 5150 MHz 5250 MHz 5350 MHz 5470 MHz 5725 MHz 5825 MHz 5925 MHz Available channels New channels added in April 2014 Previously indoor channels, usable outdoors aFer April 2014 Frequencies not available for 802.11 © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 28 2.1 - Access Points
(continued) Omnidirectional antennas Managing wireless configurations • One of the most common • LWAPP • Included on most access points • Lightweight Access Point Protocol • Signal is evenly distributed on all sides • Cisco proprietary - CAPWAP is an RFC standard, • Omni=all based on LWAPP • Good choice for most environments • Manage multiple access points
simultaneously • You need coverage in all directions • Thick/fat access points • No ability to focus the signal • The access point handles most wireless tasks • A different antenna will be required • The switch is not wireless-aware Directional antennas • Thin access points • Focus the signal • Just enough to be 802.11 wireless • Increased distances • The intelligence is in the switch •
Less expensive • Send and receive in a single direction • Focused transmission and listening Wireless LAN controllers • Centralized management of WAPs - A single pane of glass • Antenna performance is measured in dB • Double power every 3dB of gain • Deploy new access points Directional antennas • Performance and security monitoring • Yagi antenna • Configure и
развернуть изменения на всех сайтах - Очень направленный и высокий прирост - Отчет об использовании точек доступа - Параболическая антенна - Обычно запатентованная система - Фокус сигнала в одну точку - Беспроводной контроллер в паре с точками доступа 2.1 - SIEM SIEM Syslog - Информация о безопасности и управление событиями - Стандарт
для регистрации сообщений - События безопасности и информация - Разнообразные системы, Консолидированный журнал - Предупреждения о безопасности - Информация в режиме реального времени - Обычно центральный приемник регистрации - Агрегация журнала и долгосрочное хранение - Интегрированный в SIEM - Обычно включает в себя
расширенные функции отчетности - Вам понадобится много дискового пространства - Корреляция данных - Ссылка различных типов данных - Нет, больше. Более того. Судебно-медицинский анализ - Соберите подробную информацию после события - WORM диск технологии синхронизации времени - Напишите, как только прочитайте много -
переключатели, маршрутизаторы, брандмауэры, серверы, рабочие станции - Защитите важные журналы безопасности - Каждое устройство имеет свои собственные часы Событие де-дублирования - Синхронизация часов становится критической - События бури - Файлы журнала, информация о проверке подлинности, детали - When it rains, it pours -
Automatic update with NTP (Network Time Protocol) - Filter out noise noise Updated - Clapping (down/up/down) - Timers used to suppress current messages - Very accurate accuracy is better than 1 millisecond in the local network - Customized suppression - Identify your own event processing - Useful for automating responses Automated alert and triggers - Constant information
flow - Important metrics of incoming logs - Track important statistics - Exceptions can be identified Call, etc. - Creating triggers to automate responses - Open the ticket, restart the server © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security' Course Notes - Page 29 2.1 - Data Loss Prevention (DLP) DLP and Email - Where is your data? E-mail is still Social
Security numbers, credit card numbers, medical records, the most important risk vector, stop data before the bad guys get it - incoming threats, outgoing data loss - data loss - Check every email, in and out, so many sources, So Many Directions - Internal System or Cloud System - Often requires multiple solutions in different places - Incoming Systems to Prevent Data Loss On
Your Computer - Data in Use, Endpoint DLP, Data in Motion quarantine emails - On your server - Data alone - Outgoing USB Lock - Fake Translations, W-2 Transmissions, - DLP on WorkStation - Allow or Deny certain tasks to employee information - November 2008 S. Ministry of Defense Emailing Spreadsheet Template - Worm virus agent.btz replicates using USB storage -
November 2017 - Bans of removable flash media and storage devices - Boeing employee spouse email - All devices had to be updated tables for use as a template - Local DLP agent handled USB lock contains personal information about the ban was lifted in February 2010. - Replaced by strict guidelines 36,000 employees of Boeing Cloud DLP - In hidden columns - Located
between users and the Internet - Social Security numbers, date of birth, etc. Watch every inset network traffic - Boeing sells its own DLP software - No hardware, no software, but only uses it for secret work - Block custom specific data lines - Unique data for your organization - Managing access to URLs - Preventing file transfer to cloud storage - Block viruses and malware - All
That Crosses Network 2.1 - Network Access Control Edge vs. Access Control Health Check/Assessment Posture - Control on the Edge - Persistent Agents - Your Link to the Internet - Constantly Installed on the System - Is Managed primarily Through Rules - Periodic updates may be required - Firewall rules rarely change - Soluble Agents - Access Control - No installation that is
required from wherever you are, works during posture assessment, group, location, location, и т.д. - Интегрированный с Active Directory - Доступ может быть легко отменен или изменен - Проверки проводятся во время входа и логоффа - Измените свою осанку в любое время - Не может быть запланирована оценка осанки Неудачная оценка - Вы не можете
доверять компьютеру каждого - Что происходит, когда оценка осанки не удается? BYOD (Принесите свое собственное устройство) - Слишком опасно, чтобы позволить доступ к вредоносным инфекциям / отсутствующим антивирусным программам , карантинной сети, уведомить администраторов - Несанкционированные приложения - Достаточно сетевого
доступа, чтобы исправить проблему - Перед подключением к сети, выполните проверку здоровья после того, как будет решена, повторите попытку - Является ли это надежным устройством? Может потребоваться дополнительное исправление - Работает ли он антивирус? Который? Обновляется ли он? Устанавливаются ли корпоративные приложения? Это
мобильное устройство? Диск зашифрован? • The type of device doesn't matter • Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, Android © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 30 2.1 - Mail Gateways Mail gateways Identifying spam • Unsolicited email • Whitelist • Stop it at the gateway before it reaches the user • Only receive email
from trusted senders • On-site or cloud-based • SMTP standards checking Email filtering • Block anything that doesn't follow RFC standards • Inbound and outbound email • rDNS - Reverse DNS • Examine the traffic • Block email where the sender's domain doesn't • Unsolicited email advertisements - Spam match the IP address • Control of phishing attempts • Tarpitting • Email is
a large attack vector • Intentionally slow down the server conversation • Anti-virus - Block bad attachments • Recipient filtering • DLP - Data Loss Prevention • Block all email not addressed to a valid • Block confidential information in emails recipient email address Email Encryption • Mail can be easily intercepted • And most mail is not encrypted • Send and receive sensitive
information Mail Gateway • The encryption mechanisms aren't always seamless Internal Network • Encryption can be required on the gateway • Based on policy Internet • Force the encryption , Отправить пароль отправителю - Отправить текстовое сообщение получателю Firewall Внутренний - Многие клиенты электронной почты поддерживают шифрование Почтовый
сервер - Шлюз электронной почты распознает шифрование 2.1 - Другие ускорители SSL устройств безопасности - CA якобы выполнила некоторые проверки - У вас есть серверная ферма, полная веб-серверов - Проверено против записи DNS, телефонного звонка, и т.д. - Асимметричное шифрование является аппаратным - Ваш браузер проверяет
сертификат веб-сервера - гораздо более вычислительно интенсивный, чем симметричный , если он подписан доверенным CA, шифрование работает шифрование бесшовно - Рукопожатие SSL использует асимметричный модуль аппаратной безопасности шифрования (HSM) устройство - Обеспеченное хранилище - разгрузка SSL, SSL прекращение
криптографических ускорителей - Симметричный разговор продолжается - Разгрузка, что процессор накладные расходы с других устройств , может вообще не шифровать между используется в больших средах ускоритель и веб-сервер - кластеры, избыточной мощности SSL / TLS расшифровки Медиа шлюзы - Обычно используется для изучения
исходящих SSL - Конверты между PSTN (Public Switched) Изучите зашифрованный трафик? Это возможно? VoIP on the other • SSL/TLS relies on trust • SIP on one side, H.323 on the other • Without trust, none of this works • The combinations are many and varied Trust me, I'm SSL • Security is a significant concern • Your browser contains a list of trusted CAs • Disable all
voice communication (DoS) • My browser contains about 170 trusted CAs certificates • Make outbound calls • Your browser doesn't trust a web site unless a CA • Spam, malicious services has signed the web server's encryption certificate • Listen to voice communication • The web site pays some money to the CA for this • Corporate espionage © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC
Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 31 2.2 - Software Security Tools Passive vs. active tools Wireless scanners and crackers • Passive security • Wireless monitoring - Packet capturing • You're a network ninja • Wireless attacks • Watch the packets go by • Rogue access point, deauthentication attacks, etc. • There's a lot to learn • Cracking -
Find a wireless network key • Top talkers, servers, clients, applications, • WEP - Cryptographic vulnerabilities operating systems, services • Relatively straightforward • Active security • WPA1 PSK and WPA2 PSK • Send traffic to a device, watch the results • Dictionary brute force, rainbow tables • Query a login page • Many open source projects - Aircrack-ng Suite, Fern • Try a
known vulnerability Password crackers • Check account access • Passwords are stored as hashes - It's a one-way trip Protocol analyzers • Some are stored without much complexity • Solve complex application issues • Relatively straightforward to brute-force a weak hash • Get into the details • Get the hashes - Can be the hardest part • Gathers packets on the network • Or in the
air • Use a good wordlist or use rainbow tables • Sometimes built into устройство - Общие пароли, несколько языков и т.д. - Просмотр шаблонов трафика - Многие доступные инструменты - Определить неизвестный трафик - Джон Потрошитель, Ophcrack - Проверка фильтрации пакетов и контроля безопасности Сканеры уязвимости - Крупномасштабное
хранилище - Вы пропустили патч безопасности? Аналитики больших данных - Мы найдем его сетевые сканеры - минимально инвазивные, но все еще активные - сканирование IP-адресов и открытых портов - В отличие от теста на проникновение - и операционные системы, услуги и т.д. IP addresses - We separate the wheat from the chaff later - See who
responds to the scan - Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer, Tenable Nessus - Visually mark the network, scan one or more devices - collect information on each device - automate the process, report the results - IP, operating system, services, etc. It is necessary to comply with internal requirements, Nmap/Senmapa, Angry IP SCANNER or industry rules - Check for different
configurations - Operating version of the system, installed applications, network settings, antivirus/antivirus settings and versions, server configurations, etc. - Audit can be continuous - Current state report, Revealing changes over time - Integrated with the login process and/or VPN Connection Exploitation - So Many Opportunities for Exploits - Browser, Operating System,
Applications, etc. Try Many Different Methods - Many Different Framework - BeEF - Framework Browser Operation Project - RouterSploit - Router Router Operating Framework - Metasploit - Create your own vulnerability tests or use modules in the existing exploit database © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 32 2.2 -
Software Security Tools (Continued) Data Disinfection Tools Honey Pots - Time to Update That Hard Drive - Attract Bad Guys - And Trap Them There - What Happens To Data On old drive? The bad guys are probably a machine - Rewrite data once and he's gone and he's gone, makes for an interesting reconfleture - One and made Honeypots Sanitize whole drives - Create a
virtual world, to explore - Darik's Boot and Nuke (DBAN) - Many different options - Sanitize individual files or folders honeyd - Microsoft SDelete - Constant battle to distinguish the real from counterfeit - Don't forget about caches and time files Backup Utilities - Data stored in many places - Protect from unexpectedly Idle Tools of Stanoganography - Malware Infection, Ransomware,
Server Damage - Greek for Hidden Letter - File Synchronization in Real Time - rsync - Security Through Obscurity - Regular Partial Backups - Message Invisible - Hourly Extra Backups - But It's Really There - Full Backup - Covertext - Complete Backup Files - , Rapid Recovery - Network Based On Banner Capture - Embedded Messages in TCP Packages - Apps Can Be Chatty -
Use The Image - They Sometimes Say Too Much - message in the image itself - Banner is always there - Invisible watermarks - But usually behind the scenes - yellow dots on printers - Grab it using telnet, nc, nc, Line Security Tools ping traceroute - Test attainability - Determine the route, By which package goes to its destination, Determine travel time - Map all the way - Uses
Internet Communication Protocol (ICMP) - Tracing (Windows) or Tracing (POSIX) - One of your main troubleshooting tools - uses ICMP Time to Live Exceeded Error Message written by Mike Muuss in 1983 - Time in TTL refers to hops, rather than to seconds or minutes - Sound made by sonar, TTL-1 is the first router, TTL-2 is the second router, etc. - Not an acronym for Packet
INternet Groper - Not all devices will respond using backronym ICMP Time Exceeded Netstat Messages - Some firewalls filter ICMP - Network Stats - ICMP is low-level for many devices - Many different operating systems nslook and dig - netstat - IP addresses Cache timers, etc.: © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 33
2.2 - Team Line Security Tools (continued) Nmap Address Resolution Protocol - Identify MAC Address Based on IP Address - Network Cartographer - You Need a Hardware Address to Communicate - Find and Learn More About Network Devices - arp-a - Port Scan - View the local ARP table - Find devices and identify open ports ipconfig and ifconfig - Operating system scan -
Most of your troubleshooting starts with your IP address - Discover the OS without logging into the device - Ping your local router/gateway - Service Scan - Identify TCP/IP and network adapter information? And some additional IP details Name, version, details - ipconfig - Windows TCP/IP Configuration - Additional scripts - ifconfig - Linux Interface Configuration - Nmap Scripting
Engine (NSE) - Expand features, scan vulnerability tcpdump - Capture packages from the command line netcat - Very convenient - Read or write into the network available for Windows (WinDump) View in real time - Data Transfer - Fast to identify traffic patterns - Scan ports and send data to port - Save data, use in another application - Become a backdoor Written in standard
pcap format - Run shell with a remote device - Can be overwhelming amount of data - Other alternatives and OSes - Ncat - Takes a bit of practice to disassemble and filter 2.3 - Access Violations - Authentication is a critical process - Segmentation error - All data must be protected, your operating system looks after you - Some protocols are not encrypted, prevents access to a
limited area of memory - All traffic, Sent in clear form, can be a programming error, Telnet, FTP, SMTP, IMAP - pointer to the wrong location - Check with the capture of the package - Can be a security problem - View everything that is sent on the network, malware, trying to access limited memory logs and event anomalies, denial of service - Collect as much information about
Certificate problems. routers, firewalls, servers, IPS - Certificates must also be relatively new - Use security information, and you don't want the certificates to get too old event management system (SIEM) - The application must perform proper certificate checks - Consolidate logs and correlate data - February 2017 - Researcher finds seventy-six iOS Applications - Extensive
reporting that is missing TLS certificate checks Resolution issues - 18 million downloads - Easy MitM attack - Simple surveillance Data exfiltration - Huge vulnerability - Data - your most valuable asset - the door has remained open - no lockpicking required - It can also be valuable to other people - June 2017 - 14 million Verizon records exposed left the Amazon S3 data store open
- also easy to remove via DVD- DISKS - Researcher found data in front of bad guys or USB flash drives - Confirm the permissions for the original configuration - July 2017 - Time Warner / Home Box Office - Provide process for changes and updates - 1.5 terabytes of data , exfiltered - Perform periodic audits - HBO recently survived a cyber incident that led to the compromise of
confidential information. © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 34 2.3 - General Security Issues (Continued) Mis-configured Devices - Licensing - Another example of leaving the door open - are you going to pay for it, right? The bad guys go straight into constant support - default username and password - Easy to
authentically - Who's going to update unauthorized outdated software - Known software vulnerabilities? Security patches? Running maintenance code: What happens when it stops working? Debugging information displayed by Users Basic Deviation - Firewalls - Everything should be well documented - Rules provide too much access - Equipment, software, network traffic models -
Can be difficult to audit using a large repository of basic rule data - Content Filters - Any changes in urLs are not specific enough and alerts should be sent immediately. . Point - Security Posture Analysis Before Connection to the Network - No Encryption Mechanisms - Open Configurations from the Wireless Side - If something deviates from the baseline, you have to fix it Weak
security configurations - Antivirus and subscription version, OS patches - Digital security works perfectly - No remote access until it coincides with the baseline - until it will work with a lot of license compliance violations 56 Applications, - Small key size easily rough-forced hardware with today's technologies - And they are all licensed with different methodologies - Encryption
vulnerabilities - WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) 2.11 Encryption Algorithm - Everything works great when the license is valid - Vulnerabilities found with RC4 ciphers and IVs - Meeting with expiration date can cause problems - HAS-conflict - SHA-1 Completely - Many Identified Collision Attacks - Various Documents - Integrity with the same hash - No longer viable - Data and
applications must be Staffing issues accurate and complete - The weakest link - People make mistakes - Missing/bad license can cause problems with data integrity - It's in your acceptable use policy (AUP) asset management documents - Insider Threats - Identifying and tracking computing assets - Authenticated users have more free reign - Usually an automated process, Than
unidentified what, and where - Social Engineering - Watch out for the most valuable assets - We are always so ready to help someone who needs it - and hardware and data - They will steal everything on the phone, track licenses on social networks - you know exactly how much you will need. , Anti-malicious meaningful information signature updates, etc. - Most organizations
have policy and marketing team authentication questions Personal emails Is someone really who they say they are? Emails sent from work imply approval from the organization - A number of factors, uses the company's resources, the more the better, the greater the likelihood of unauthorized software problems - you don't know where it was - a gap in any part of the
authentication process - Malware, spyware, ransomware can open the entire network - Weak passwords, lack of authentication - Conflicts of factors, etc. - May be in conflict with the software organization © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer TIAComp SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 35 2.4 - Security Analysis Exit Host-ids / IPS - Exfiltration - Teratesby Data That
Fit Into Your Pocket Detection System / - Windows Event Log Prevention System - Security Audit - Started as a Separate Application - View USB Media Use, Magazine Names - Now Integrated into Many EndPoint Products Copied on Removable Drives - Signature Protection Extended Malware - Deciphered Data - Specialized Removal and Recovery Tools - Activity-Based
Protection - Malware Techniques Vary greatly- Why do you change this file? Malware is a widespread Antivirus - Spreads to all parts of your operating system - Viruses are there - Better recovery to remove and - It's only a matter of time to recover from a good backup - With computers, Kaspersky Lab Tools - 79,209,775 malicious URLs identified - Stop it and prevent it - 240,799
blocked UTM/All-in-one security device - 1,333,605 malicious installation packages - Single Threat Management (UTM) / mobile web security gateway devices - - URL filter malware verification, antivirus applications will alert and log into the malicious software Spam filter, CSU/DSU, Router, Switch, Firewall, IDS/IPS Download or Run Bandwidth Shaper, VPN Endpoint - Visit the
known Bad Data Loss Prevention (DLP) File Integrity Check - Where is your data? Operating System Check - Social Security Numbers, Credit Card Numbers, - Are all the original files still in place? Medical Records - Host Firewalls - Stop the data before the bad guys get it - Protect from other users of the network - data leakage - Limit access to your persona computer - so many
sources, So Many Directions - Protect WhereVer You Go - Often requires multiple solutions in different places - Required for laptops and mobile devices Data Execution Prevention (DEP) - Restrictions on application numbers and network ports - No-eXecute bit - Mauer knows what you're doing - Intel calls it the XD bit (eXecute Disable) memory sections as a run code or data
white list app - the code can't work from secure memory places - Decisions are made in the operating system - Prevents malware Programs and Viruses From Execution - Often Built into Operating System Management - OS Should Support This Feature - Hash Apps - Windows Calls It Data Execution Prevention (DEP) - Only allows applications with this unique identifier are in
Event Viewer - Allow digital applications from some web firewall publishers (WAF) - Way - Not as a normal firewall - Only run apps in these folders - Apply the rules ://www. ://www. ://www. From this network zone - Unexpected input is a common method of using the application Removable media control - USB drives, portable hard drives - injection S'L - Beach security professional
- Add your own commands to the request of the application S'L - Malware Infections - Drives, Brought from Home - Focus on the payment card industry - USB drives across the parking data security standard (PCI DSS) © LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 36 2.5 - Mobile Devices Connection Techniques NFC Cellular Network Problems
Interference Problems - Problems Security - Denial of Service - Traffic Monitoring - Relay / Retransmission / Re-attack - Location Tracking - Man in the Middle - Worldwide Access to Mobile Device - Loss of rfC-control devices Wi-Fi - Stolen/lost phone - Local network access to ANT/ANT scientific and medical) - Data capture - ultra-low-powered Internet of Things protocol -
Encryption of your data! Fitness Devices, Heart Rate Monitors, etc. - Man in the Middle - Separate Wireless Service - Changing and/or Data Monitoring - Not 802.11 or Bluetooth - Denial of Service - Denial of Service - Frequency Interference - Spectrum Interference Satellite Communications - SATCOM - Additional Encryption - Remote Places, Remote Places, Natural Disasters -
And No Method for Maintaining Integrity - Standard Communications Won't Work IR (Infrared) - Literally Talking to Space - Included on many smartphones, tablets, low-Earth orbit satellites or geostationary and smart watches - Voice and data transfer Other phones can be used to control IR devices - Similar security problems with other USB smartphones (Universal Serial Bus)
Nearest Communication Field (NFC) - Physical Connection to Mobile Device - Two-Way Wireless - USB to Your Computer - Built on RFID, which was one way and USB , Lightning, or ownership on your phone - Payment systems - Physical access is always a problem - Google Wallet and MasterCard Partnership - May be easier to access than Apple Pay by remotely connecting
Bootstrap to other wireless - the locked device is relatively safe - NFC helps with Bluetooth pairing - Always automatic lock - Access marker, ID card - Mobile phones can also exfiltrate Device Connection Methods Mobile Device Management (MDM) Application management • Manage company-owned and user-owned mobile devices • Managing mobile apps are a challenge •
BYOD - Bring Your Own Device • Mobile devices install apps constantly • Centralized management of the mobile devices • Not all applications are secure • Specialized functionality • And some are malicious • Set policies on apps, data, camera, etc. • Android malware is a growing security concern • Control the entire remote device or a partition • Manage application use through
whitelists • Manage access control • Only approved applications can be installed • Force screen locks and PINs on these single user devices • Managed through the MDM • New applications must be checked and added © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 37 2.5 - Mobile Device Connection Methods (continued)
Content management Push notification services • Mobile Content Management (MCM) • Information appears on the mobile device screen • Secure access to data • The notification is pushed to your device • Protect data from outsiders • No user intervention • File sharing and viewing • Receive notifications from one app • On-site content (Microsoft Sharepoint, file servers) when
using a completely different app • Cloud-based storage (Box, Office 365) • Control of displayed notifications • Data sent from the mobile device can be managed from the MDM • DLP (Data Loss Prevention) prevents • Or notifications can be pushed from the MDM copy/paste of sensitive data • Ensure data is encrypted on the mobile device • Managed from the mobile device
manager (MDM) Remote wipe Notification • Remove all data from your mobile device Options • Even if you have no idea where it is • Often managed from the MDM • Connect and wipe from the web • Nuke it from anywhere Passwords and PINs • Need to plan for this • The Универсальный вызов в службу поддержки - Настройте свое мобильное устройство сейчас , мне
нужно сбросить пароль , всегда иметь резервную копию - Мобильные устройства используют несколько методов аутентификации - Ваши данные могут быть удалены в любое время - пароль/пароль, PIN-коды, шаблоны - По мере того как вы гуляете вне дверь - Процесс восстановления можно инициировать от МДМ Геолокации - Опция сброса пароля
обеспечена - Точные данные слежения на мобильном устройстве - Треки в пределах ног - MDM также имеет полный контроль - Может быть использован для хорошего (или плохого) Большинств телефоны обеспечивают вариант для того чтобы отключить - Вы фактор аутентификации - Пределы функциональность телефонов - Отпечаток пальца, лицо -
Может управляться MDM - Не может быть самым безопасным фактором аутентификации Geofencing - Полезно в некоторых средах - Некоторые MDMs позволяют для geofencing - Полностью запрещено в других - Ограничить или разрешить характеристики когда прибор Доступность управляется через МДМ находится в Частности The organization determines
the security of the device - Cameras - Can be controlled within one application - The camera can only work when outside the office - Some applications require additional biometric authentication, only allow logins when the device is in context-aware authentication in a certain area - Who needs 2FA? Lock screen - Bad guys can bypass anything, all mobile devices can be locked,
authentication can be contextual - Keep people under away from your data if they walk around like a duck... In cases where you usually frequent (GPS information) - Erase the phone - Other devices that can be paired (Bluetooth, etc.) - Define the lockout policy - And others - Create aggressive lock timers - New technologies - Completely lock the phone - Another way to keep the
data safe © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 38 2.5 - Methods of Connecting to a Mobile Device (Continued) Encryption Container Ships Full Encryption Device - It's Hard to Separate Personal from Business - Scramble All Data on a Mobile Device - Especially, When the BYOD device - Even if you lose it, the content
is safe - Owned by an employee - Devices handle it differently - Separate corporate mobile applications and data - Strong/strong/strong? Create a virtual container for the company's data - Encryption is not trivial - Contained area - limit data exchange - Uses many processor cycles - Storage Segmentation saves data separately - Integrated between Easy to manage off-board
equipment and software - Only company information is deleted - Don't lose and don't forget your password! Personal Data Saved - No Recovery and Store Your Photos, Videos, Music, Email, etc. 2.5 - Mobile Devices Execution Third-Party App Stores - Updates Provided by Air (OTA) - Centralized Clearing Apps Centers - No Cable, Essential for the Apple App Store - Security
patches or all operating system updates - Google Play - Significant changes without device connectivity - Microsoft Store - It can't be a good thing - Not all apps are safe Use camera data leak - Not all apps are suitable for use in business - Cameras are controversial - Games, instant messaging Control on the device - Mobile devices are purpose-built systems - There is no good
way to guarantee that the camera will not be used - You do not need access to the operating system - Use of the camera can be controlled by MDM - Getting access - Always disabled - Android - Rooting except certain places (geo -fences) - Apple iOS - SMS/MMS SMS/MMS Installation of custom firmware - Short Messaging Service / Multimedia Messaging Service - Replaces
the existing operating system - Text messages, video, audio - Uncontrolled access - Data control can be a problem - Bypass security features, Side download applications - Outgoing data leaks, financial disclosure without the use of app store - inbox notifications, phishing attempts - MDM becomes relatively useless - MDM can turn on or disable SMS/MMS Carrier unlocking - or
only allow in certain timeframes or locations - Most phones are locked for the carrier t use phone ATT on Verizon - Your contract with the carrier subsidizes the cost of the phone - You can unlock the phone, if your operator allows it - the carrier lock may be illegal in your country - Security revolves around connectivity - Moving to another operator can bypass MDM External Media -
Prevent UNLOCKing a SIM card may be impossible - Store data on external or removable discs on a personal flash device - Mobile device operating system - Connection to the computer for extraction is constantly changing - It is very easy to do - Like a desktop computer - Limit data written on removable discs, or prevent their use in MDM © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor
Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 39 2.5 - Mobile Performance Device (continued) USB OTG WiFi Direct / Special - USB On-The-Go - We are so accustomed to hotspots - Connecting mobile devices directly together - SSID configuration only cable - Wireless standard includes special mode - Mobile device can be as host, as well as the device, connect
wireless devices directly - Read from an external device, Then act without an access point as the storage device itself - WiFi Direct simplifies the process - No need for a third-party storage unit, easily plug many devices together - USB 2.0 standard - Common to view on home devices - Usually seen on Android devices - Simplicity can help invisible access vulnerabilities to
important Devices - In terms of security, it's too convenient hotspot / Snapping Recording microphone - Turn your phone into a Wi-Fi hotspot - Audio recordings - Your personal wireless router - There are microphones on every mobile device - Expand the cellular data network to all your devices - Useful for meetings and pay attention to that that depending on the type of phone and
provider - the standard for college classes - may require additional fees and data costs - Legal Responsibility - Can provide unintended access to the internal network - every state has Laws - Ensure proper security/password - Each situation is different payment methods - Disable or geo-fence - Send small amounts of data wirelessly over a limited area. . Transportation, in person
- Your phone knows where you are sharing information - Geolocation Service, GPS - Several different standards - Adds your location to document metadata - Apple Pay, Android Pay, Samsung Pay - Longitude, Latitude - Bypassing primary authentication will allow you to pay - Photos, videos, etc. upload to social networks 2.5 - Mobile models of deployment devices BYOD
Corporate property - Bring your own device / Bring your own technology The company owns the device Employee owns the device And controls the contents on the device The need to meet the requirements of the company Device is not for personal use Difficult to ensure You will need to buy your own device for your home? Unable to mix business with home use - What happens
to data when a device is sold or traded? VDI/VMI COPE - Virtual Desktop Infrastructure / - Corporate Infrastructure, Personally Enabled Virtual Mobile Infrastructure - Company Buys Device - Apps Separated From Mobile Device - Used as a Corporate Device, and personal device - Data separated from the mobile device - Organization retains full control over the device - Data is
stored securely, centralized - Like the company's laptops and desktops - Physical device loss - Risk minimized - Information is protected by corporate policies - Centralized application development - Information can be deleted at any time - Write for one VMI platform - CYOD - Select your own device - but with the choice of user device - No need to update all mobile devices ©
2017 Messer Studios LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 40 2.6 - Secure Voice protocols and LDAP video (Easy Directory Access Protocol) - SRTP Protocol for Reading and Catalog writing - Secure protocol in real-time transport / Secure RTP on IP network - Adds security features to RTP - Organized set of records like phone catalog - Keep
conversations closed, X.500 specification was written by the International Encryption Union (ITU) - uses AES to encrypt the flow of voice/video - They know the catalogs! Authentication, integrity and protection from playback - DAP, run through the stack of OSI protocol, HMAC-SHA1 - Hash message - LDAP is easy, and uses TCP/IP authentication code using SHA1 - LDAP - is a
protocol used to request time synchronization and update of the X.500 catalog - Classic NTP has no security features used in the Active Windows Catalog - Operated as an amplifier OpenLDAP, etc. Secure) - Secure Network Time Protocol - Unconventional implementation of LDAP over SSL - Development began in June 2015 - SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer) -
Cleaning the code base - provides authentication using a variety of methods - Fixed a number of vulnerabilities, i.e. Kerberos or Customer Certificate Email Remote Access - S/MIME - SSH (Secure Shell) - Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions - Encrypted Terminal Communications - Encryption of Public Keys and Digital Signature - Replaces Telnet Domain Resolution -
Required PKI or similar Key Organization - DNS was not security In Original Design - Secure POP and Secure IMAP - Relatively easy to poison DNS - Use STARTTLS extension to encrypt POP3 and DNSSEC with SSL or use IMAP with SSL - Expansion of Domain Name System - SSL/TLS - DNS Response Check - If mail is based on the browser, always - Authentication origin,
Data Integrity Encryption Using SSL - Public key cryptography Web - DNS records signed with a trusted third party - SSL/TLS - Signed DNS records are published in DNS - Secure Routing and Switching Connectors - Transport Layer Security - SSH - Secure Shell - Encrypted Terminal Communication - HTTPS - SNMPv3 - Simple Network - HTTP above TLS /HTTP over
SSL/HTTP Secure Protocol Control Version 3 - Uses Public Key Encryption - Privacy - Encrypted Data - Private Key on server - Integrity - No Data Falsification - Symmetrical Session Key Transmitted - Authentication - Checks source using asymmetric encryption - HTTPS - Security and Speed - Browser-based control file transfer - Encrypted communications - FTPS Network
Address Distribution - FTP over SSL (FTP-SSL) DHCP Security - File Transfer Protocol Secure - DHCP Does Not Include Built-in Security - It's not SFTP - No secure version of DHCP protocol - SFTP - Rogue DHCP servers - SSH File Transfer Protocol, DHCP Servers must be authorized - Provides file system functionality - Some switches can be configured with trusted interfaces
- Renewal of interrupted transfers, directory lists, DHCP distribution is only allowed from trusted file deletion interfaces - Cisco calls it DHCP Snooping © 2017 Messer Studios, Professor MESSER CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 41 2.6 - Secure Protocols (continued ) Subscription Network Address Distribution Services - DHCP Customer DoS - Hungry Attack -
Automated Subscriptions - Use Fake Mac Addresses to Exhaust DHCP Pool - Anti-Virus/Signature Updates vs. Malware - Switches Can Be Configured to Limit the Number of Macs - IPS IP Address Database / Firewall Updates - Disconnecting the interface when Key Configuration - Trust Setting - Certificates, IP Addresses 3.1 - Compliance requirements and Framework
Framework Requirements - Compliance - Structure and Organization - Compliance With Law Standards, Policies - What Works Best for IT? and Regulations - Process Management - Healthy Rule Catalog - Getting an IT product to work better with In many aspects of business organization and life Many of them are industry or situational - Best Practices - Penalties - Guidelines
and Examples for IT Management - Penalties - Profitable, Flexible Incarceration - A Lot of Training - Loss of Employment - For All - Industry Framework - Domestic and International Requirements - COBIT Regulatory Purposes for Information and - Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) Related Technologies - Public Company Accounting Reform, created by ISACA, previously, the Investor
Protection Act 2002 Risk Management Act (HIPAA) and bringing IT strategies in line with organizational objectives - Extensive health standards for storage, use , - ITIL and the transfer of health information - Former information technology - Law Of Gramm-Leach-Bliley 1999 (GLBA) Infrastructure Library - Disclosure of Confidential Information - Multiple stages of the life cycle of IT
from financial institutions - Design services , Transition to Service, HIPPA Non-compliance With Penalty Service, Service Strategy, - Extensive Fines and Fines Permanent Service Improvement - Ranges for $100 fines to $250,000 - Criminal convictions include imprisonment, Not Regulatory - No Rule of Law - Can be strongly proposed - Regulation may be in the works - Get used
to the impending change - Creates value for yourself and/ or others - You do not need the law, if it is the right thing to do - Exchange identified malicious IP addresses - There is no law or rule, which requires you to participate - It is in your best interest to share © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 42 3.1 - Secure
Configuration Guide Secure Configurations - User Accounts - No System Is Safe with Default Configurations - Minimum Password Length and Complexity - You Need Some Guidelines Principles to keep everyone safe Account Restrictions - Enhanced manuals specific to software or platform - Access to network and security - Get feedback from the manufacturer - Limit access to
the network or Internet interest groups - Monitor and secure - They will have the best details - Antivirus, anti-malware - Other general purpose guides available online server applications web server security - programming languages, libraries Etc. - Access to the server with your browser - Usually between the web server and the database - Main server on the Internet - Middleware
- Microsoft Internet Server, - Very specific functionality Apache HTTP Server, etc. - Disable all unnecessary services - Huge potential for access problems - Operational system updates, data breaches, access to the server - security patches - Secure configuration - Access Permits and Access Controls : Information Leakage: Information information: Banner information - Limit the
rights to what is required to view the directory - Limit access from other devices - Permissions: Running with an unenviable account - Setting up SSL: Managing and installing certificates - You'll never see them, but they're always there - Log files: Access Monitor and Error Logs - Specially Built Devices Operational System Hardening - Built-in OS, Limited Access to OS - Many and
Varied - Check with manufacturer - Windows, Linux, iOS, Android, etc., Updates are usually important security patches 3.1 - Defense-in-Depth Stacking Defense in Depth - Physical Controls - Firewall - Keep People Away From Technology - DM' - Door Locks , fences, rack locks, cameras - Hashing passwords active catalog authentication, disk encryption - VPN- Control -
Administrative Controls - Policies and Procedures - Access to Cards/badge - Boarding and off - Antivirus and Antivirus Software - Backup Media Processing - Security 3.2 - Topolog Secure Network Wireless Ad hoc - Convenience of Wireless Without Access Point - Wireless Security Problems Shared on Mobile Devices - Possibly Set up a separate wireless network for guests -
AirDrop, contact-sharing apps - Wireless users - Difficult to monitor on unmanageable devices - Use its usual credentials to log in - Setting up and special settings through the MDM standard - 802.1X - Network Access Management Implementation - No common wireless phrase, but only with the correct credentials - integrates into existing name services and restricts the use of
applications for special © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 43 3.2 - Secure Topology Network (continued) DMM DM - Demilitarized Area - Additional Security DM' Switch Between the Internet and You - Public Access to Public Resources Internal Internet Network Internal Switch Network Extranet Internal Network
Suppliers Internal Network - Usually requires additional authentication Internet Switch - Only allow access to authorized users Extranet Firewall Extranet Switch Intranet Router важные документы коммутатора, другой бизнес компании - Только для сотрудников - Нет внешнего доступа - Внутренний или VPN доступ только переключатель переключатель Удаленный
сайт 2 Удаленный сайт 1 Гостевая сеть NAT - Сетевой адрес Перевод - Дополнительная сеть - Подсчитано, что Есть более чем 20 миллиардов устройств - Удобно для встреч, демонстрации и т.д., подключенные к Интернету (и растущие) - Нет доступа к внутренней сети - IPv4 поддерживает около 4,29 млрд адресов , доступ в Интернет только - Адресное
пространство для IPv4 исчерпано - Интеграция с кэптивным порталом - Нет доступных адресов для назначения - Избегайте несанкционированного использования сети - Как все это работает? - Сетевой адрес Перевод » Полезно в перегруженных районах » Это не единственное использование NAT » Держит сотрудников от гостевой сети » NAT удобно во
многих ситуациях Honeypots и honeynets NAT и безопасности » Привлечь плохих парней » NAT не является механизмом безопасности! • And trap them there • There's no protection there • The bad guys are probably a machine • Security through obscurity • Makes for interesting recon • The premise: If you can't see it, you can't attack it • Honeypots • This isn't security at all
• Single-use/single-system traps • Bad guys can circumvent an unprotected NAT • Honeynets • Sophisticated attacks already assume NAT is in place • More than one honeypot on a network • They will gain access to internal devices, even with NAT • More than one source of information • A stateful firewall is the security mechanism • • Used in conjunction with NAT to provide
security © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 44 3.2 - Network Segmentation Segmenting the network Virtualization • Physical, logical, or virtual segmentation • Get rid of physical devices • Devices, VLANs, virtual networks • All devices become virtualized • Performance - High-bandwidth applications • Servers,
switches, routers, firewalls, load balancers • Security • All virtual devices • Users should not talk directly to database servers • Instant and complete control • The only applications in the core are SQL and SSH • Build a new network • Compliance • Route between IP subnets • Mandated segmentation (PCI compliance) • Drop a firewall between • Makes change control much easier •
Drag and drop devices between networks Physical segmentation Air gaps • Devices are physically separate • One step farther than physical segmentation • Switch A and Switch B • Physical segmentation usually has some connectivity • Must be connected to provide communication • Remove any connectivity between components • Direct connect , или другой переключатель
или маршрутизатор - Нет возможного способа для одного устройства, чтобы - Веб-серверы в одной стойке общаются с другой - Серверы базы данных на другом - Нет общих компонентов - Клиент A на одном коммутаторе, клиент B на другом - Networks - No way to mix data (SCADA, Manufacturing) - Separate Devices - Multiple Units, Separate Infrastructure -
Some Technologies May Move to Break - Removable Media Physical Segmentation - Separate Device - Multiple Units, Separate Infrastructure Customer A Customer B Logical Segmentation with VLANs - Virtual Local Networks (VLANs) - Divided logically instead of physically - Can't communicate between VLANs without a Level 3/Router Customer B © LLC Professor Messer
CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 45 3.2 - VPN Technology Site VPN site - Encryption of traffic between sites - Through the Internet Public Internet Corporate Remote Network VPN / Appliance VPN / Appliance Site - Using existing Internet connections - No additional schemes or costs Host site VPN on a custom Internet Device Corporate - Can be built into the
network VPN Hub of existing operating remote users of the system Host VPN - User encryption - Required 3.2 - Security Technology Placement Sensors and Proxy Server Collectors - Gathering information from network devices - Intermediate server - Embedded sensors, individual devices - Customer makes a request for proxy servers. routers, servers, firewalls, etc. - Proxies
make actual query, firewall logs, logs authenticate useful features, web server access logs, access management, caching, database transaction logs, email logs and URL filtering, content scanning - Collectors forward proxy servers (IPS, firewall), - Protecting users from SIEM Internet consoles, VPN server hubs syslog - Many SIEMs include engine correlation and VPN device
usually located to compare a variety of touch data on the edge of the network Filters and firewalls - Internet filters - Package filters - Sites connect from one site to another - Simple blocks of data - ignores the state over the Internet - Linux iptables - filter packages in the balance of the load of the kernel - Usually placed on the device or server - Load management on multiple
devices - firewalls, port, servers can be added and removed applications, content - real-time response to load - Usually is on the log/exit of the network - Some organizations place them - Load balancer performs constant health checks between internal networks - If the server disappears , it is removed from the rotation © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA
SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 46 3.2 - Security Technology Accommodation (continued) SSL accelerators - SSL handshake requires some cryptographic overhead HTTPS HTTP to Hardware Accelerator - Often integrated into the client/SSL Accelerator Web Server load balancer browser DDoS mitigation Aggregation Switches - Resistance distributed denial of service
attack - Minimize impact - Cloud-based Internet provider or reverse proxy service - Tools in place - DDoS filtering into the firewall or I PS - Positioned between you and the Internet - Literally you are against the world of Cranes and Port Mirrors - Intercept Network Traffic - Send a copy to the device capture package - Physical taps - Disable the link, put the crane in the middle -
Can be active or passive pressing on the port mirror , SPAN (Switched Port ANalyzer) - Software based on the crane - Limited functionality, but can work well in a pinch 3.2 - Security SDN SDN (Software-defined network) , one glass - Control plane, plane data - Software - Programmable - Directly programmable - Orchestration - Configuration differs from distillation - No human
intervention - Agile - Open Standards/Neutral Supplier - Changes can be made dynamically - standard interface to network 3.3 - Hardware security Full Disk Encryption (FDE) / Self-encrypting Drive (SED) Reliable Platform Module (TPM) - Encryption of the entire drive - specification for cryptographic functions - Not just one file - Equipment to help with all these encryption things -
Protects all your data - Crypto gpu as well as operating system - random number generator, key generators - Lose laptop? Permanent Memory Doesn't Matter Without Password - Comes with Unique Keys Burned in Data Always Protected During Production - Even If the Physical Drive Moves to Another Computer - Universal Memory - Built-in Operating System - Storage Keys,
Hardware Configuration Information - Microsoft BitLocker, Apple FileVault, Protected Linux Unified Key Setup (LUKS) - No Dictionary Attacks © 2017 Messer Studios LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security ' Course Notes - Page 47 3.3 - Hardware Security (Continued) Hardware Security Module (HSM) Secure Download - High quality cryptographic equipment Your
system - Connected map or individual hardware - Malware drivers or OS software - Key backup - Secure - Secure Download - Part of the UEFI specification - Secured Storage - Digital Signing of Known-Good Software - Cryptographic Accelerators - Cryptographically Safe Excess Power - Windows, Linux Fedora, OpenSUSE, Ubuntu Hardware Trust Root - Apple uses its own EFI
implementation - Security based on trust Remote witness - your data is securely encrypted? Nothing has changed on this computer. The state-of-the-art september-September There have been no malicious infections - trust should start somewhere - how do you know? TPM, HSM - Easy when it's just your computer, designed to be a hardware trust root, more difficult, When there
is 1000 - Hard to change or avoid - Remote confirmation - This hardware - The device provides an operating report - Will not work without equipment on the server check UEFI BIOS Encrypted and digitally signed with TPM - Unified Extensible Firmware Interface - Changes are identified and managed based on EFI intel (Extensible Firmware Interface) Supply Chain - A certain
standard September 2015: Hundreds of cisco routers implemented, Infected SYNful Knock - Designed to replace outdated BIOS - Firmware, modified to access back-door, needs modern BIOS for modern computers? - Cybersecurity Supply Chain - Use Reliable Suppliers - Critical Devices Don't Need to Be Connected to External Devices - Make sure that your equipment is
genuine EMI/EMP - Electromagnetic Interference /Electromagnetic Pulse - Leak EMI - Identify data streams based on EMI emissions - Keyboards, hard drives, network connections - Changing security by introducing EMI - Changing data sensor and other input - Protection from EMP - Important for National Security and Infrastructure 3.3 - Operating System Operating System
Operating System Connected to the User's Network, - Kiosk - Server - Public device - Designed to work as a server, OS is tightly locked - web server, server database - Mobile OS - Workstation - Designed for phones and tablets with touch screen - Optimized for custom applications - Optimized for mobile equipment - Email , viewing, office applications, video © 2017 Messer
Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security Notes - Page 48 3.3 - Operating System Security (Continued) Patch Management Secure Configurations - Incredibly Important - Thin Operating System Settings - System Stability, Security Fixes - Make Your Least Functionality Very Secure - Service Packages - They Will Apply Independently From using the system All



at once - Operating System is common to all - Monthly updates - Incremental (and important) - Example of secure configuration policies - Extraordinary out-of-range updates - Stay up to date with the latest patches - zero day and important security openings - Compromise systems re-image (not cleaned) Update options - Changes in standard build - Windows update should go
through change management - Bring windows in the course of each work station regular file integrity checks - Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) - Centralized Control to Evaluate Windows Windows Devices Level - General Criteria for Information - Assessment of Mac OS Technology Security Assessment - Software Update - Also Called Common Criteria (or CC) -
Available in Apple Menu - International Computer Security - Linux - Certification Standard for Many Different Options (ISO/IEC 15408) - yum, atp-get, rpm, Graphic Front Ends - Common Link to U.S. Federal Government Correction Process - Assessment Level (EAL) - Not always seamless - EAL1 via EAL7 - can take some planning - Trusted operating system - can enter other
problems - operating system compatible with EAL - Correction can cause another problem - EAL4 is the most accepted minimum level - Select and select whitelisting/blacklisting app - you don't need to install every patch - You don't need to install every patch - Often you can install any application Trojan Horse, Malware - Server Update Determines When You Patch - Security
Policy Can Control Application Execution - Test All Your Apps Then deploy - White list and blacklist - Effective bandwidth management - White list Disabling unnecessary services - Nothing works if it is not approved - Very restrictive - Unnecessary is not always obvious - Blacklist - Windows XP included almost 90 services - Nothing on the bad list can be performed by default,
Windows 7 has more than 130 antivirus, Anti-Malware - Each service has the potential for problems Examples of application management - Worst vulnerabilities - 0-day decisions made in the operating system - This can require a lot of research - Often built into operating system management - Many different sources - Hash Apps - Don't rely on the manufacturer - Only allows the
application with this unique identifier Test and error may be needed - Certificate - Testing and monitoring - Allow digital signed applications from some publishers Least functionality - Way - Limit the operating system Only those what you need to only run apps in these folders - Each feature has a potential security risk - the network zone may vary depending on usage.
Delivery/receiving zone vs. IT development vs. kiosk Disconnecting unnecessary accounts - All operating systems include other accounts - Extensive configurations - Guest, Root, Mail, etc. - Disable printer installation - Disable system changes © - Not all accounts are required by LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 49 3.3 - Peripheral Security
Wireless Keyboards and Mouse Printers/Multifunction devices - Many Wireless Keyboards and Mouse Communicate in Clear scanner, fax More than 2.4 GHz frequency Easy to capture keystrokes with receiver - Local storage - Injectable keystrokes and mouse movements - Reconnaissance - Computer Control Remotely - Log Files for All Action, Address Books - Vulnerability
called KeySniffer - Unauthorized Access - Some Keyboard Manufacturers Support AES Encryption - Print Without Authentication Displays - Capture Files Coil - Electromagnetic Radiation External Storage Devices Easily moved large files - Firmware hacks - No authentication - Many displays do not have security to update the firmware - Anyone can connect and read information
about the log screen - Always use file/volume encryption - Ransomware with LCD display - Often used to exfiltration of data Wi-Fi-enabled microSD - Management use of storage Removal - Combination of SD Flash Drive and 802.11 Wi-Fi File Digital Camera Translations - Capture still images and videos - Transfer from camera to computer without saving on digital removal of SD
card - Device works as external storage - SD card authentication vulnerability - Easy to move data on predictable access , easy-to-read files over Wi-Fi - Camera firmware can be compromised, API access to the SD card - Security cameras are also vulnerable - Manufacturer must provide strong security - API access can lead to data leakage or data loss 3.4 - Develop safe
deployments for production - Test - Is still under development - Your programming team works - All parts combined on a new application? How will you deploy it safely and reliably? Functional Tests, Quality Testing (KK) - Patch Tuesday - If it works in test mode, is it ready for staging and deployment on Wednesday? Thursday? Friday? Постановка - Почти готов к его
развертыванием - Управление процессом - Работает и чувствует себя точно так же, как производственная среда - Безопасно перейти от непроизводства фазы к полному - Работа с копией производства производственных данных - Запуск испытаний производительности Sandboxing - Тест удобство использования и особенности - Изолированное
тестирование Окружающая среда - Приложение в прямом эфире - Никакая связь с реальным миром - Развернутая в сообществе пользователей или производственной системе Безопасные базовые линии - Технологическое безопасное пространство - Безопасность среды приложения - Использование в процессе разработки должно быть четко определено -
Попробуйте код, нарушить код, никто не пострадает - Все экземпляры приложений должны следовать этому базовому уровню : Инкрементная разработка и настройки брандмауэра, уровни патчей, версии файлов ОС - Помогает создавать приложение - может потребоваться постоянное обновление Рабочей среды - Проверка измерений целостности для
Basic Level - Development - They should be performed frequently - Safe Environment - Check for well-documented baselines Code - Failure requires immediate correction - Developer testing in their sandboxes © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 50 3.5 - Built-in SYSTEMS SCADA/ICS RTOS (Real-TIme Operating
System) - System control and data collection system - operating system with system scaling, Multi-site Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Deterministic Processing Schedule - PC Manages Equipment - No Time to Wait for Other Processes - Electricity Production, Recycling, - Industrial Equipment, Cars, Manufacturing Equipment - Military Environment - Distributed Control Systems -
Extremely Sensitive to Security Issues - Real-Time Information - Non-Trivial Systems - System Control - Need to Always Be Available - Required What type of security is in place - No access from external printers, scanners and faxes smart devices/IoT (Internet of Things) - All-in-one or multifunctional devices (MFD) - Everything you need in one device - Wearable technology -
Glasses, watch, health monitors - No longer a simple printer - Early Generation Products - Very complex firmware - Track our location - Some images are stored locally? Can be extracted from the outside - Home automation - Magazines stored on the device - Video doorbells - Contain information about communication and fax, Internet-connected door openers for garage camera
systems - Heating and cooling - Video monitoring for the home or office - It knows when you're home (and when not) - 24 hours / 7 days video (and audio) HVAC - Video recorders - is IP devices ventilation and air conditioning - Authentication using a specialized application - Thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, And Heat Sales - Cameras are IP devices - Complex science - 4K/high
definition - Not that you can properly design yourself - Privacy concerns - Must be integrated into the fire system - No need to ring the doorbell, PC manages equipment - We know when you're home, makes cooling and heating decisions. , insulin pumps SoC (System on the chip) - Often use old operating systems - Multiple components working on the same chip - Vehicles -
Common with built-in systems - Internal network is often available - Small form factor from mobile networks - Support for external interface - Management of internal electronics and cache memory, Flash Memory - Turn off the engine - Usually lower energy consumption - Aircraft/UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) - Safety considerations are important - DoS can damage the aircraft -
Difficult to upgrade equipment and others on the ground - Limited ready-made safety options 3.6 - Development Of Life-Cycle Models Construction There's no better way - System lifecycle development - But it helps to have a framework - Or the lifecycle of application development - there are many options - Many ways to go from idea to application Waterfall - And many moving
parts - Successive design process - Customer requirements - First step, then second step, then third step ©... Say it again. Analysis: Creating Models and Business Rules : Better move than wait around : Design: Choose software architecture - All work together - Coding: Design and integration work - Collaborative location and pair programming : Fix the application - Get the code
out there - Operations: Install and support the application - the application is in the development stage better, than Slide Programs - Customer Collaboration - Constant Communication - Fast Response to Change - Develop Continuous 3.6 - Secure DevOps DevOps Immutable Systems - Development and Operations - App Update Every Week For a Year - Soediti Two Sides of the
House - It's nothing but an initial deployment - Create and deploy and security - Configuration of drift - Focus on automation and monitoring - Unchanging systems - Release and Management Blocked and unable to change deployment cycles to update the app, and increase the deployment rate of the new iteration deployed How do you do it safely? The entire iteration is up to date
and tested security automation - There must be a stronger security posture - Automation is relatively inexpensive - Test and validation - It's automated, so run them early and often without worrying about change - Functional Security Tests Infrastructure as Code (IAC) - Login, Logo, Provide a Secure Platform - Cloud Computing - Based on Automation and Test on Known
Vulnerabilities You Can Quickly and Safely Deploy It Switches, routers, - Test firewalls OS and application services, etc. Integration - Focus on what the application needs, but rather on the code than on creating an application based on available capabilities, and merging into a central repository many times a day infrastructure - So many chances for security issues - well-defined
infrastructure - Security should be a problem from the beginning - Security a количество - Базовый набор проверок безопасности во время разработки - Документально подтвержденные базовые уровни безопасности в качестве минимального - Крупномасштабный анализ безопасности на этапе тестирования - Значительные проблемы уже будут охвачены 3.6 -
Управление версиями и управление изменениями Постоянная версия управления версиями - Всегда будут изменения, исправления ошибок, - Создайте файл, внести изменения, внести еще одно изменение и т.д. новые функции, и патчи безопасности - Отслеживайте эти изменения, Вернуться к предыдущей версии - Важная часть заключается в том, как вы
управляете изменениями , обычно используемыми в разработке программного обеспечения, - Это только хаотично, если вы позволяете ему быть - Но также и в операционных системах, программном обеспечении вики, и - Изменения во время разработки облачных файлов на основе приложений - Требуется управление версиями , полезное для
безопасности - Изменения в производстве © - Сравнение версий с течением времени , LLC Профессор Мессер CompTIA SY0-501 Безопасности Курс Примечания - Страница 52 3.6 - Управление версиями и управление изменениями (продолжение) Управление изменениями управления изменениями управления и безопасности - Изменение управления -
Каждое изменение имеет компонент безопасности - Формальный процесс управления изменениями - Каждое изменение должно оцениваться отдельно - Избегайте простоев, путаница, и ошибки - Установка патчей безопасности - Ничего не меняется без процесса - В идеале делает системы более безопасными - План изменения - Обновление приложения -
Оцените риск, связанный с изменением - Новая версия, новый код, новые проблемы безопасности - Иметь план восстановления, если изменение не работает - Изменение экземпляра приложения - Внести изменения - Новые серверы, обновленное среднее программное обеспечение и т.д. - Все должно быть оценено вместе 3.6 - Обеспечение и
deprovisioning Положение - Инстанции могут перемещаться по всему миру по мере необходимости - Развертывание приложения - Следуйте за солнцем и веб-сервером , Сервер базы данных, сервер среднего программного обеспечения, пользователь - Политики безопасности должны быть частью конфигураций рабочих станций , certificate updates, etc.
Orchestration - Security application software - As applications are prepared, proper security - Operating system, the application is automatically included in the system External Access - Demolition and removal of a copy of the application - Software, Deployed on workstations - All good things - Check the execution of malicious code, check security - Security deprovisioning is an
important workstation posture - Don't leave open holes, don't close important ones Orchestrating and firewall policies should be returned - Automation is the key to cloud computing - If the app is gone, so click the button : Don't leave the information there - Do not leave the information there - All instances - Do not leave the information there - Do not leave the information there -
Do not leave the information there - Do not leave the information there - Do not leave the information there - All instances - Do not leave the information there - All instances can be instantly envisioned Networks, Switches, Firewalls and Policies 3.6 - Secure Coding Techniques Secure Concepts Coding Checking Input - Balance Between Time and Quality - What is expected
input? Programming with security in mind is often secondary - Checking actual vs. expected - Testing, testing, testing - Documenting all input methods - Forms, Fields, Type - Quality Assurance Process (I) - Checking and correcting all input data (normalization) - Vulnerabilities will eventually be found - postcode should only be X characters for long - And operated with the letter in
X column Error and what you missed, and Graceful exceptions - Don't let them open - Network connection breaks down, server freezes, Saved procedures database is unavailable, S'L database - Think of all possible problems - Customer sends detailed requests for data - Wrong exceptions can allow the execution of the code - 'SELECT - OT wp_options WHERE option_id No 1' -
Bad guys like this Customer Requests can be complicated - Avoid default messages and sometimes changed by the user, you will give the basic architecture - That would not be very good - Saved procedures limit interaction with customers - 'CALL get_options' - That's all. Changes to the request are not possible. To be truly safe, use only saved procedures - the app does not use
any requests for S'L © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 53 3.6 - Secure coding methods (continued) Code Verification Points, Code Caption, App Deployed - Check on the server side - Users run the application, running or scripts - All checks take place on the server - So many security issues - Helps protect against
malicious users? Bad guys may not even use it - Can you confirm that your app's interface was written by a specific developer? Checking on the customer side - the app code can be - The application for end users makes a digital signed developer decision to verify - Asymmetric encryption - can filter legal input from genuine users - trusted CA signs a public developer key, can
provide extra speed for the user - the developer signs the code with their personal key - Use both - For internal applications, Use your own KEY, but especially you can as a developer, you have to remember, it is easy to look for security holes, as the memory is used The source code is carefully guarded Many possibilities to create a vulnerable code Development platforms must
use encryption Never trust the input of data If you send data over the network, Malicious users can try it Be encrypted to bypass your code Easy to capture data from the air buffer overflow are a huge security risk Make sure your data fits your buffer sizes - Some operating systems do it anyway - Some built-in features are unsafe obfuscation/camouflage - Use best practices when
designing code - confusing third-party libraries and SDK's - Do something commonly understood - your programming language makes everything very difficult to understand. Readable Code - Third-party libraries and and turn it into nonsense software development kits - Developer keeps reading code - Expand functionality and gives you a chicken scratch programming language -
Both sets of code perform - Security risk just like the application code written by someone else helps prevent the search for security holes. Maybe it's not safe. - Делает его более трудным, чтобы выяснить, - Обширное тестирование требуется то, что происходит - Балансировка акт - Но не невозможно - Функции приложения против неизвестных кодов базового кода
повторного использования / мертвого кода Данные воздействия » Код повторного использования » Так много конфиденциальных данных » Использовать старый код для создания новых приложений » Номера кредитных карт, номера социального страхования, »Копировать и вставлять медицинскую информацию, адресные данные, Вы делаете это много -
Нет шифрования при хранимом более трудным для всех - Нет шифрования по всей сети - Мертвый код - Отображение информации на экране - Расчеты, код выполняется, - Все процессы ввода и вывода являются важными результатами подсчитаны - Проверьте их все на наличие данных - результаты не используются больше нигде в приложении - Весь
код - это возможность для проблемы безопасности - Убедитесь, что ваш код как можно жив © LLC Профессор Мессер CompTIA SY0-501 Безопасности Курс Примечания - Страница 54 3.6 - Качество кода и тестирование статических анализаторов кода Sandboxing - Статическое тестирование безопасности приложений (SAST) - немного отличается от
разработчика песочнице - Помощь в выявлении недостатков безопасности - Различные песочницы на другой игровой площадке - Многие уязвимости безопасности найти легко производство - Не все может быть идентифицировано с помощью анализа - Не используются производственные системы - Безопасность аутентификации, небезопасная
криптография и т.д. - Не используются производственные данные, не полагайтесь на автоматизацию для всего, что может вымять, перегрузка, и попытаться сломать - Все равно придется проверить каждый нахождение песочнице окружающей среды - Ложные срабатывания являются проблемой - Вы не можете повредить что-либо в песочнице
Динамический анализ (fuzzing) Проверка модели - Отправить случайный вход в приложение - Проверка и проверка (ВЗВ) , Тестирование надежности, Вы начали разработку с синтаксиса тестирования, отрицательное тестирование набора требований - Ищу что-то необычное Check - Application failure, server error, exception - does the software work properly?
1988 class project at the University of Wisconsin - Are there any errors to solve? Reliability of the utility program - Are we creating the right product? Professor Barton Miller - Check - Fuzz Generator - Did you meet high-level requirements? Fuzzing engines and frames - Are we building the right product? - A lot of different fuzzing options, compiled compared to the run time code,
platform specific to language, etc. Compiled code - Very hard time and processor resource - You do not see the source code - Many, many different iterations to try tests made up from the source - Compiled code specific to the Carnegie Mellon Computer operating system and the CERT emergency response team (CERT) - Logical errors can be identified during compilation -
CERT Basic Basiczzing Framework (BFF) - - Source code is usually seen by stress testing - Code instructions are performed with one user? No way to find errors in time compilation - Unintended results can occur when downloading, so errors are detected during or after execution - Unintentional error messages - App information and versions displayed to the user - Core and
Memory Dump - Extensive Automation Options - Automation of Individual WorkStations - Simulation of Large WorkStations - Extensive Reporting Application Testing with Fuzzing Framework © LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 55 3.7 - Cloud and Virtualization Review virtualization Hypervisor - One computer, many operating systems -
Virtual Machine Manager - Mac OS X, Windows 7, Linux Ubuntu, - Manages a virtual platform and all at the same time! Guest Operating Systems - Separate OS, Independent processor, memory, network, etc. - You may need a processor that supports virtualization, but actually one computer - can improve performance - host-based virtualization - Equipment management - your
regular desktop plus others - processor - standalone server that houses virtual machines - Network - Corporate level - Security - Has been since about 1967 - IBM Native - Running directly with hardware No extra OS needed - Type II - Running on host OS - At the top of Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, etc. - Containerization apps - Run the app without running the entire VM - Uses
only the right resources for the application - Everything you need to run the app is in the image (container/cell) 3.7 - VM security virtualization. You've created a server that works for host system or equipment, or multiple servers, and firewalls - Once you avoid VM, you will have a lot of control - It becomes almost too easy to control the host and manage other instances of
assembling guest virtual machines - That would be a huge feat - It can get out of control - Full control of the virtual world very quickly, escaping from VM - Virtual machines stretched everywhere - March 2017 - Pwn2Own hacker contest - You're not sure what virtual machines are connected with you you own it - along with some cash to which applications - JavaScript engine error
in Microsoft Edge - Becomes extremely difficult deprovision - Running code in the sandbox Edge - Formal process and detailed documentation - error core Windows 10 - you must have information about every virtual object - Compromise guest operating system VM protection against escape - Error modeling equipment in VMware - Virtual Machine is self-contained - Escape to the
host - There's no way out - Patches were released soon after - Or is it? 3.7 - Security in cloud-based local, local and cloud cloud storage - Local applications are on local hardware - Data is available anywhere, anytime, on any device - your servers are in your data center in your building - If you have a network, You have your data - Hosting - Your servers are not in your building -
Integrated with your corporate authentication - They may not even work on your hardware - Use your network login to access your data - usually specialized computing Environment may include two-factor authentication (2FA) - Cloud - be created - Encryption required and ripped off on demand - Data are not under your direct control - Resources are available as needed - Strong
mechanism Encryption is critical © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 56 3.7 - Cloud Security V DI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) - Visibility - Virtualize a user's desktop and run it in a data center - Identify which apps are used, sometimes called VDE (Virtual Desktop Environment) - Are they allowed to use apps? All
computing power is in the data center - Compliance requirements - End-user equipment is a virtual desktop - do HIPAA users comply? Pci? Relatively Small Computing Customer Requirements - WorkStation To Prevent Threats - Allow access to authorized users - End-user operating system becomes less important to prevent attacks - Increased security - Data security -
Centralized and easier to manage - Make sure that all data transfers are encrypted, changes can be made Controlled - Protect the PII transmission with DLP - data never leave the Security Data Center as a Security Service (SECaaS) Customers at work, data in the cloud moves it to the cloud - How do you keep everything safe? Paying for what you use, the organization already
has down as needed a well-defined security policy - Constant Monitoring - How to make your security policies work - evenly applied to all traffic in the cloud? Antivirus/Anti-Virus Signatures - CASB Integration is constantly updated and implemented as a client software, Local Security - Block new threat devices or cloud security solutions without deploying 3.8 updates - Automation
sustainability and automation automation and scenarios - You will still need to make changes when deploying - Change Plan - Implementation automatically - IP addresses, firewall rules, licensing updates - Automated action courses - you'll have to keep the main image updated - Many problems can be predicted. Operating system updates, etc. - You have a set of automated
responses - It can be administratively complex - Continuous monitoring Of Non-disruption - Checking for a specific event and then reacting - Cloud is always in motion - Configuration check - Copies of applications are constantly being built and demolished - Cloud technologies allow you to constantly change - Snapshots capture the current configuration and data - Automatic
configuration check before How to Live , - Perform current automated checks or just configuration Patterns - Go back to a known state - Cloud orchestration relies on templates - Take a snapshot at the previous moment - Identify the basic structure of the instance application - roll back to the known configuration - plan of your online services - Do not change the data, but to use
the previous instance of the application requires the configuration of the web server and server database - Live Boot media - the web server needs a specific server Apache HTTP - Run the operating system from a removable media version , a specific version of PHP, SSL certificates, a firewall with elasticity and scalability of predetermined rules, brute force monitoring, etc. -
Resilience - Provide resources when demand requires this - template - this is just the beginning - Scale down, When everything is slow - Each instance of the application has to be configured - Host availability - Orchestra with scripts and API - New server deployed with a few clicks master image - Virtualization integrates the level of orchestration, automate the deployment and
movement of virtual create individual image hosts - Build the perfect deployment - Servers can be added or moved to other data centers - Save it as a data center - Save it as a Main Image - All Control Systems Follow Servers © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 57 3.8 - Excess, Error Tolerance, and High Availability of
Distribution of Redundancy and Tolerance to Errors - Bad Guys Looking for Your Data - Hardware Components - Most people keep it in the data center - Multiple devices, loading balancing power supplies Security Devices, Monitoring Systems - Excess Array of Independent Drives - Many Devices Are Required to Maintain The App - Continuous Power Source (UPS) - Prepare to
disconnect - Don't store everything in one place - Clustering - Critical assets, data, and another system - Logical team of servers (downtime useless) should be in different places - Load balancing - Makes it more difficult to target and use the total load between the components of the application instance High availability time HA (high availability) - The organization continues to
function - Always included, always available - No hardware failure - Servers Continue to work , can include a variety of different components - No software failure - Services are always available, working together - No system failure - Network works optimally - Watch on single failure points RAID Level Descrip / On Details RAID 0 Striptease without parity High performance, no
tolerance to errors Duplicate data for error , RAID 1 Mirror, but requires twice the disk space Error is tolerated, only requires RAID 5 striptease with parity addi'onal drive for redundancy RAID 0'1, RAID 1'0, Mul'ple RAID Types Combine RAID techniques to increase redundancy RAID 5'1, etc. 3.9 - Physical Security Control Correct Lighting Fence - More Light Means More Security
- Build a Perimeter - Bad Guys Avoid Light, Usually Very Obvious - Easier to See When Burning Transparent or Opaque - Specialized Design - Look Through the Fence (or Not) - Consider General Lighting Levels - Robust - Lighting Angles Can Be Important - Facial Recognition - Difficult to Cut Fence - Avoid Instructions - Build it high - Keep people away from restricted areas Of
Monitoring and Security Signs (i.e. Chemicals, Construction) - Integration with Corporate Monitoring Systems - Medical Resources - Security - Information - Closed Racks - In case of emergency call this number - Locks (with keys!) - Fences and gates © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 58 3.9 - Physical Security
Control (Continued) Guard and Access Lists Air Gap - Security - Physical Separation Between Networks - Physical Protection - Secure Network and Unsafe Network - Checks Identification of Existing Employees - Separate Customer Infrastructures - Provides Guest Access - Most Mediums Are Common Id-badge, switches, firewalls - Image, name, other details - Some of them are
virtualized and must be worn at any time. Networks require air clearances - Access List - Stock Market Networks - Physical List of Names - Energy Systems/SCADA - Forced Guard - Aircraft Alarms - Operations at Nuclear Power Plants - Circuit-based Mantraps - Circuit opens or closes - All doors, usually unlocked, window, fence - Opening one door causes others to lock - Useful
on the perimeter - All doors, usually locked - Motion detection - Unlocking one door prevents others - Radio sense or passive infrared radiation from unlocking - Useful in areas that are not often used , One door is open / The other is locked - Duress - When one of them is open, another can not be unlocked - Provoked by man - One at a time, controlled groups - Big Red Button -
Controlled Control through faraday Safe Cage Area - Protect Your Important Equipment and Media - Blocks Electromagnetic Fields and Backups, Laptops, Hard Drives - Discovered by Michael Faraday in 1836 - Protection From Elements - Grid Conductive Materials - Fire , Water - Cell cancels the effect of the electromagnetic field - It is difficult to steal on the inside - Very heavy -
Microwave window - Must be carefully controlled - Not a comprehensive solution - Do not share the combination - Not all types of signals blocked? Some types of signals are not blocked at all Lock Cabinets - May restrict access to mobile networks - Data center equipment is often managed - Some very specific contingencies that will need different groups to be in place for
emergency calls - the responsibility lies with the door owner's access control - racks can be installed together at the top, and at the bottom - Physical Bolt Protected Distribution - Electronic - Protected Distribution System (PDS) - Keyless - Physically Protected Cable Network - Token-based - Protection of Cables and Fibers - Magnetic Swipe or Proximity Reader - All Data Pass
Through These Channels - Multi-Factors - Prevention Cable and fiber cranes - Smart card and PIN - direct taps and induction failure faucets (DoS) - Tempered protected distribution system - Sealed metal channel, periodic visual inspection © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 59 3.9 - Physical Safety Control (continued)
HVAC Biometrics - Biometric Authentication Ventilation, and Air Conditioning - Fingerprint, Iris, Eye Iulder, Voice Fingerprint - Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, and Usually stored a mathematical representation of your biometric thermal transmission - Complex science - your actual fingerprint is usually not saved - Not that you can properly design yourself здания -
Используется в очень специфических ситуациях - Не слишком холодно, не слишком горячая - Не надежной - Перегрев - это огромная проблема Баррикады/Болларды - Закрытый цикл, циркулирующий и положительное давление - Предотвращение доступа - Переработка внутреннего воздуха, и воздух выталкивается - Есть пределы для предотвращения
пожаротушения - Люди канала через определенную точку доступа - Электроника требует уникальных ответов на пожары - И держаться под защитой других вещей - Вода, как правило, плохая вещь - детектор пламени, детектор тепла - И предотвратить травмы - Подавить с водой - Может быть использован для экстрима - Сухая труба, влажная труба,
преддейс - Бетонные барьеры / столбы - Подавите химическими веществами - Moats - Halon - Больше не производится токен и карты - Dupont FM-4 200 / Американский Тихоокеанский Halotron - Смарт-карты Кабельные замки - Интеграция с устройствами - Временная безопасность - Может потребоваться PIN-код - Подключите свое оборудование к чему-то
твердому - USB-токен - Кабель работает практически в любом месте - Сертификат находится на USB-устройстве - Полезно , когда мобильный телефон - аппаратные или программные жетоны Most devices have a standard connector • Generates pseudo-random authentication codes • Reinforced notch • Your phone • Not designed for long-term protection • SMS a
code to your phone • Those cables are pretty thin Hot and cold aisles Hot Air Cold Cold Aisle Aisle Front Front of of Server Servers Server Server Servers Server HVAC Hot Rack Rack Hot Rack Rack Hot HVAC Aisle Aisle Aisle Back Back Back of of of Servers Servers Servers Raised Floor Cold Air © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+
Course Notes - Page 60 3.9 - Physical Security Controls (continued) Screen filters Logs • Control your input • Everything is logged • Be aware of your surroundings • Entering the parking area • Use privacy filters • Identification upon entering the building • It's amazing how well they work • Badge assignment tracks door operation • Keep your monitor out of sight • Correlate physical
location with digital access • Away from windows and hallways • Someone logged into the console while in the room • Don't sit in front of me on your flight • Need a formal process to collect and archive log information • I can't help myself • Some of the logs are physical, some are digital Video surveillance • May fall under privacy laws • CCTV (Closed circuit television) Key
management • Can replace physical guards • Cryptographic key management • Camera properties are important • Policies for the creation and protection of important keys • Focal length - Shorter is wider angle • Some keys should be physically separated from the network • Depth of field - How much is in focus • Certificate Authority (CA) корневой ключ - Требования к
освещению - Смотрите в темноте - Если они скомпрометированы, все клавиши должны быть заменены - Часто много различных камер - good reason for intermediate CAs - Networking together and recorded recorded Time - CA Root Certificate will only be used to sign other intermediate CAs 4.1 - AAA and authentication AAA framework Something you have -
Identification - Smart Card - This is the one who you claim to be integrating with devices Usually your username - May require a PIN - Authentication - USB marker - Certificate is on a USB device - Prove that you are who you say you are - hardware or software tokens, password and other authentication factors - generates pseudo-guessing authentication codes - Authorization -
Your phone - Something You Know - Accounting - Password - Resources Used: Log time, data sent - Secret word/phrase, Character line and received, time for authentication - Very common authentication factor Multifactor authentication - PIN - More than one factor - Personal ID number - Something that you don't normally contain anywhere - Something that you have on a smart
card or ATM- Something you know, Somewhere you - Fill a number of templates - Something that you do. Correct Format - Can Be Expensive - Separate Hardware Tokens Somewhere You - May Be Cheap - Free Smartphone Apps - Provide a Factor Based on Your Location Something You - Transaction Only Ends If You Are in Biometric Authentication of a Certain Geography -
Fingerprint, Iris, Eye Iobia, Voice Fingerprint - IP Address - Usually Stores Mathematical Representation, but Can Help Provide More Detailed Information About Your Life not much with IPv6 - your actual fingerprint is usually not saved - Mobile Location Services - It's hard to change geolocation in a very specific area, you can change your password - you need to be in a place that
can get GPS - you can't change your fingerprint information or next to a identified mobile phone or - Used in very specific situations 802.11 network - Not reliable - Still not a perfect location ID © 2017 Messer Studios, Studios LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 61 4.1 - AAA and Authentication (continued) Something you make a single sign-on
(SSO) - a personal way to do things - Authentication once - You're special - Get access to everything! Handwriting Analysis - Saves Time - Comparison of Signatures - Seamless Process - Writing Technique - The end user sees no difficulty, typing technique below the surface - Personal typing pattern - Many different methods - Very similar to biometrics - Kerberos authentication
and authorization - Close to something that you - 3-sided options Federation Transit Trust - Provide access to the network - Trust relationships should be established at an early stage by suppliers, customers, etc. - One of the trust parties - Third parties can create a federal network - Domain B trusts domain A, AA domain. and authorize between not trusting domain B two
organizations - Two-way trust - Log up with your Facebook credentials - Both domains are peer-to-peer - third parties must establish both trust to each other in an equally trusting relationship, and a degree of trust - trust specifically created and applied only to that domain - Transit Trust - Domain A trusts domain B, Domain B. so domain A trusts domain C 4.2 - Identity and Access
Services RADIUS (Remote Dial-in User Service) LDAP (Easy Directory Access Protocol) - one of the most common AAA protocols - Protocol for reading and writing directory Organized recordings on a wide variety of platforms and devices - Organized set of records, such as the telephone directory - not only for the set in the X.500 specification was written by the International
Central Authentication for Users Telecommunication Union (ITU), Switches firewalls and DAP, OSI Protocol Stack - Server Authentication - LDAP is Easy, and uses TCP/IP (tcp/389 and - Remote access to VPN udp/389) - 802.1X Network Access - LDAP - is a protocol used to request and update RADIUS services available on almost any operating system X.500 used in the
Operating System Active Apple TACACS OpenDirectory, Novell eDirectory, etc. - Access control system X.500 Dear Names - Remote Authentication Protocol - pairs of attributes and values created to manage access to dial lines in ARPANET - The most specific attribute is listed in First of all - XTACACS (XTACACS) Advanced TACACS) - It may be similar to how you already think
- created by Cisco (own) version of the TACACS X.500 tree - The latest version of TACACS, Non-container objects back compatible - Country , organization, organizational units - More requests for authentication and response codes - Leaf objects released as an open standard in 1993 - Users, computers, printers, files © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA
SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 62 4.2 - Identification Data and Access Services (continued) Microsoft NTLM Kerberos - Windows Call/Response - Network Authentication Protocol - Domain Name, User Name, Hash Password - Authentication Once, Trusted System - LAN Manager (LANMAN) - No need to reattach everything, Microsoft and network Mutual Authentication -
Client and Server - NT LAN Manager v2 (NTLM) Call/Response Protection from a Person in Medium or Repeated Attacks - Hash Call Similar to CHAP - Standard From 1980s - Somewhat Insecure - Developed hash password MD4 (as well as NTLMv1) by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) C 4120 - Variable length of time stamping task, starting with using Kerberos
in Windows 2000 random data, Domain Name - Based on Kerberos 5.0 Open Standard Vulnerabilities Microsoft NTLM - Compatible with Other Operating Systems and Devices - Some Windows Password Databases contain SSO with Kerberos LM hash version passwords Use the credentials of one computer - Save time to access another - Only works with Kerberos - Migrate to
Kerberos - Not everything is Kerberos friendly-2 - IF you don't have 4.2 - PAP CHAP, and MS-CHAP PPP authentication PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) ISDN - Used in outdated operating systems - And derivatives - Rarely to see singularly used - PPTP (Point-to-point tunneling protocol) - PAP is in clear - PPPoE (Protocol from point to point over Ethernet) - Weak
authentication scheme Non-Internet, CHAP, and MS-CHAP PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) - User Authenticity Process: James Password: password111 James username, password1111 password password111 You're in you. PAP Server customer © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 63 4.2 - PAP, CHAP, and
MS-CHAP (continued) CHAP MS-CHAP - Protocol of Call-a-Hand Authentication - Implementation of Microsoft CHAP - Encrypted Call Sent online, often used on - Three-headed handshake tunneling protocol from point to point (PPTP) As the link is installed, the server sends MS-CHAP v2 a later version of the call message - Security problems associated with the use of DES - The
client responds with a hash password calculated - Relatively easy brute force 256 possible call keys and password to decipher the hash NTLM - Server compares the received hash with the saved hash - Don't use MS-CHAP! • Challenge-Response continues • Consider L2TP, IPsec, or some other secure VPN • Occurs periodically during the connection technology • User never
knows it happens 1 Login request is sent to the server 2 Server looks up the credenRals and sends a challenge to the user I'd like to login, username is james Username: james Password: password111 Here's your challenge message: password111 + password111 + 15472a309fe22789efa522d45c7af9ad 15472a309fe22789efa522d45c7af9ad
15472a309fe22789efa522d45c7af9ad Challenge response: CHAP Expected challenge response: Challenge response: Client db3fc40e6439d4d972870252ccc11f99 Server db3fc40e6439d4d972870252ccc11f99 db3fc40e6439d4d972870252ccc11f99 3 User combines the password and challenge to create a response 4 Server compares the user's response with a locally created
4.2 - Authentication based on the Server Federated Identities Server - Third parties can create a federal network - http/web-browser communication is ino-free and authorized between them - Each request is unique, and organizations have nothing to do with the previous request - Login with your Facebook credentials - Traditionally, server tracks logins - Third parties must
establish a trusting relationship - you are assigned a session ID when logging in, and the degree of trust - the server checks every time you send a security Assertion Prove Markup Language request (SAML) - Adds overheads to the server - Open standard for authentication and authorization - You can check the information. a kind and cloud services - Shibboleth - is open source
software - it is difficult to manage on multiple devices that implement SAML to provide federal authentication based on SSO tokens - SAML defines the standard that uses Shibboleth - No information about sessions stored on a server not originally designed for mobile applications, just like HTTP - It was the largest SAML - After authentication OAuth application sends token to client
- Authorization structure - Customer stores the token locally - Determines what resources the user - the token is provided with each request to the server, will be able to access the server - Server checks the token and application created by Twitter, Google, and many others continue to operate as usual - Significant Federation of Industry Support - Not Authentication Protocol -
Provide Access to Others - OpenID Connect Pens - Not Only Employees - Partners Suppliers, a single sign to authenticate customers, etc. LinkedIn etc. © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 64 4.3 - Access Control Access Control Models Based on Access Control (ABAC) - Authorization - Users can have complex
relationships - The process of securing only authorized rights to applications and data is carried out - Access can be based on different criteria - Compliance policy - ABAC can consider many parameters - The process of determining rights - Next generation authorization model - Defining policy - Knowing context - Users get right, based on access management models, combine
and evaluate multiple parameters - Different business needs or mission requirements - Resource Information, IP Address, Time of day, Mandatory Access Control (MAC) desired actions, data-related attitudes, etc. Besides who you are - Confidential, secret, top secret, etc. - Access is determined by system rules - Object labeling uses predetermined rules - System administrators,
non-users - Administrator decides who gets access to - Rule is related to the object, what level of security - System checks ACLs for this object - Users can not change these settings - Examples of discretionary access control rules (DAC) - Access to the Lab network is only available between 9-5 - Used in most operating systems - Only Chrome browsers can fill out this web form.
Familiar Security File Access Management Model - You create a spreadsheet - Store files and access them - As the owner, you control who has access to the hard drive, SSD, flash drives, DVDs - You can change access at any time - Part of most operating systems - Very flexible access control - Access to information - And very weak security - Access Management List-based
Access Control (RBAC) - Group Rights/User and Resolution - You have a role in your organization that can be managed centrally and/ Director, team leader, project manager can manage the files they have - Administrators provide access based on encryption, encryption can be built into the user's role, file system processes encryption and decryption - Rights are implicit instead
of explicit database security - In Windows use groups to provide databases who have their own control of access to role control access, password, permissions - you are in delivery and receipt, encryption can be an option, So you can use delivery software - Most databases support data encryption, you're a manager, so you can view delivery logs - Data integrity is usually an option
- No data is lost due to a malfunction - Part of the server database - Apps can provide a secure front end - Prevent injections s'L inappropriate access to data 4.3 - Access Access Control Technology Proximity Of Smart Card - Close-range Map - Contactless Smart Card - Integrated Map Scheme - -Contact or Contactless - Passive Device - No Power in the Card from the Reader -
Also Used to Control Access - Not a Large Data Storage Device - Must be a physical card to provide digital access, often used as a digital ID - , library cards, payment systems - Several factors - ID is associated with data stored elsewhere - Card with PIN or fingerprint © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 65 4.3 -
Access Control Technologies (Continued) Biometric Factors HOTP - Fingerprint Scanner - Disposable Passwords, Phones, Laptops, Access to Doors - Use them once, and never again - Retinal Scanner - After session, as soon as each attempt at authentication - Unique capillary structure in the back of the eye - algorithm one-time password hMAC - Authentication Code (HMAC) -
Texture, Color - Keys are based on a secret key and counter - Voice Recognition - Token Authentication - Talk About Access - Hash is different every time, When - Facial Recognition - Equipment and Software Tokens Available FAR) - One-Day Password Algorithm Based on Time - Probability that an unauthorized user will be accepted, Use a secret key and time of day - It would
be bad - No incremental meeting - False rejection level (FRR) - Secret key configured in advance - Probability that authorized user will be rejected. it really me - Timestamp usually increments every 30 seconds, Password, and code TOTP - Crossover error speed (CER) - One of the most common OTP methods - the speed at which FAR and FRR are equal - Used by Google,
Facebook, Microsoft, etc. - Adjust sensitivity to equalize both values Certificate based on authentication - Used for quantitative comparison of biometric systems - Smart Card Token Generators - Private Key is on the map - Pseudo-random token generators - PIV (Personal Identity Check) map - Useful authentication factor - Smart card of the U.S. Federal Government - Wear with
you a generator of physical equipment CAC (Общая карта доступа) - Использование программного генератора токенов на вашем телефоне - Смарт-карта Министерства обороны США - Мощная и удобная - Изображение и идентификация - IEEE 802.1X - Получите доступ к сети с помощью сертификата © - На устройстве хранения или отдельном физическом
устройстве TOTP - Время на основе одноразовых карт Password Algorithm Proximity LLC Профессор Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Примечания к курсу безопасности - Страница 66 4.4 - Учетные записи службы типов учетных записей пользователей - учетная запись на компьютере, связанном с веб-сервером, веб-сервером, сервером базы данных, сервером
базы данных, и т.д. - Хранение и файлы могут быть частными для этого пользователя - Доступ может быть определен для конкретной службы - Даже если другое лицо использует права и разрешения веб-сервера, тот же компьютер будет отличаться от сервера базы данных - Нет привилегированного доступа к операционной системе - Обычно используют
имя пользователя Пароли и пароли - В частности, не допускается - Вам нужно будет определить лучшую политику в отношении учетной записи пользователя для обновления паролей - Это тип учетной записи, который большинство людей будет использовать Привилегированные учетные записи - Ваше сообщество пользователей - повышенный доступ к
одной или нескольким системам Общие и общие учетные записи , Корень и общая учетная запись - Полный доступ к Used by more than one person, often used to control equipment, Drivers, th Guest Login, Anonymous Login and Installation Software - Very difficult to create an audit trail - This account should not be used for 2FA - It's hard to remember so many password
changes - Planned password changes - Just write it down on this yellow sticky paper : Don't use these accounts 4.4 - Account Management Least Privilege Off-board - Rights and permits should be fixed on all things... Minimum - But you knew that this day is a knight - you get only what is necessary, this process must be pre-planned to complete your goal - you do not want to
decide how to do things at the moment - All user accounts should be limited - How will the systems be dissolved? Apps should work with minimal privilege - What happens to data? Don't let users run: When will the final connections be terminated? With Administrative Privileges Perform Routine Audits - Limits the scope of malicious behavior - does everything work in politics? On
board - You have to police yourself Bring a new partner to the organization It's amazing how things are changing It's more specific than hiring new employees Make sure that the routine planned Many agreements will be in place Certain actions can be automatically defined Laws related to business Consider a tool for analysis of the magazine and security issues Audit of technical
functions Permission audit Safe communications between partners? Usually as an IPsec tunnel - Some administrators should not be there or physical segmentation - Planned re-certification - Creating an authentication method - Providing access to shared resources - Use audit - Audit all security controls - How are your resources used? It's right to share (and separate) data - Are
your systems and applications safe? - Time limits - No one needs to seize access to the lab at 3 o'clock 00 © 2017 messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 67 4.4 - Account Management (continued) Standard Name Naming Group Convention Based On Access Management - Unique Privilege Set based on Facebook what you do -
User name should not conflict with another user - Place many users in one group - Use the same username in multiple systems - Set privileges in the group - Consistent - Add/delete users from the group to assign privileges - Usernames should not describe the role or status - Users can be members of multiple groups - Permissions Permanent groups can overlap - Use the same
username over the course of Time - How do you define the determine effective permissions? Employment - Not as easy as you think - Memorable policies based on location - It shouldn't be hard. Make it easy to remember - User access is based on location account service - GPS - mobile devices, very accurate account creation - 802.11 wireless, less accurate - Initial IP address
preparation, Not very accurate password management - Limit the use of apps - Group and allow appointments - Don't let this application work if you don't - Periodic updates near the office - Password Reset / Forced Updates - Apply Security Rules - Audit Permissions - Your IP address is associated with an IP unit in China - Deprovision Permission not granted - Archive of user
documents and encryption keys 4.4 - Complexity and length of credential management To ensure credential enforcement - Everything that stands between the outside world - Make your password strong and all the data - There is not a single word- Data - all - no obvious passwords, passwords should not be built into the app - What is your dog's name? All it takes to reside on a
server rather than a client - Mix the top and bottom of the case - Communication across the network should be encrypted - Use special characters - Traffic authentication should be impossible to see - Don't replace o with 0, t with settings 7 Settings - A Strong Password - At least 8 characters - Management of Windows Group Policy - Consider a phrase or a set of words - Replace
security settings and admin. Thousands of settings require unique passwords - Different from NTFS or Share Permissions Password expiration and recovery - Control of operating system usage - All passwords must expire, domains, organization units (OUs) - Critical systems can change more often - Identify by group, location, etc. - Every 15 days or every week group control
policy - the recovery process should not be trivial! Administrative Policies - Some organizations have a very formal process - Delete Add or delete programs lock and disable - Prohibit changing sounds - Too many bad passwords will cause a lock - Allow font downloads - This should be normal for most users - Allow to use only approved domains - This can cause big problems for
maintenance of ActiveX management accounts without Operational ( You May Want It - Security Policy - Disable Accounts - Include a Minimum Password Length - Part of the Normal Change Process - Maximum Security Log Size - You Don't Want to Delete Accounts - Force User Entry Restrictions - At least not originally © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA
SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 68 5.1 - Treaty Types Operating procedure Agreements - Important Processes for Data Maintenance and System Security (SLA) - Minimum Terms of Service - Detailed Routine Operations - Opening Times, Response Time Agreement, etc. - New creation of user account - Connection Security Agreement (ISA) - Storage requirements used
by the U.S. federal government - requests for encryption of keys to determine security control - They must be well documented General Agreements - Some processes require extensive documentation - Memorandum of Understanding (MAU) - Compliance with industry rules - Both parties agree with the contents of the memorandum of compatibility agreements - Usually includes a
statement of confidentiality - Not Signed Contract - Information Technology Legal Side - Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) - Web hosting, payroll services, firewall management, etc. - The next step above the memorandum of understanding - Some of your data is in the hands of others - Both parties agree with the goals - Who do they hire? Legal document, even without legal
language - What type of access control is in place? Unlike a contract, May not contain - Turn the legal department with these agreements legally binding promises - This can help you only later 5.1 - Personnel Management Business Policy Personnel Procedures Security - Mandatory Vacations - Turn others through work - NDA (non-disclosure agreement) - The longer the leave,
the more chances for a confidentiality agreement / Legal contract to identify fraud - Prevents use and dissemination - Especially important in conditions of heightened security confidentiality Moving between responsibilities - Bringing someone into an organization - No person supports control - Induction / Training - Usually a formal process for long periods of time - Continuous
education - Separation of responsibilities - Initial training is not enough - Split knowledge - Security is constantly changing - No person has all the details of Acceptable Use Policies (AUP) - Half Safe Combination - What is acceptable use of the company's assets? Double Control - Detailed documentation - Two people must be present to perform the function - can be documented
in the Rules of Conduct - Two keys open the safe (or launch a rocket) - covers many topics - Clean Table Policy - Internet use, phones, computers, mobile devices, etc. - When you leave, nothing is on your desk - Used by the organization to limit legal liability - Impact of confidential data on third parties - If someone is fired, it's background checks, well-documented reasons why -
Background Check - Preliminary exit screening interviews - Checking the applicant's claims - Employee is leaving - Ask them a few questions. Questions. History - Collected information can be used by workers of compensation claims, etc. for improvement or change - Legal issues vary by country - What are your reasons for departure? Unfavorable actions - What did you like the
most? Least? Actions that negate employment - What could we improve that would be through background checks forced you to stay? Extensive documentation - Very formal process and statistical accounting - May also include existing employees - Useful for HR for compiling and tracking © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Notes to the Security
Course - Page 69 5.1 - Role Training to Raise Awareness Based on the Role of Learning Users To User Roles Before Providing Access, Train Users Suppliers - Additional Application and - Detailed Documentation and Resolution on Data Records - Problems Later May Be Serious for Everyone - Head Of The Area, Report Creation, Role and Password User Changes - Data Owner
- Executive User - Executive Level Manager Responsible for Data Security - Responsibility for General Operation, Ultimately Responsible for Compliance With Application Requirements - System Administrator - Making high-level decisions for management Administrator systems that allow you to evaluate goals and make decisions about applications and future directions, not Be
sure to be an app user or view the data, the owner of the system - makes decisions about the overall operation of the application and data - Defines security policies and backup policies - Manages changes and updates 5.1 - General Security Policy Social Media Policy Personal Email Policy - Balance the company's reputation with an employee - Qualify the use of email
involvement in business use , no personal use - Use of social networks can be a great thing - Prohibit destructive or abusive use - Expanding your code of conduct - Avoid workplace problems - Identify requirements and expectations - Compliance issues - Identification as an employee - Some organizations are legally liable for Personal responsibility for banning personal email
Confidential information Line becomes hazy when browser-based Public companies are legally associated with e-mail? 5.2 - Business Impact Analysis Recovery Calculation Of Downtime and Availability - Average Recovery Time (MTTR) - Expressed percentage over time - Average repair time - 99.999% availability - Average time before failure (MTTF) - Availability - this is an
agreed definition - Expected life of a product or system - Especially if it's part of your Predict the time between failures - If a hurricane has swept through, what functions will be important to the organization? Stand Up and Work Fast - That's where you start your analysis - Back to a certain level of service - These are broad business requirements - Recovery Point Goals (RPO) -
What computing systems are needed for these systems - How many data losses are acceptable? mission of major business functions? Return the system online; Identify critical systems, how far back does the data go? © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Notes to the Security Course - Page 70 5.2 - Analysis of Business Impact (Continued)
Removal of Individual Bounce Impact Points - One Event Can Destroy Your Day - Life - Most important consideration - If you do not make some plans - Real estate - Risk for buildings and assets - Network configuration - Security - Some environments are too dangerous to work - Multiple devices (Noah's Ark Networks) - Finance - As a result of financial costs - Fund / Utilities -
Reputation - Backup power, Multiple Cooling Devices - Event can cause status or character problems - People / Location privacy - Good Hurricane can disrupt staff travel - Some compliance requires a public statement of confidentiality - There's no practical way to remove all points of failure - Gramm-Leach Law-Lich-Bliley (financial information) - Money leads to redundancy of
HIPAA (health care) etc. Annual Privacy Threshold Analysis (PTA) Availability - First Step in Compliance Process (hh:mm:ss) - Identify Business Processes Privacy Sensitive 99.9999% 00:00:32 - Determines whether a privacy impact assessment is required 99.999% 00:05:15 - Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) - Enforces Privacy Laws 99.99% 00:52:34 - What PII Collects, and
Why 99.9% 08:45:36 - How PII data will be collected, used, and secured 99% 87:36:00 5.3 - Risk Assessment Risk Assessment Of Qualifying Risk Assessment - Environmental Threats - Identify Significant Risk Factors - Tornado, Hurricane, Earthquake, Severe Weather - Ask opinions on the meaning - Man-made threats - Displaying visually with a traffic light grid - Internal
threats from employees, or a similar method of external threats from outside the organization Impact Analysis On Business Quantitative Risk Calculation - What are your critical business functions? Probability - Annual Occurrence Rate (ARO) - Identify Important Business Goals - How likely is a hurricane to hit? What does it affect? Montana? Florida? - Loss of revenue, legal
requirements, SLE (Single expected duration of losses) customer service - What is a monetary loss if one event occurs? How long will you influence? Laptop stolen (asset value) - $1,000 - you staff, equipment, resources - ALE (Annual expected loss) - ARO x SLE - What is the impact on Bringing the line? Seven laptops stolen per year (ARO) x $1000 (SLE) Effect on business can
be more than monetary risk testing? Quantitative and qualitative - Many servers contain sensitive data assessing risk, personal information, financial data, risk register, etc. Each project has its own plan, but also has a risk - Running tests on vulnerability and penetration - Identify and document the risk associated with can cause disruptions at every step t predict, How the System
Will React - Apply Possible Solutions to Identified Risks - Formal Authorization Is Best Practice - Monitoring Results - Remove All Legal Responsibility From Testing - Supply Chain Assessment - Vulnerability Scan Is Not Very Invasive - Get a Product or Service from Supplier to Customer - Penetration Testing Can Set Backdoors, © - Assess Coordination Between Groups
Performing DDoS Attacks, Transmit Confidential Data, 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 71 5.3 - Risk Assessment (Continued) Risk Management Change Techniques Risk Prevention Stop engaging in high activity Update the software, reconfigure the firewall, change the switch ports - Transfer - One of the most
common risks in the enterprise - Buy insurance - Happens very often - Acceptance - Often overlooked or ignored - business decision; Did you feel that bite? We're taking a risk! Have Clear Policies - Mitigation - Frequency, Duration, Installation Process, Return Procedures - Reducing Risk - Sometimes Extremely Difficult to Implement - Invest in Security Systems - It's Hard to
Change Corporate Culture 5.4 - Notification of Incidents Planning Incidents When Planning Incidents - User Clicks on Email Attachment and Performs Malware Response Team - Confidential Information Stolen - Internal Non-IT - Thief Wants Money, or It Goes Public - Human Resources - User Installs and - Public Affairs Allowing External Access to Internal Servers - Legal
Department Examples of Incident Categories - External Contacts - External/Removable Media - Owner of the System, Law Enforcement - Attack Used by Removable Media - US-CERT (for U.S. Government Agencies) DT) - Attack of Brute Force - Receives, Reviews, and Responds to Websites - Predestined Group of Professionals - Attack , or - Determine what type of event
requires a web application CIRT-response - Email - viral infection? Ddos? Атака, выполненная по электронной почте - CIRT может или не может быть частью сообщения или вложения организационной структуры - Неправильное использование - Стянутые вместе по мере необходимости - Атака в результате нарушения - Фокусы на обработке инцидентов
Приемлемая политика использования - Реагирование на инциденты - Потеря или кража оборудования - Анализ инцидентов - Ноутбук или мобильное устройство, украденное - Отчет о происшествии - Другие роли в упражнениях и обязанности - Тест сами перед фактическим событием обученные и проверенные (ежегодные, полугодовые и т.д.) - Управление
ИТ-безопасностью - Используйте четко определенные правила взаимодействия - Корпоративная поддержка - Не прикасайтесь к производственным системам - Сотрудники по соблюдению требований - Очень специфический сценарий - Замысловатое знание правил соответствия - у вас, вероятно, есть около четырех часов, чтобы сделать все это -
Технический персонал - Упражнение на вершине таблицы © - Ваша команда в окопах - Оценка ответа пользователей , LLC Профессор Мессер CompTIA SY0-501 Безопасности Курс Примечания - Страница 72 5.4 - Процесс реагирования на инциденты NIST SP800-61 Изоляция и сдерживание - Национальный институт стандартов и технологий - Вообще
плохая идея, чтобы позволить вещи запустить свой курс Специальная публикация 800-61 - Инцидент может быстро распространиться - Руководство по обработке инцидентов с компьютерной безопасностью - Это ваша вина в этом моменте - жизненный цикл реагирования на инциденты: Песочницы - Подготовка Злоумышленник думает, что они находятся
на реальной системе - Обнаружение и анализ- Но они не - сдерживание, искоренение, и Восстановление - Изоляция иногда может быть проблематичной - После инцидента деятельность - Вредоносные программы или инфекции могут контролировать подключение Подготовка к инциденту - Когда связь потеряна, все может быть - Методы связи удалены /
зашифрованы / повреждены - Телефоны и контактная информация Восстановление после инцидента - Инцидент обработки оборудования и программного обеспечения - Получить вещи обратно в нормальное русло - Ноутбуки, съемные средства массовой информации , Forensic Medical Software, - Delete bad, save good digital cameras, etc. network charts,
baselines, - Disable broken user accounts critical hash files - Fix vulnerabilities - Software to mitigate the effects of incidents - Restore the system - Clean OS and image applications Recovery from backups - Policies, necessary for incident processing - Recovery from scratch - Everybody knows what to do - Replacing compromised files Detection Task - Tighten the Perimeter -
Multiple different detection sources Recovery - Different levels of detail, different levels of step-by-step perception approach - It's hard to fix everything at once - Large number of months volumes - Attacks are constantly incoming - Incidents require a lot of work - How do you identify legitimate threats? The plan should be Incidents are almost always complex - Start with rapid, highly
valued changes in security - Extensive knowledge needed - Patches, changes to firewall policy Precursor Incidents - Later stages include a much heavier climb - Incident may occur in the future - Infrastructure changes, - This is your one-on-one large-scale security deployments - Web Server log Lessons learned - Vulnerability Scanner in Use After the Incident Meeting Adobe
Flash Update - Invite everyone who has suffered from the incident - Direct threats - Don't wait too long, hacker group doesn't like you - Memories disappear over time - Some recommendations can be applied incident indicators to the next event - Attack is underway - Or feat successfully Answering difficult questions - What happened Attempting to overflow the buffer - Timestamp
events identified by the intrusion detection/prevention system - How did your incident plans work? Antivirus software identifies malware - Did this process work successfully? Removes from the OS and notifies the administrator : What would you do differently next time? Host-based monitor detects configuration change - Retrospective views provide context - Constantly tracks
system files - What indicators would you look at next time? - Network traffic flows deviate from the norm - Different precursors can give you the best alerts - Requires constant monitoring © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security' Course Notes - Page 73 5.5 - Collection of forensic forensic procedures Invasion - Moving Event Recording - Various
Data Sources and Protection Mechanisms - Collects Information Outside RFC 3227 - Guidelines for Collecting Computer and Network Evidence and Archiving - Captures Screen Status and - Good Set of Excellence for Other Unstable Information - Standard Digital Forensic Process - Today's Mobile Video Devices Are Remarkable - Acquisition, Analysis, And reporting - Don't
forget Security cameras and your phone - Should be detailed - Take extensive notes - Video content should also be archived by the Volatility Order - May have some of the most important records of how long the data stay? Info - Some media are much more volatile than others, record time is compensated - Data collection to get from the most volatile - Windows: 64-bit time stamp
to less volatile - Number of 100-nanosecond intervals from January 1, 1601 00:00 GMT - Evidence Control - Maintaining Integrity - It stops working in 58,000 years - Anyone who binds to the evidence - Unix: 32-bit time stamp - Avoid tampering - Use hashes - Number of seconds, since The Label and Catalog All - Print and Store January 1, 00:00:00 GMT Legal retention - This
stops working on a legal method to save the save Information Tuesday, January 19, 2038 at 3:14:07 GMT - Preparations for the upcoming trial - Various file storage tags are stored differently - Initiated by the legal adviser - FAT: Time is stored local time - NOTICE of time - NTFS: Time stored in GMT - Keepers of records instructed to keep data - Record time, compensated from
the operating system - Separate storage for - Windows Registry Electronically (ESI) Many different data sources and types of information about time change, etc.) - Unique requirements for the workflow and storage Take hashes - Permanent preservation - How can you guarantee that there is no falsification? • Once notified, there's an obligation to preserve data • Use a digital
hash Capture system image • MD5 (Message Digest 5) • Copy the contents of a disk - bit-for-bit, byte-for-byte • 128 bits, displayed as hexadecimal • Get every morsel of information • Chance of duplication is one in 2128 (230 billion billion billion billion) • Software imaging tools - Use a bootable device • CRC (Cyclical Redundancy Check) • Remove the physical drive • 32 bits,
displayed as hexadecimal • Use a hardware write-blocker • One in 232 (4,294,967,296) • Get the backup tapes • Create an MD5 hash for an image or files • Some of this work may have been done for you • Data can be verified at any time Network traffic and logs Screenshots • Traffic logs • Capture the state of the screen • Very common • Firewalls log a lot of information • Difficult
to reproduce , even with the image of the disk - Switches and routers, usually do not log - External capture - Use a digital camera or phone at the user level information - Internal capture - PrintScreen, third-party utility - Intrusion Detection / Prevent Systems Witnesses - Log conventional traffic patterns - Who may have seen this? Raw data on network traffic - You won't know until
you ask : Stream-to-disk - Interview and Documentation - Accurate Network Recording - These people may not be around later - Restore images, e-mails, browser sessions, - Not all testimonies are 100% accurate file transfers - People are understandable © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security' Course Notes - Page 74 5.5 - Data Collection



(continued) CPU Registers, CPU Cache Most Vola)Le Router, ARP cache, process table, core sta8s8cs, memory Temporary file systems Disk Remote Journal and Data Monitoring Physical configura8on, network topology Least Vola)le Archive Media 5.5 - Use of forensic data retention - Counterintelligence collection There will be a lot of data What do we know about the attacker?
You have to keep it all - Learn as much as possible about the habits of the attacker - Important for the current investigation - Active registration - Immediate Sift Through Evidence - Login everything, anywhere - There may be a future investigation - Track every step that the attacker makes. An attacker. return to the existing events Track Man hours and expenses - New items of
interest can be discovered , Some incidents can use huge resources You will need data to study these new elements All at once Recovery Over a long period Strategic intelligence can have an impact on the bottom line Gathering and processing information Can be a wide range What important information you found? May be required for restitution - Changes in basic security
policy on this intelligence - Be as accurate as possible 5.6 - Disaster Recovery Sites Cold Site Hot Site - No Hardware - Empty Building - Accurate Copy - No Data - Bring It With You - Double All - No People - Bus in Your Team - Supplied with Equipment - Constantly Updated Warm Site - You Buy Two Of Everything - Somewhere between cool and hot Just enough to get going -
Apps and software are constantly updated - Automated replication - Large room with stand space - You bring equipment - Flip switch and all traffic - Equipment is ready and waiting - It can be quite a few switches - You bring software and data 5.6 - Recovery app recovery order, recovery strategies, drive, optical - Some of them are more important Than others - Backup Database -
Replication - Online duplicates - This list must be clearly defined - Online backups - Specialized backup process for databases before it is needed - Backup email database - Organization management sets priority - Provide server, database, mailbox, or backup/message recovery - Order can vary based on : Calendar snapshots - Operating system volume shots or hypervisoed
shots - Monthly/quarterly applications - System backup may take precedence - Metal backup using images © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor CompTIA Messer SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 75 5.6 - App Recovery (Continued) Backup / Archive Recovery - Archive Attribute Archive Data Type Selec, On Time A;ribute Set when the file changes High / Low - Full Full
All Selected Data Cleared (one set of tapes) - All you want is one first New files and files Low / High Increment changed with cleaned - More last backup (MulAple tape sets) - All files have changed since the last additional backup All data changed Moderate / Moderate 2 kit) Not cleaned - All files changed since the last full backup Backup - Full backup taken first incremental -
Subsequent backups contain data altered since the last full incremental Incremental backup and the last additional backup of Incremental Incremental Incremental - They are usually less than a full backup Full backup taken first Differen9al Differen99al - Subsequent backups contain data altered since the last full backup Full - They usually grow more as backup data is changed -
Recovery requires a full back and last differential backup Monday Tuesday Thursday Recovery 5.6 - Geographic considerations Of choice outside the site options of recovering off-site backup hurricane backup, Tornadoes - Send your backup media to an external warehouse - Plan for the worst - Electronic score - Send data electronically - Hedge your bets, keeping data outside
the organization's site or 3rd hand - you will always have another copy of your data - usually a secure object - recovery sites can place you elsewhere - Backup requires extensive protection - you'll always have another copy of your data .banes-Oxley (SOX) - Federal Information Systems Management Act (FISMA) - Health Insurance Transfer and Accountability Act (HEALTH
Insurance Accountability) (FISMA) - Health Insurance Transfer and Accountability Act (HEALTH Insurance Accountability) (SOX) HIPAA) © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 76 5.6 - Geographical Considerations (continued) Distance Choice Places - Balancing Act Legal Consequences Recovery vs. Accessibility
Business Rules Vary Between States Recovery Site Must Be Outside To Restore Site Outside the Country, staff, the scale of the disaster must have a passport and be able to clear immigration - Natural disasters can affect a large area - Contact your legal team - Travel for support staff - Sovereignty data - And for employees - Data that are in the country, obey - Unique business
requirements for the laws of this country - Specialized printers, accessibility of bandwidth - Legal monitoring and court orders - Where is stored your data? Your compliance laws may prohibit the movement of data from the country 5.6 - Continuity Operations Table Exercise Failover - Performing full-scale emergency drilling can be costly - Recovery site prepared - And a lot of the
time - Data synchronized - Many of the logistics can be identified by disaster analysis called You Don't Physically Have to Go Through Disaster or Drilling - Business Processes Failover for Sure to get key players together for a desktop exercise alternative processing site - Talk through a simulated disaster - Problem solved by the table exercise area - It can take hours, weeks,
weeks, or longer - To decide on complexity - Back to the main place - Invite local first responders or just discuss internally? The process must be documented - Determine the scale of the disaster for both directions - Break the water supply? Death and injury? Alternative Business Practices - Involve Everyone - Not Everything Goes According to Plan - Perhaps Even Make
discussion a Surprise - Natural Disasters Can нарушение нормы - Не думайте, что каждая часть информации - Мы полагаемся на наши компьютерные системы, будет доступна в случае стихийного бедствия - Технология широко распространена - Настольное упражнение должно найти пробелы - Там должен быть альтернативный отчет о после действии (AAR)
- Ручные транзакции - Упражнение сферы и цели - Что такое эндшпиль? Бумажные квитанции - Методология - Подробное объяснение упражнения - Телефонные звонки для одобрения транзакций - Что сработало? Что не сработало? - The good and the bad • These must be documented and tested before a problem occurs • Next steps • Update procedures, add a
new set of tools • Prepare for the next exercise 5.7 - Security Controls Security controls Control types • Security risks are out there • Technical control types • Many different types to consider • Controls implemented using systems • Assets are also varied • Operating system controls • Data, physical property, computer systems • Hardware devices • Prevent security events,
minimize the impact, • Administrative and limit the damage • Controls that determine how people act • Security controls • Security policies • Standard operating procedures • Physical • Fences, locks, mantraps • Real-world security © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 77 5.7 - Security Controls (continued) Security
controls • Compensating • Deterrent • Doesn't prevent an attack • May not directly prevent access • Restores using other means • Discourages an intrusion attempt • Re-image or restore from backup • Warning signs, login banner • Hot site • Preventive • Backup power system • Physically control access • Corrective • Door lock • Designed to mitigate damage • Security guard •
Corrective controls • Firewall • IPS can block an attacker • Detective • Backups can mitigate a ransomware infection • May not prevent access • A backup site can provide options when • Identifies and records a storm hits any intrusion attempt • Motion detector, IPS 5.8 - Data Destruction Data destruction and media sanitization Certificate of destruction • Disposal becomes a legal
issue • Destruction is often done by a 3rd party • Some information must not be destroyed • How many drills and degaussers do you have? Рассмотрите возможность хранения на месте - Необходимо подтверждение того, что ваши данные уничтожены , Вы не хотите, чтобы критическая информация в мусорном ведре - Служба должна включать в себя сертификат -
Люди действительно ныряют в мусорный контейнер - Бумажный след сломанных данных - Переработка может быть проблемой безопасности - Вы точно знаете, что произошло - Физически уничтожайте средства массовой информации, дезинфицирующие средства массовой информации - Повторное использование средств массовой информации для
хранения Очистка данных - Дезинфицировать средства массовой информации для повторного использования - Удалите их из существующего хранилища данных - Убедитесь, что ничего Left behind - Remove some data from the database Protect your trash - Wipe the data This will only go to the storage sites - governments burn good things - Useful when you need to
reuse or burn documents continue to use the media - No return security data - Pulp Paper - July 2013 - UK National Health Service Surrey - Big Wash Tank to remove ink - provided hard drives for a third party to be destroyed but in fact physical destruction is not destroyed. Schroeder / Pulverizer - sold on eBay. The buyer contacted the authorities, fined 200,000 euros. на всем
пути через DBAN - Darik's Boot and Nuke - Электромагнитный (дегауссинг) - Физическое разрушение привода - - Удалите магнитное поле - Разовая или промышленная удаление и уничтожьте - Уничтожает данные привода и электронику - Сжигание - Пожар горячий © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Профессор Мессер CompTIA SY0-501 Безопасности Курс
Примечания - Страница 78 5.8 - Обработка чувствительных данных маркировки конфиденциальных данных Чувствительные типы данных - Не все данные имеют одинаковый уровень чувствительности - Proprietary - Номера тегов лицензии против медицинских записей - Данные, которые свойство организации - Различные уровни требуют различной
безопасности и обработки - могут также включать коммерческую тайну - Дополнительные разрешения - Часто данные, уникальные для организации , другой процесс для просмотра - PII - Лично идентифицируемая информация - Ограниченный доступ к сети - Данные, которые могут быть использованы для идентификации отдельных меток чувствительности
данных - Имя, Дата рождения, девичья фамилия матери, - Публичная / Несекретная биометрическая информация - Никаких ограничений на просмотр данных - PHI - Защищенная информация о здоровье - Частная / Классифицированная / Ограниченное / Внутреннее использование только - Информация о здоровье, связанная с отдельным лицом -
Ограниченный доступ, может потребоваться статус здоровья, медицинские записи , Платежное соглашение о неразглашении (NDA) для здравоохранения, и многое другое - Конфиденциальная - Очень чувствительная - Должна быть одобрена для просмотра 5.8 - Роли данных и роли данных хранения данных - Высокоуровневые отношения данных -
Храните файлы that often change - Organizational responsibilities, not always technical to control versions - Data owner - Files often change - Responsibility for specific data, Often a senior officer - Keep at least a week, perhaps longer - Vice President of Sales owns customer relationship data - Recovery from a viral infection - The Treasurer has financial information - Infection
cannot be identified immediately - Steward data - May need to save 30 days of backups - Responsibility for data accuracy, privacy and security - Consider legal requirements for data storage - Associates must legally keep laws and standards of certain types of data - Data keepers - Different types of data have different types of storage - Manages access to data requirements -
implements security control - Corporate tax information, PII customer, - Sometimes the same person as backing up the data manager's tape, etc. - Privacy Officer - Responsible for the Privacy of the Organization's Data - Sets Policies, Implements Processes and Procedures 6.1 - Cryptographic Concepts Cryptographic Terms - Greek Language: Cryptos - Plaintext - Hidden -
Secret - Unencrypted Message (clear) - The algorithm used for encryption and/or decryption is The Rejection of Cryptanalysis. You can't deny it. The Art of Encryption Hacking - Integrity - Researchers are constantly trying to find weaknesses in ciphers, Tamper-proof - mathematically imperfect cipher bad for all © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501
Security Course Notes - Page 79 6.1 - Cryptography Concept (continued) Cryptographic Clues Random Numbers and More - Large Keys, Supposedly More Secure - Random Number Generation - Some encryption methods use one key - It is very difficult to create a true randomness - Some use more than one key with the program - Each method is slightly different - Usually
includes some type of natural input Confusion - Mouse movements, Atmospheric Noise, Lava Lamp Encryption based on confusion and diffusion Pseudo-accident does not rely on the natural world Confusion Approximate true randomness Encrypted data are dramatically different Based on the starting seed, than the development of plaintext App and cryptography The process
should be non-linear Developers don't have to be cryptographers without visible templates - They write in API Diffusion (application programming interface) - Change one typing character, and many of them - Changing the characters of Crypto output modules - the API library does all the heavy security through obscurity - Send plain text to the box get the cipher text back - Security
must exist even if the attacker knows that there is no additional programming required all about the system - Windows Software Library is the encryption key will be the only unknown - Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) - Cryptography is security through secrecy - Microsoft CryptoAPI is a bridge - Replacing the cipher (Caesar cipher) between the application and CSP Replace
one letter with another - ROT13 - URYYB - it's HELLO A B CD E F E J J J K L E L L L O - Hack these ciphers with frequency analysis or brute force ROT13 - If you know how the system works you can it's NO P and R S T U VWX Y - UR Y Y B 6.1 - Symmetrical and asymmetric encryption symmetrical encryption Key pair - one, common key - Asymmetric encryption - Encryption
with key - Public Key Cryptography - Transcript with the same key - Key generation - If it comes out, you'll need another key - Create as a state so and private key at the same time - Secret Key Algorithm - A Lot of Randomization - Common Secret - Big Prime Numbers - Don't Scale Very Well - Much, Much Mathematics - Can Be Difficult to Distribute - Everyone Can Have a Public
Key - Very Fast To Use - Only Alice Has a Private Key - Less Overhead Than Asymmetric Encryption symmetric Key From Asymmetrical Keys - Often Often Combined with asymmetric encryption - Use open and closed key cryptography to create asymmetrical encryption of the symmetrical key - cryptography with an open key - Mathematics is powerful - Two keys of Elliptical
Cryptography Curve (ECC) larger - Public key key factors - Anyone can see this key - Instead of numbers use curves! Give it back - Uses smaller keys than non-ECC asymmetric encryption - Private key is the only key that can decrypt data - Smaller storage and transfer requirements encrypted with a public key - Perfect for mobile devices - you can't get a private key from a public
key © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 80 6.1 - Symmetrical and Asymmetric Encryption (continued) Alice Key Genera / on Alice Private Key Big Key Genera) on the random number of the program Alice Public key asymmetric encryption sBcBAE Hi, BCAAs Alice B'Yaitx ToCRA PlaintextBcBAE Ciphertext BCA'a Hello,
B'JYtX Alice ToCRA Ciphertext Plaintext Plaintext Computer Alice Laptop Alice Public Key Alice Private Key 1 Bob combines Alice's public key with plaintext to create a cipher 2 Alice uses her personal key to decipher the cipher in the original simple text symmetrical key from the asymmetric key Of Bob Private key The symmetrical key Alice Computer Bob Laptop Alice Public Key
Bob Public Key Bob 1 Bob combines his personal key with alice public key to create a symmetrical key 2 Alice combines her personal key with Bob's public key To create the same symmetrical key © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 81 6.1 - Hashing and Digital Signature Hash Practical Hashing Message Digest and
Hashes can be provided on the download site - Single Trip - Compare uploaded hash file with Impossible to restore the original message, posted hash value from Digest Password Used to store passwords/privacy - Instead of storing your password, store hash - Check a downloaded document just like Original - Compare hashes during the authentication process - Integrity - No
one ever knows your actual password - can be digital signature Digital Signatures - Authentication, non-denial, and integrity - Prove that the message has not been changed - Will not have a collision (hopefully) - Integrity - Various messages will not have the same hash - Prove the source of the message Clash - that signature is not a fake checkum - The message should not be
encrypted - hash must be unique, and no one else can sign it (obviously) - Different inputs should never create the same hash - Check with a public key - If they can, then this is a collision - any change in message - MD5 has a collision problem that annuls the signature found in 1996 - Do not use the signature , AW8'AwUFg Боб Вы Хэш наемных, Plaintext Plaintext GmdBkELopt
8hF85TetMS Боб sBcBAEBCAA ЗБЗБиБКР Хэш AW8'AwUFg EncrypTon Цифровой GmdBkELopt Подпись 8hF85TetMS Алиса Компьютер Хэшинг Хэш из Plaintext Plaintext Алгоритм и цифровой Алисы Частный ключ Подпись Зашифрованный хэш 1 Алиса создает хэш оригинального plaintext 2 Алиса шифрует хэш с ее личным ключом 3 (цифровая подпись)
включен с простой текст Проверка цифровой подписи Вы Вы GmdBkELopt нанял, 8hF85TetMS нанял, Боб Боб Цифровые Подпись Plaintext sBcBAEBCAA sBcBAEBCAA GmdBkELopt DecrypGon ЗДжЗБиБКР ЗДж'ДЗБИБКР 8hF85TetMS Хэш AW8'AwUFg AW8AwUFg Plaintext Хэш хэша и цифрового хэширования Plaintext Алгоритм Plaintext Подпись Боба
Ноутбук Алиса Общественный ключ Боб расшифровывает цифровую подпись 1, чтобы получить plaintext хэш 2 Боб хэширует простой текст и сравнивает его с расшифрованным хэш © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Профессор Мессер CompTIA SY0-501 Безопасности Курс Примечания - Страница 82 6.1 - Рандомизация криптографии Cryptographic Nonce Соль -
Произвольный номер - Nonce наиболее часто ассоциируется - Используется один раз с паролем рандомизации - Для nonce - В настоящее время - Сделать хэш паролем непредсказуемым Соленое - Что-то, что не может быть разумно угадано - Каждый пользователь получает различную соль , также может быть счетчиком, если база данных паролей
нарушена, - Используйте nonce во время процесса входа, вы не можете соотнести любые пароли - Сервер дает вам nonce - Даже пользователи с тем же паролем - Рассчитайте хэш пароля, используя хэши, хранящиеся в nonce, - Каждый хэш- хэш, отправленный хозяину, будет отличаться. so the replay won't work the initialization of vectors - Type nonce - Used
to randomize the encryption circuit - the more random, the better used in encryption ciphers, WEP, cryptography without randomization and old implementations of SSL 6.1 - Encryption Force Encryption Give weak workout keys - Strong cryptography vs. weak cryptography - weak key - weak key - it's all relative - In itself it's not very safe - Almost everything can be rough forced -
Make a weak key stronger by performing a few - Try all possible key processes - Strong algorithms have been around for some time. Hash hash out - This is one of the reasons that they are a strong password. And keep going... AES each of these hashes - Weak algorithms - Attacker should spend much more time even DES (56-bit keys), WEP (design flaw), although the key is a
small 6.1 - Cryptographic keys Cryptographic Keys Key Exchange The only thing you don't know is the key - out-of-range key exchange - Key determines the exit - Don't send a symmetrical key to clean encrypted data, hash cost, digital signature, phone, courier, personal, etc. - Keep your key closed! In the key exchange range - It's online - That's the only thing that protects your
data - Protect the key with additional encryption Key power - Often uses asymmetric encryption - Big keys tend to be more secure, to deliver a symmetrical key - Preventing brute force attacks in real-time encryption/decryption - Attackers can try all possible combinations of keys Symmetrical encryption - Without compromising the security part - 128-bit or large symmetrical keys
are common - Share the symmetrical session key using asymmetric encryption - These numbers over time will be larger - Customer cipher The random (symmetrical) key with asymmetrical server encryption uses it to encrypt data - Larger keys than symmetrical encryption - Implementation of session keys carefully - Common to see key lengths of 3072 bits or more - Need to be
changed frequently (ephemeral keys) - You need to be unpredictable © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 83 6.1 - Steganography Confusing Common Methods of Steganography - The Process of Creating Something Unclear - Network-Based Packages - But It's Not Impossible to Understand - Use Image, if you know
how to read it, embed the message into the image itself, make the source code difficult to read - Invisible watermarks - But that doesn't change the functionality of the code - yellow dots on printers - Hide the information inside the image - Steganography - Greek for hidden letter - security through obscurity - Message invisible - But it's really there - Covertext - Container document
or file 6.1 - Flow and block ciphers stream ciphers Block ciphers - Used with symmetry encryption symmetrical encryption - Like a cipher Thread not used in asymmetric encryption - Encryption groups fixed length - Encryption is done one bit or byte at a time - Often 64-bit or 128-bit blocks - High speed, low hardware complexity - Pad, added to short blocks, - The original state
should never be the same twice - Each block is encrypted or decrypted independently - The key is often combined with the cipher lock modes of the work of the initialization vector (IV) - Avoid patterns in encryption - Many different modes to choose from 6.1 - Data States in the way - Apply permissions - Access management lists - Data transmitted by network - Only authorized
users can access data - Data are also available As it travels, routers, devices and system RAM, processor registers and cache - Network Protection - Firewall, IPS - Data is almost always deciphered - Provide transport encryption - Otherwise, you couldn't do anything with it - TLS (Transport Layer Security) - Bad guys can choose decrypted information from RAM - IPsec (Internet
Protocol Security) - a very attractive version of Data on Vacation - Breach Trust Corporation - November 2013 - Data on the storage device SS D, flash drive, etc. - Data encryption in the way and data encryption on vacation - Data encryption - Bad guys chose credit card numbers from the encryption of the entire disk, RAM point of database encryption (data in use) - File or folder
Level encryption 6.1 - Perfect Forward Secrecy Traditional Encryption Web Server Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) - SSL/TLS Uses Encryption Keys to Protect - Changing the Method of Communication with a Web Server for Key Exchange - Don't Use a Private Server RSA Key - Traditionally This was based on the Elliptical curve or Diffie-Hellman ephemeral RSA key-pair web
server - Session keys are not stored around - One key that encrypts all symmetrical keys, can not decipher using the key of a private server - The private key of this server can recover everything - Each session uses a different private key - If you capture all the traffic, You can - PFS requires more processing power to decrypt all data - Not all servers prefer to use PFS - After the
point of failure for all your website encryption - Browser must support PFS © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Notes to the security course - Page 84 6.1 - Common Cases of Use of The Search - Tangled - Low Power Devices - Modern Malware - Mobile Devices, Portable Systems - Encrypted Data Hide Active Malware Code - Smaller Symmetrical
Key Sizes Going during execution - Use cryptography with an elliptical curve (ECC) to authenticate asymmetric encryption - hashing passwords - Low delay - Protection of the original password - Fast computing time - Add salt to randomize the stored password hash and symmetrical encryption, Smaller Keys Sizes - Denial of Encryption - High Resilience - Confirm The Authenticity
of Data - Large Key Sizes - Digital Signature Provides both Integrity and Rejection of encryption Algorithm - Hashing Provides Data Integrity - Resource Vs. Security Restrictions Use Cases - Ongoing Battle - Privacy - Browser Support vs. Supported Encryption - Privacy and Privacy VPN-Support Software Level Drive, e-mail) - Integrity - Preventing data change - Checking content
with hashes - Downloading files, storing passwords 6.2 - Symmetric algorithms AES (Advanced Encryption Standards) RC4 - U.S. Federal Government Standard - Rivest Cipher 4 - Ron Rivest (Ron Code 4) - FIPS 197 in 2001 , part of the SSL, but removed from TLS - Developed by two Belgian cryptographers RC4 has a biased output - Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen - If the
third level of the original state is zero and the 128-bit cipher block - 128-, 192-, and 256-bit keys of the second moustache is not equal to two, then the second - Used in WPA2 - Powerful wireless encryption output byte always zero DES - Not often you can see RC4 these days - Standard data encryption - DES and Triple DES - WPA2 moved to AES - Developed between 1972 and
1977 Blowfish and Twofish IBM for NSA Federal Information - Developed in 1993 by Bruce Schneier Processing Standards (FIPS) - 64-bit unit cipher, key variable length (1 to 448 bits) patents 3DES - Twofish - Triple DES - Expands the use of the CIpher DES - Successor Blowfish - Three keys , two keys, or the same key three times - 128-bit block size, key size up to 256 - Three
separate keys - this is the strongest encryption - Developed by Bruce Schneier, John Kelsey, Doug and two separate keys, and Nils is not allowed to use one Ferguson key, Stefan Lax, Sadayoshi Kono and Mike Stay, use encryption/decryption DES three times - No Patent, Public Domain - Encryption with the First Key - Transcript with the Second Key - Encryption with the Third
Key - Supersed by AES Encryption Standard © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer TIAComp SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 85 6.2 - Symmetrical Algorithms (continued) Space, xsRY'wtH bcPwJtyyi final LuKUci8n No 16DqjAN Fron-er. SU0'Rin hN4Ry7R Plaintext xsRY-wtH Shiffrtext bcPwJtyi dSPvE'nb LuKUci8n No16DqjAN 1s6pp7Fl Encryp-on SU0'RiEn
Decryp-on hN4Ry7R Encryp-on W1lOnR Ciphertext Ciphertext Ciphertext CIphertext DES Key 1 DES Key 2 DES Key 3 1 Encrypts Text Simples Simple with 1M Key 2 Transcription of cipher with 2nd key DES 3 Encrypt Ciphertext with 3rd key DES 6.2 - Block Cipher Modes Block Cipher Mode CTR (Counter) - Encryption of one fixed length group of bits at a time - Block cipher
mode / acts as a cipher stream - Block - Encrypts sequential counter values - Work mode - Plaintext can be any size, Plaintext can be any size Since it's 8 bits at a time (stream) - block size is fixed size instead of 128-bit block - Not all data is ideally sized by GCM block size (Galois/Counter Mode) - Divide your simple text into smaller blocks - Encryption with out Integration - Some
modes require upholstery before encryption - Authentication is part of the ECB's block mode (Electronic Code book) - Combines counter mode with the simplest Galois authentication encryption mode - Too simple for most usage - Minimum delay , minimal - Each block is encrypted with the same overhead keyboard - Identical blocks of simple text create - Very effective encryption
of identical encryption blocks and authentication of CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) TLS - Each block of simple text is XORed with the previous block of cipher text - Adds additional randomization - Use vector initiation for the first block of the ECB (Electronic Code) T Block Cipher Block Cipher Encryp0on Encryp0on Encryp0on Key Key Ciphertext © Ciphertext , LLC Professor
Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 86 6.2 - Block Cipher Modes (continued) CBC (Cipher Chain Block) cipher plaintext Plaintex Plaintex Plaintex Plaintex Texast Ini0aliza0on Vector (IV) Block Cipher Encryp0on Block Cipher Encryp0on Key Key Key Ciphertext Shifftext Cifrext CTR (Counter) Cipher Counter Counter 0 0 00 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Block Cipher Encryp0on Block Cipher Encryp0on Key Plaintext Plaintext Ciphertext Ciphertext 6.2 - Asymmetric Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Elliptical Cryptography Curve (ECC) - Key
Exchange Method Used for Encryption, Digital Signatures, Over the unsafe communication channel of pseudo-random generators, and more - Published in 1976 - Asymmetric encryption - Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman (and Ralph Merkle) - Traditionally need large integrators Consisting of, use curves! Used for perfect secrecy forward -- just like to find a discrete logarithm of
Ephemeral Diffie-Hellman (EDH or DHE) a random element of the elliptical curve relative to the y Combine with an elliptical cryptography curve for the ECDHE of the well-known RSA base point - Uses smaller keys, than non-ECC encryption - Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adelman - Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) - Published the RSA cipher in 1977
PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) and GPG - the first practical open key cryptography system - Popular asymmetric encryption, encryption, decrypt, digital signatures - Created by Phil zimmerman in 1991 - You need to know the factors for decoding - Why I wrote PGP - Now released into the public domain - Commercial software - widely used to encrypt the website and - owned by
Symantec Digital Rights Management - Open Standard - OpenPGP (RFC 4880) DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm) : Gnu Privacy Guard (GPG) - standard for digital signatures - Linux, Windows, Mac OS, others - Modis Diffie-Hellman for use in digital signatures - Very compatible with commercial PGP - Federal standard for processing information for digital signatures - Combine
with elliptical cryptography curve - Fast and effective digital signatures - ECDSA © LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 87 6.2 - Hasching Algorithms MD5 Message Digest Algorithms HMAC - Developed by Ronald Rivst - Hash Code Of Authentication Messages - One of the Fathers of Modern Cryptography - Combine hash with secret key -
First published: April 1992-MD5 HMAC-SHA1 - Replaced MD4 - Data Integrity and Authenticity Check - 128-bit hash value - No bizarre asymmetric encryption required in 1996: Vulnerabilities found in network encryption protocols, not resistant to collision, IPsec, TLS - December 2008: Researchers created the CA RIPEMD certificate, which proved legal when the MD5 Digest
algorithms were tested - other certificates that appear to be - RACE Integrity Primitives Assessment Message Digest Is Legal and Issued by RapidSSL - RACE Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) - Research and Development in Advanced - Developed by the National Security Agency (NSA) Communications Technology in Europe - U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard -
Created To help with integrated broadband: Clash of Attacks published - The original RIPEMD was found to have collision problems (2004) - SHA-2 - Effectively replaced ON RIPEMD-160 - Preferred version of SHA (not known collision problems) - Up to 512-bit digests - based on MD4 design, but performs similar SHA-1 - SHA-1 is currently decommissioned for most government
X-N. RIPEMD-256, RIPEMD-320 6.2 - Stretching Algorithms Give Weak Workout Keys Key Stretching Stretching Library Already built for your application - By itself, it's not very secure - No additional programming involved - Make the weak key stronger by performing - bcrypt multiple processes - generates hashes of passwords and hash passwords. Hash hash -1 password
extension of the UNIX library. And keep going... даже стандарты (PKCS #5, RFC 2898), хотя ключ небольшой 6.2 - Запутывание запутывания Запутывания Замена шифры - Процесс создания чего-то неясного - Простая замена - Теперь гораздо труднее понять - Plaintext алфавит: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP-RSTUVWX Но это не невозможно понять , шифртекст
алфавита: ЗЕБРАСКФГИХИКЛЛЛМНОП-ТУВВКСИЯ - Если вы знаете, как читать его - мы DISCOVERED enciphers к: В. А. ЗОА RFPBLUAOAR - Сделать источник Код, который трудно читать, - шифр Цезаря - Но это не меняет функциональности кода - Замените одну букву другой в фиксированном положении - Спрячьте информацию внутри изображения -
взломайте эти шифры с помощью частотного анализа или грубой силы - Steganography - Если вы знаете систему , Вы можете расшифровать его XOR (Эксклюзивный ИЛИ) ROT 13 - Выходы верны, когда входные данные отличаются - ROT13 - Поверните на 13 мест - Широко используется в криптографии - Замена одной буквы с другой - URYYB является
HELLO - С действительно случайным ключом , Results - Usually found in internet forums theoretically indestructible - Obfuscate spoilers - It's there in plain sight - But you can not read it - Una fubg svefg! © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 88 6.2 - Obfuscation (continued) XOR (Exclusive OR) cipher - Outputs
true when inputs differ 01010111 01101001 01101011 01101001 Plaintext ⊕ 11110011 11110011 11110011 11110011 Key 10100100 10011010 10011000 10011010 Ciphertext 10100100 10011010 10011000 10011010 Ciphertext ⊕ 11110011 11110011 11110011 11110011 Key 01010111 01101001 01101011 01101001 Plaintext 6.3 - Wireless Cryptographic Protocols
Wireless encryption Temporal Key Integrity Protocol • All wireless computers are radio transmitters and receivers • Combines the secret root key with the IV • Anyone can listen in • Adds sequence counter - Prevents replay attacks • Solution: Encrypt the data • Implements a 64-bit Message Integrity Check • Everyone gets the password • Protects against tampering • Only people
with the password can transmit and listen • TKIP has it's own set of vulnerabilities • WPA and WPA2 • Deprecated in the 802.11-2012 standard WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access) WPA2 and CCMP • 2002 : WPA was a replacement for the strong WPA2 certification, which began in 2004 with cryptographic weaknesses in WEP and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) replaced by
RC4 The necessary short-term bridge between WEP and CCMP (Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining, which would be the successor to the Message Authentication Code Protocol) replaced TKIP - Running on existing hardware - a more advanced security protocol - WPA: RC4 with TKIP (Key Interim Integrity Protocol) - Based on AES for Data Privacy - Vector Initialization
(IV) Encrypted hash - Requires additional computing resources - Each package receives a unique 128-bit encryption key - Authentication and access control with CBC-MAC - Provides proof of authenticity to user 6.3 - EAP PEAP Wireless Authentication Protocols - Microsoft's Protocol of Various Authentication, and RSA Security based on RFC standards - Encapsulates EAP in the
TLS tunnel, one certificate - WPA and WPA2 use five types of EAP as on server authentication mechanisms - Combined secure channel and EAP types EAP - Usually implemented as PEAPv0/EAP-MSCHAPv2 - EAP-FAST (EAP Flexible Authentication) -CHAPv2 Database Secure Tunneling) 802.1x - Cisco's offer to replace LEAP - IEEE 802.1X - Port-based Network Access
Management (NAC) - Easy and Secure - You won't get access until then Until You Authentic - EAP-TLS (EAP Transport Layer Security) - Used in conjunction with access database - Strong Security, Widespread Adoption - RADIUS - Support from Most Industry - LDAP - EAP-TTLS (EAP Tunneled Transport Layer Security) - TACACS - Support for other TLS Tunnel Authentication
Protocols - Use which you can support, maintaining security with TLS © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 89 6.3 - Wireless Authentication Protocols (continued) RADIUS Federation - Use 802.1X as an authentication method - Use OF RADIUS with the Federation and RADIUS on the backend, EAP for Authentication -
Members of one organization can authenticate - Managed eduroam (educational roaming) into another organization's network - Educators can use their usual authentication - Use their usual credentials when visiting another campus - 6.3 - Wireless Wireless Security Modes wireless Security with WPS - Setting Up Authentication on Your Wi-Fi Secure Wireless Hotspot Point
Mobile device - No password authentication is required - Password can be complicated for beginner - WPA-Personal / WPA-PSK - Various ways of connecting to WPA2 with a pre-shared key, PIN configured at the access point, must be entered - Everyone uses the same 256-bit key on a mobile device - WPA-Enterprise/ WPA-802.1X - Click on the access point Close
Communication Field - Bring an authentication server (i.e., RADIUS) mobile device close to the access point of the Captive portal - USB method - no longer used - Authentication in the WPS network hack - Shared on wireless networks - December 2011 - WPS has a design flaw of 10,000,000 possible combinations - And additional authentication factors - the WPS process checks
every half of the PIN after it is properly provided authentication, the first half, 4 digits. Second half, 3 digits. Web session continues - First half, 10,000 features - Until the captive portal removes your access In the second half, 1000 features - It will take about four hours to go through all of them - Most devices have never been considered a lock function 6.4 - PKI Components Public
Key Infastructure (PKI) - Review Policy, Procedures, Equipment, Software, People - Management of keys that have been compromised - Digital certificates: distribute, expire to manage, store, revoke the certificate can only have a certain expiration date - This large, large, thing Digital certificates key with digital signature - Certificate of Power - Digital Signature adds trust It's all
about trust PKI uses the Certificate of The Key Life Cycle management for additional trust Generation Key cipher and creation certificate can be built into the certificate OS Generation - Part of the services Windows Domain - Highlight the key to the user - 3-way variants of Linux - Distribution - Makes the key available to the user - Storage and protection from unauthorized use of ©
2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 90 6.4 - PKI Components (continued) Certificate of Extension PKI Trust Relations ID (extnID) - Object ID - Everyone receives their certificates - Critical - True/False from one body - Value (extnValue) - Value of the extension line - Hierarchical - Single extensions - Single CA certificates
issue certificates to intermediate CAs - digitalSignature (0) - used for digital document signing - Distributes the load on certificate management - non-repair (1) - is used by the non-confirmation service - it is easier to deal with the cancellation of the encipherment key (2) - used for key intermediate CA than root CA - dataEncipherment (3) - used to ensure that to make the data
confidential Key Review - keyAgreement (4) - used for the key Diffie-Hellman Agreement - Certificate Review List (CRL) (5) - used ca for signing a certificate - Supported by the Certificate Authority (CA) - cRLSign (6) - used to sign the certificate recall list - Many different reasons - encipherOnly (7) - used with diffie-Hellman key agreement - Changes all the time - decipherOnly (8) -
used with Diffie-Hellman key agreement April 2014. - CVE-2014-0160 - Built into your browser - Heartbleed - Any browser - the defect OpenSSL has put a private key to the Purchase Certificate of the website affected by the web servers, threatened to send a public key to CA to be a signed certificate has been replaced - Request to sign a certificate (CSR) - Old certificates have
been moved to CRL - Can provide different levels of trust and additional features Getting recall data in the browser - Add a new tag to your website - OCSP (Online Certificate Status Protocol) Private Authority Certificate - Browser can check the recall certificate of the OCSP defendant - Create it in the house through HTTP - Necessary for medium and large organizations - Easy to
maintain through Internet links - Many web servers and privacy requirements - Not all browsers support OCSP - Implementation within your overall computing strategy - Early versions of Internet Explorer not - Windows Certificate Services supports OCSP - OpenCA - Some support for OCSP, but don't worry about checking 6.4 - PKI Concepts Online offline and CAs Pinning -
compromised power certificate - do you communicate on TLS/SSL on the server - Very, very bad, how do you really know it's a legitimate server? Pin - No certificates issued that CA can trust the expected certificate or public key to the app - Load distribution, compiled in the app or added at the first launch - then take the ROOT CA offline and protect it - If the expected certificate
or public key does not match, the OCSP stapling app can decide what to do off - Turn off, Show message - Online Protocol on Certificate Status - Provides scalability for ocSP checks Key escrow - Someone else holds your decryption keys - CA is responsible for answering all questions - your personal keys are in the hands of 3-party customer OCSP requests - It's not Scaled well
- This may be a legitimate business mechanism - Businesses may need access to employee information, do the certificate holder - Government agencies may need to decipher a partner to check their own status data - Status information stored on the certificate holder's server - Controversial? Absolutely, but can still be legal - STATUS OCSP is fastened in a handshake SSL/TLS
- Digital signed CA © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Notes to the Security Course - Page 91 6.4 - PKI Concepts (continued) It's all about the Process Of Certificateing Trust - Keys are incredibly important - List all the certificates between the pieces of information that the server and the CA root , you should be able to trust your third party - The
chain starts with an SSL certificate - Access to the keys is under control - And ends with a Root CA Certificate 3rd Hand - Any certificate between the SSL certificate and the carefully controlled terms of the Root Certificate Certificate - The Web server must be configured with the proper chain - Or the end user will get the error single CA - Everyone receives their certificates from
one body - Hierarchical - Single CERTIFICATEs CA-issues to intermediate CAs - Cross-certifying CAs - does not scale well Web-of-trust - Alternative to traditional mutual authentication PKI - Server authenticates customer and customer ©. , LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security' Course Notes - Page 92 6.4 - Types of Root Certificate Machine Certificates and
Computer Certificates - Public Key Certificate That Defines - You Must Manage Many CA Devices (Certificate Authority) - Often Devices That You Never Physically See - It Starts With This Certificate - How Can You Really Check the Authenticity of the Device? Root Certificate issues other certificates - Place a certificate on the device that you signed , interim CA certificates - Other
business processes rely on the certificate - Any other certificates - Access to remote access - This is a very important certificate - VPN with authorized devices - Take all precautions - Management software can check the final Device - Access to the Root Certificate allows the user certificate to create any trusted Certificate of Certificate of Domain Verification (DV) - Use as an
additional authentication factor - Certificate holder has some control - Limited access without a DNS domain certificate - Integration on smart cards - Advanced Certificate of Verification (EV) - Use as a physical, and Digital Access Card - Additional checks confirmed the identity of the owner of the Certificate of Email Subject Alternative Name (SAN) - Use the recipient's public key
for encryption - Expanding the Certificate X.509 - Lists of Additional Identification Information - Receiving Encrypted Emails - Allows The Certificate for Support - Use Your Personal Key to Decrylic Various Domains - Digital Signatures - Domain Wildcard - Use Your Personal Key for Digital Email Signatures Certificates of server names in the domain - Developers can provide a level
of trust. . professormesser.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No
need to acquire trust in devices - The user will have the ability, which already trusts you to stop the execution of the application - Create your own CA - Issue your own certificates signed by your own CA - Install a CA certificate/trusted chain on all devices - Now they will trust any certificates signed by your internal CA - works exactly the same As Certificate You Purchased 6.4 -
Der Certificate Certificate (Distinguished Encoding Rules) - X.509 Digital Certificates - Format Designed to Transfer Syntax for Structure Data - Certification Structure Standardized - Very Specific Coding Format - The Format of the Actual Certificate File Can Be Ideal for Certificate X.509 take different forms - Binary format - Not readable by man File formats - General format - You
can convert between many formats used on many platforms, use openssl or similar application to frequently use with java certificates view the contents of the Certificate of © 2017 Messer Studios , LLC Professor Messer CompTIA SY0-501 Security Course Notes - Page 93 6.4 - Certificate File Formats (continued) PEM (Privacy Advanced Mail) CER (Certificate) - Very common
format - Primarily Windows X.509 file extension - As a rule of the format, PEM (Privacy Advanced Mail) CER (Certificate) - Very common format - Primarily Windows X.509 file extension - As a rule of the format, PEM (Privacy Advanced Mail) CER (Certificate) - Very common format - Primarily Windows X.509 file extension - As a rule of the format, provided by CAs Format ASCII -
Usually contains a public key - Letters and numbers - Private keys will be transferred in file format .pfx - Easy to send an email - General format for Windows Certificates - Readable - Look .cer extension PKCS #12 PKCS #7 - Standards of encryption of public keys #7 #12 currently standard RFC - Related to the rfC ASCII - Keep a lot of X.509 certificates in a single .p12 file -
Private keys not included in the .p7b file - Advanced from Microsoft format .pfx - Wide platform support - These two standards are very similar to Microsoft Windows - Often referred interchangeable - Java Tomcat X.509 formatted certificate in readable output format - opens x509 -in Данные: Версия: 3 (0x2) Серийный номер: 03:23:14:9e:79:07:4c:7f:fb:9a:01:40:c7:05:d3:9d:3c:08
Алгоритм подписи: sha256WithRSAEncryption Эмитент: C'US, О'Давайте зашифруем, CN'Let's Encrypt Authority X3 Действительность не до: 23 июля 15:01:00 2017 GMT Не после : 21 октября 15:01:00 2017 GMT Тема: CN'professormesser.com Тема Общественного ключа Информация: Алгоритм общественного ключа: rsaEncryption Public-Key: (2048 бит)
Modulus: 00:c9:57:55:5a:e3:c5:88:5e:8e:8b:9f:af:42:0b:... Экспонент: 65537 (0x10001) X509v3 расширений: X509v3 Использование ключей: критическая цифровая подпись, ключевые encipherment ... Certificate in PEM format -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- MIICLDCCAdKgAwIBAgIBADAKBggqhkjOPQQDAjB9MQswCQYDVQQGEwJCRTEPMA0G
A1UEChMGR251VExTMSUwIwYDVQQLExxHbnVUTFMgY2VydGlmaWNhdGUgYXV0aG9y aXR5MQ8wDQYDVQQIEwZMZXV2ZW4xJTAjBgNVBAMTHEdudVRMUyBjZXJ0aWZpY2F0 ZSBhdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMTEwNTIzMjAzODIxWhcNMTIxMjIyMDc0MTUxWjB9MQsw CQYDVQQGEwJCRTEPMA0GA1UEChMGR251VExTMSUwIwYDVQQLExxHbnVUTFMgY2Vy
dGlmaWNhdGUgYXV0aG9yaXR5MQ8wDQYDVQQIEwZMZXV2ZW4xJTAjBgNVBAMTHEdu dVRMUyBjZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBhdXRob3JpdHkwWTATBgcqhkjOPQIBBggqhkjOPQMB BwNCAARS2I0jiuNn14Y2sSALCX3IybqiIJUvxUpj+oNfzngvj/Niyv2394BWnW4X uQ4RTEiywK87WRcWMGgJB5kX/t2no0MwQTAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA8GA1Ud
DwEB/wQFAwMHBgAwHQYDVR0OBBYEFPC0gf6YEr+1KLlkQAPLzB9mTigDMAoGCCqG SM49BAMCA0gAMEUCIDGuwD1KPyG+hRf88MeyMQcqOFZD0TbVleF+UsAGQ4enAiEA l4wOuDwKQa+upc8GftXE2C//4mKANBC6It01gUaTIpo= -----END CERTIFICATE----- © 2017 Messer Studios, LLC Professor Messer's CompTIA SY0-501 Security+ Course Notes - Page 94
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